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PREFACE 

Several years ago, I told my good neighbors, Marcia and Scott Bell, about some 
incidents regarding my combat missions during World War II. Some incidents were 
humorous, some tragic and a few were mysterious. They recommended that 1 write 
about these experiences in my own words, keeping the technical part to a 
minimum. And so I decided to write a complete story of my experiences, from the 
time I enlisted until I was discharged from the Army A·ir Forces. 

The resultant story is based upon my thoughts and experiences as I remembered 
them, as well as facts obtained from my personal notes and milltary orders. In 
addition, I reviewed articles that I hBd saved from that time period and several 
books that had been written about the B-29 Superfortress and the Pacific 
Campaign after the war. I also contacted s~veral former crew members for their 
input regarding our combat tour at Tinian. Although I found it impossible to write 
this story without including some statistical information, I tried to keep it to a 
minimum. 

It is hard to remember how I felt during those combat missions that I partici
pated in so long ago. I know that I was frightened when I thought about upcoming 
missions. It was the fear of airplane or engine malfunctions and inadequate fuel 
supply during those long and lonely flights over the vast Pacific ocean. I also 
thought of the possibility of enemy fighters and antiaircraft fire fatally damaging 
our airplane while flying over Japan. However, once the mission was under way, I 
concentrated on my duties as flight engineer and I didn't have much time to dwell 
on those possi bi 11 U es. 
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CHRONOLOGY 

1943 
May 19-Called up for Active Duty. 

21-Boca Raton, Florida. Basic Training. 
July 31-Val e University, Connet i cut. Aircraft Maintenance Course. 

January 
April 
July 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

1944 
24-Seattle, Washington. B-29 Flight Engineer School. 
18-Lowry Army Airfield, Colorado. Flight Engineer Training. 
17-Harvard Army Airfield, Nebraska. Combat Crew Training. 

1945 
1-Grand Island Army Airfield~ Nebraska. Joined 6th Bomb Group. 
5-Keamey Army Airfield, Nebraska. Overseas processing. 

25-Hamilton Army Airfield, California. Waited for ATC flight. 
11-Departed for Hawaii enroute to Marianas. 
13-Tinian Island. Rejoined 6th Bomb Group. 
18-First Combat Mission. Truk Island. Day. General Purpose bombs. 
9-Tokyo. Night. Incendiary bombs. 

11-Nagoya. Night. Incendiary bombs. 
13-0saka. Night. Incendiary bombs. 
16-Kobe. Night. Incendiary bombs. 
24-Nagoya. Night. General Purpose bombs. 
27-Shimonoseki Straits. Night. Mines. 
30-Kure Naval Station. Night. Mines. 

7-Nagoya. Day. General Purpose bombs. 
12-Kori yama. Day. Search & Rescue. 
15-Kawasaki. Night. Incendiary bombs 
20-East Kanoya Airfield. Day. General Purpose bombs. 
24-Tokyo. Day. General Purpose bombs. 
30-Tachikawa. Day. General Purpose bombs. 

3-Shimonoseki Straits. Night. Mines. 
5-Bingo Sea. Night. Mines. 

1 0-Usa. Day. General Purpose bombs. 
16-Nagoya. Night. Incendiary bombs. 
19-Tachikawa. Day. General Purpose bombs. 
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June 6-Kobe. Day. Incendiary bombs. 
a-osaka. Day. Incendiary bombs. 
9-Akashi. Day. General Purpose bombs. 

15-Amagashi. Day. General Purpose bombs. 
19-Fukuoka. Night. Incendiary bombs. 
21-Kawasaki. Day. General Purpose bombs. 
28-Moji. Night. Incendiary bombs. 

July l-Ube. Night. Incendiary bombs. 
3-Himiji. Night. lncendiory bombs. 
9-Wokoyomo. Night. I ncendi ory bombs. 

12-Tsurgo. Night. lncendiory bombs. 
19-Chosi. Night. Incendiary bombs. 
25-Seishin. Night. Mines. 
27-Kuyama. Night. Aborted after takeoff. 
29-Rashin. Night. Mines. 

August 1-Hamadi. Night. Mines. 
6-Hiroshima. Day. Search & Rescue. 

30-Departed for mainland, USA. 
September 22-Arrived Camp Beale, San Fnmcisco, California. Processing. 

30-Arrived St. Cloud, Minnesota. 
November 13-Kelly Airfield, San Antonio, Texas. Discharged. 
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PROLOGUE 

When the Japanese at tacked Pearl Harbor on 7 December, 1941, I was at tending 
the Michigan College of Mining and Technology, located at Houghton, Michigan. 
Although many of my compatriots waited to be called up for active duty by the 
locE!l draft board, I and several friends volunteered for the Enlisted Reserve Corps, 
Air Corps branch, of the United States Army. Co 11 ege vo 1 unteers were assigned to 
career fields in the Army Air Forces based upon their number of years of 
schooling. As I was in my sophomore year, I was accepted into the Armament 
career fleld and I sucessfully completed my physical examination during the fall 
of 1942. At the end of the winter term, I decided to remain home in Sault Ste. 
Marie, commonly known as the ·soo·, Michigan, as I expected to be called to active 
dut~ in the near future. 

In February, 1943, I received a letter from Headquarters, Army Air Forces 
stating: ·1. There is an acute need for Aviation Cadet Maintenance Engineers to fill 
classes in the near future. 

2. The educational requirements for ground duty training as an aviation cadet in 
maintenance engineering had been lowered to two years of engineering in an 
accredited college or university or the equivalent thereof. 

3. As you no doubt reallze by the news dispatches of the past few weeks, all men 
in the Air Corps Enlisted Reserve may be called to active duty at any time in the 
near future. The Quotas for classes in Aviation Cadet Armament training, for 
which you were QUalified, have been substantially reduced and it is not probable 
that you will be assigned to class at an early date. In the event Air Corps Enlisted 
Reservists for ground duty training are called to active duty it may be necessary 
for you to remain on active duty in the grade of private, unassigned, for a period of 
a year or more before you will be assigned to training as an aviation cadet in 
armament. 

4. In view of the need of maintenance engineers, it is reQuested that you 
immediately advise this office on the attached return form, if you desire to 
transfer your apphcation from aviation cadet armament training to aviation cadet 
engineering training. Rep 1 y should be addressed to Headquarters Army Air forces, 
Military Personnel Division, Aviation Cadet Section, Weshington, D.c.· 

I immediately submitted my application for the aviation cadet engineering 
training program. A short time later I received a letter stating that I had been 
accepted for the engineering training program and that orders would follow 
shortly thereafter directing me to report for active duty. 

I had app 1 i ed for a job with the construction company enlarging the sma 11 est of 
the four Soo Locks, upon my return home. I was hired as an assistant for the 
section associated with drilling fmd removing concrete from the walls of the old 
1 ock. After working at this job for severe 1 months, I was called up for active duty. 
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CHAPTER 1 
On 11 April, 1943, I was notified that I was appointed as an Aviation Cadet 

effective 19 May and would be placed on active duty that same day. 1 was to 
commence travel to arrive at the Army Air Force Technical School located near 
Boca Raton, Florida by 21 May. I was told to wear my civilian clothes to the duty 
station where I would be issued uniforms and equipment. My assignment was for 
nine weeks of basic training starting on 29 May. And I was instructed to pay my 
transportation cost and the government would later reimburse me at five cents a 
mile. I took the passenger train from the Soo and I was surprised when the train 
passed through Donnelly, Minnesota. I saw the home of Aunt Gertrude and Uncle Ed, 
my last glimpse of a familiar landmark as I headed for Florida .. 

The train arrived at Boca Raton in early evening and many civilians. myself 
included, were transported by a military bus to our destination. a former plush 
country club leased by the Army Air Corps far basic training of newly assigned 
cadets. The country club had been turned into an austere facility for housing 
cadets undergoing training. Two cadets were assigned to a room containing a 
bathroom with shower stall. However, it was a problem getting cleaned up due to 
the extremely short break periods and the normal lock of hot water. The majority 
of the cadets were ci vi 1 i ans who were ca 11 ed ·Feather Merchants.· Severa 1 en 1 i sted 
men with combat experience were also assigned to our class. 

The next day we were issued military clothing and equipment. including gas 
masks. At the local base exchange, I purchased some basic grooming items and a 
foot locker to keep my belongings in. A short time later. I packed up my civilian 
clothes and sent them home. We were also issued ·Dog Tags·. that is metal 
identification tags, with our names and newly assigned serial numbers inscribed. I 
was assigned the serial number 17115184, which I had to memorize. The tags 
were attached a sma11 metal chain which we placed around our necks. 

During one of our first instructional meetings, when we were allowed to sit 
down and relax, the instructors asked for volunteers. I didn't volunteer, but those 
cadets who did were ordered to pick up trash and field strip cigarette butts. And 
so I learned to be careful about volunteering in the Army. 

Cadets were assigned to various sqaudrons based upon the letter of the cadet's 
1 ast name. Squadron K was my squadron during my stay at Boca Raton. We were 
issued old army rifles, learned basic training, performed formation marching, did 
calisthenics army style, went on night hil<es and pulled sentry duty with our 
unloaded rifles. Several times we were awckened about midnight and formed up 
for forced marching into the wee hours of the morning. And although we had hiked 
during the night, we fell out for normal duty in the morning. 

Some times, following calisthenics, we were marched to the Atlantic ocean 
where we poired up for swimming. Frolicl<lng and swimming in the ocean wos a 
new experience for me and I enjoyed the outings very much. However. we had to 
watch out for jellyfish which could provide very powerful stings. When we 
returned to put on our socks and shoes, we weren't allowed to brush the sand 



off our feet or dry them. Instead we were told to get dressed immediately and then 
we were marched bock to the barracks in wet underwear with sand in our socks 
and shoes, which was Quite an ordeal. Apparently 1t was part of the toughening up 
process for military life. We were also assigned to Kitchen Pollee (KP) duty on a 
rotating basis. We peeled potatoes, set up the silverware and dishes, and served 
fellow cadets their noon and evening meals. 

Drill teams had been established and I volunteered to participate on our sQuadron 
team. We earned unloaded rifles and practised almost every day after normal duty 
hours. The fovorite port of the routine wos the silent drill where mony commonds 
were given and then the commemds were earned out in silence. CompetHion was 
held periodically between the various squadron drill teams. We also completed 
several instructional courses during our stay at the training base, including the 
standard American Red Cross course on providing first aid to the injured. 

During the first three months we were assigned as underclass cadets and we 
were occasionally hazed by upperclass cadets. As underclass cadets, we weren't 
allowed to leave the area. When we had completed three months of training, we 
were upgraded to upperc 1 ass cadets and we were given addition a 1 privileges, 
including visitations to Boca Raton. There wasn't much for a cadet to do in this 
village except eat, drink low percentage beer or soda pop and waH( along the ocean 
front or vi 11 age streets. I didn't see many women my age around that area. ¥/hen 
walking along Quiet streets at night time, I heard rustling sounds which 1 
discovered were made by fiddler crabs as they scurried away. There certainly 
were many crabs around the Boca Raton area! 
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CHAPTER 2 
Upon greduetion from the besic treining course during July, I pecked my foot 

locker and joined fellow greduetes for our deperture from Boce Reton. We 
trevelled by pessenger trein to New Heven, Connecticut where we were essigned to 
cedet sQuedrons loceted et the Army Air Forces Technicel Treining Center at Vele 
University. Cedets were essigned to these SQuadrons according to their career 
flelds. I was ettached to the one involved with the six month Aircraft Maintenance 
Engineering Course 

The Army Air Corps had a contract with university officials to billet the 
military cadets while they were ·attending these classes. When stationed at Vale, 
cadets followed the routine previously established by militery personnel and we 
marched in formation to all military affeirs. After we were wakened about flve 
o'clock in the morning; we dressed, made OIJr beds, cleaned the rooms, and gathered 
our books and course material for the day·s classes. We went outside for roll call 
and then we marched to the mess hall located in the university area for breakfast. 

After eeting, we marched to the local airfield and our designeted clessrooms. 
Here we were taught aircraft sheet metal repair procedures by military 
instructors. We learned methods for repairing ell types of aircraft structural 
f ai 1 ures, end we had hands-on experience making van ous repairs in the 
classrooms. We were also teught to operate aircraft engines on test stands and on 
nonflyeble aircraft parked on the apron near the class rooms. Some of the military 
aircraft that I worked on included P-36, P-40, and P-47 fighters. 
'w'alt Disney films were used to inform us about military affairs, such as security 
when around civilians, that is, to keep our mouths shut regarding military matters. 

The classes were arranged so that we went to school in the morning, returned 
to the university area for dinner, and then back to our rooms for changing into 
workout clothes. From there we marched to the university sports area and field 
house. The field house contained the gymnasium, swimming pool, boxing rings and 
other associated sports rooms. An obstacle course was located outdoors near the 
field house. 

Various cadet SQUadrons were rotated through these facilities. When I and 
fellow cadets from our sQuadron went to the field house for swimming, boxing, 
judo and calisthentics, other cadets were essigned to the obstecle course. And 
conversely, when we were essigned to the obstecle course, other cadets were 
ettending the various workout rooms in the field house. During the training 
sessions at the field house we were teught basics of boxing, wrestllng and judo. 
w'e were also taught how to defend ourselves end to ma1m and kill the enemy. 

Periodically we would go on hiking trips taking our gas masks and containers 
along. Sometimes a signal wes given to don our gas masks and start running. We 
continued to run for several miles with our ges masks on until the signal was 
given to remove the masks. When the weather was too bad for hiking or negotieting 
the obstacle course, we would run up end down the stairs of the field house during 
our workout time period. 
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One Seturdey 6ftemoon we merched to the university stedium to participete in 
the footbell game between the Army's West Point team and the Vole University 
team. I saw one of the greatest collegiate teams in action, with Glenn Davis and 
Butch Blanchard leading the cadets from West Point to a lop sided score. Newly 
assigned cadets weren't allowed to leave the university aret), except to attend 
classes and to participate in mandatory inspections held at the New Haven park, 
1 ocated near the university. 

My roommate, Jim Thornton from Montana, and I managed to gather gigs or 
penalties for small infractions of military rules, such as shoes not properly 
sh·ined, brass fittings not sufficiently polished, floors slightly dirty, dust in the 
area, and beds not made up to specificotions. After we amassed the allotted 
number of gigs, resulting in solitary walks around the New Haven park on Friday 
evenings, Jim and I caught on to the Army's way of accomplishing these tasks. 
Thereafter we managed to forego additional gigs and subseQuent marching tours. 

For entertainment, dances were held in the university ballroom on Saturday 
nights and local women were invited to attend these dances. Glenn Miller and his 
orchestra joined the Army Air Corps cadre at Vale while I was stationed there. 
Glenn Miller's band played ot these donees end his band led the cadet SQuadrons 
passing in review after our stationary inspection on Saturday mornings. We 
enjoyed this part of the weekly inspection and oh, how we marched to the 
swinging music of the St. Louis Blues and similor jazzed up marching songs! 

Halfway through the course, we become senior cadets and we were allowed to 
leave the university area on weekends. Many cadets, myself included, went to town 
on weekends to wander around the town and attend movies. Whlle attending a 
movie, I met Mabel, a very nice young woman. She and her younger brother were 
orphans and they were liYing with an aunt in New Haven. I Yisited them at her 
aunt's house mony times and seYeral times I stayed overnight during subseQuent 
weekends. After falling in love, Mabel and I became engaged and I gave her an 
engagement ring. We planned on getting married after the war was over. Although 
our time together was short, it was o very enjoyable time for both of us. 

Several weeks prior to graduation, an urgent reQuest was received for 
graduating cadets to volunteer for flight engineer training. Only cadets who didn't 
wear glosses were osked to toke the flight physical. However, so many codets 
failed the physical that I and fellow cadets, who wore glasses, were asked to take 
a modified pilot's flight physical which most of us passed. The flight physical was 
similar too pilot's exominotion, except for the weoring of glosses. 

As we neored the end of our mointenonce course, we were asked to volunteer for 
the new flight engineer training progrom. When I osked if I could get leave prior to 
my assignment as a maintenance officer, I was informed that none of my 
gn~duatlng class would be given leave. So I said what the heck, I might as well go 
to flight school and become an aircrew member and so I signed up for the flight 
engineer training program. 

During the final days of our training, groups of cadets were sent to a local Army 
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airfield. Here we practised our newly learned maintenonce skills on old and 
damaged military airplanes. We also pulled sentry duty and participated in several 
unannounced night marches. During these marches we bivouacked for the night in 
woods located along the route. In the morning we folded up our shelters, marched 
back to the airfield and resumed our training duties. One day we were giYen an 
orientation ride in an old Army B-25 bomber that was flown in specifically for 
that purpose. We drew straws to determine our seating on the airplane and I ended 
up in the upper gunner's turret, flying backwards. 

A popular song during that time period was titled "Oh What A Beautiful Morning" 
from the broadway hit, "Oklahoma: Fellow cadets and ground personnel selected 
that record whenever they played the nickelodions located in the mess hall and 
barracks. It was played constantly and from that time on, I never reallw en towed -- ~ .... 
that song. . 

When we returned to the university, local clothiers contacted us and tailor made 
our new officer uniforms. On 19 January, 1944, I was honorably discharged as an 
Aviation Cadet after successfully completing the Aircraft Maintenance 
Engineering Course. An official letter, dated 20 January, 1944, confirming my 
commission as an officer stoted "The Secretory of War hos directed me to inform 
you that the President has appo·inted tlnd commissioned you a temporary Second 
Lieutenant, Army of the United States this dtlte. This commission will continue in 
force during the pleasure of the President of the United States for the time being 
and for the duration of the war and six months theretlfter unless sooner 
terminated." I was also issued new identification tags with my newly assigned 
officer serial number, A0868600, blood type of A positive and the letter C for my 
religious preference, stamped on them. It was a proud day on January the 20th, 
when I and f e 11 ow students at tended graduation exercises, which were he 1 d in the 
university auditorium. Girl friends and wives pinned on Second Lieutenant bars 
onto the uniforms of the newly commissioned Army officers. Mtlbel pinned shiny 
new Second Lieutenant bars onto my brand new uniform. 

The next day we receiYed orders for our new assignments. I was directed to 
report to the training detachment of the Anny Air Forces Technical Training 
Command located at the Boeing Aircraft Factory near Seattle. The orders further 
directed that, upon completion of training at the Boeing Company, I was to report 
to the Fllght Engineer School run by the Anny Air Corps Training Command at 
Lowry Field, Colorado, for the second port of the flight engineer training program. 
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CHAPTER 3 
1 packed my belongings in my foot locker and several days later I said goodbye to 

Mabel when I and other newly commissioned officers boarded the train for New 
Vork. After a short del8y at the New Vork st8tion, we got on a troop train bound for 
Seattle, W8shington. It took about three days to reach our destination and I 
enjoyed viewing the vast plains and snow capped mountains along the route. It was 
my first trip into the western regions of our great country. 

When we arrived at Seattle, we were bussed to a military housing area near 
Renton Field. We were assigned to a barracks building which wos our home during 
our stay with the Army Air Force Training Commond. On the following Monday we 
tr8ve11ed to the Boeing Aircraft F8ctory, located 8t Renton, to begin our training 
sessions. 

Here I saw my first B-29s, which were p8rked near the main assembly building. 
Boy, W8S 1 ever impressed with the size of those airplanes. They were the biggest 
airpl8nes I had ever seen! The B-29s were the largest bombers in operational use 
at that time, and as a potentia 1 mechanical engineer I was interested in the 
statistics of the mighty bomber. It had a wingspan of 141 feet and a fuselage that 
was 99 feet long. The tail structure towered into the air about as high as the top 
of a three story house. Four main fuel tanks, located internally in the wing 
structure, had a capacity of 9,150 gallons. And it had a cruising speed of 220 
mlles per hour carrying a full load in the two bomb bays. 

Each of four R-3350 Wright engines was connected to two turbosuperchargers. 
The superchargers, operated by the exhaust gasses from the engines, improved the 
high altitude performance of the engines. They provided sea level power up to an 
altitude of 33,000 feet. A large four-bladed propeller was attached to the engine. 
It was the most powerful engine installed in any airplane at that time! As a result, 
the B-29 had a cruising altitude, speed and range much greater than her 
predecessors. Other innovations included pressurized cabins and remotely 
controlled guns. The B-29 was designed as an all-weather bomber which could 
operate at night and in cloud cover using o new radar system and bombsight. 

To support the huge airplane, a dual-wheeled tricycle landing gear was utilized . 
I noticed that there were four turrets located on the fuselage; one on top of the 
forword cobin, o second situated topside behind the gunner's comportment, o third 
located directly opposite the forward top turret on the underside of the fuselage, 
and the fourth located below the rudder on the lower fuselage surface. Another gun 
position was located at the tail gunner's position. Two .50 caliber machine guns 
were mounted in each turret and at the tall gunner's location except for the upper 
forward turret which carried four machine guns. Some time later, I learned that 
the forward upper turret was pri mari 1 y contro 11 ed by the bombardier and 
secondarily by the Central Fire Control or "'CFC"' gunner. The upper ctft turret 
was controlled by the CFC gunner. The right and left (side) gunners individually 
controlled the lower forward and aft turrets and either gunner could control both 
turrets. In addition .. the bombardier had secondary contol of the lower forward 
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turret. The tall turret was primarily the tail gunner's resposibillty. However, 
either side gunner could also operate this turret. It truly was a Superfortress , the 
official name bestowed on the B-29. 

Later, 1 boarded a B-29 for an orientation and famfliarization tour. The forward 
entry point was located in the nose gear wheel well, which contained a built-in 
ladder. 1 noticed that the forward turret protruded into the forward cabin to the 
left of the flight engineer's panel which left little room for the radio operator, 
navigator and flight engineer to move around in. 

There were three pressurized areas for the crew. The forward compartment 
contained the bombardier, pllots, flight engineer, navigator and radio operator 
stations. The bombardier's station was located in the nose of the airplane. The 
aircraft commander's position was on the left side and the pilot's position was on 
the right side of the cockpit, above and behind the bombardier. The flight 
engineer's station was located on the right side directly behind the pilot, with the 
flight engineer facing to the rear of the airplane. The navigator's station was 
located on the left side of the cockpit, slightly to the rear of the flight engineer's 
station. The windowless radio operator's station was located behind the flight 
engineer's station. An escape hatch containing a small window was located at the 
flight engineer's position. Another small window was situated near the navigator's 
station. 

The forward crew compartment, connected by a pressurized tunnel wlth the 
gunner's compartment, was located behind the bomb bays. Three gunners and the 
radar operator occupied this area, which also contained several bunks. Two 
sighting blisters were located on the left and right sides of the fuselage for the 
side gunners. A third blister, located on the topside of the fuselage, was for the 
CFC gunner. This position contained a master panel from which the CFC gunner 
could transfer control of the turrets as explained previously. The radar operator's 
station, another windowless area, was located to the rear of the gunner's stations 
and a radar set was installed at his station. A small circular screen of the radar 
scope enabled the radar operator to determine land areas and target locations. The 
radar instrument, which reflected radio waves, was used by the radar operator to 
find the target area by observing radar reflections when the airplane approached 
the target oreo or o 1 ond moss. 

The tail gunner's position, located at the end of the fuselage, was the third 
pressurized compartment. It was a small compartment containing a bu11et proof 
window. The tail gunner entered this compartment prior to pressurization, since 
there was an unpressurized area separating the gunner's and the tan gunner's 
compartments. The forward and reflr crew compartments contained cabin pressun& 
valves, which were opened upon crew entry for a flight. When open, cabin pressure 
was automatically maintained at on 8,000 foot altitude level up to 30,000 feet. 
The three pressurized and heated compartments a11owed crew members to operate 
in a shirt sleeYe environment without the use of oxygen masks at high alltitude. 

'we proceeded into the main building where we entered a side room that 
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contained mocl<ups and cutaways of various B-29 subassemblies which were used 
by Boeing instructors for training purposes. After each training session, we went 
to the assembly areas for observation of assembly methods and procedures. 
Utilizing this method of instruction, we learned all about the basic construction 
of the B-29. We observed the subassembly of major units including the cabin 
compartments, wings, rudder, elevators and landing gear. We also visited the main 
assembly lines where the subassemblies were brought together and attached. Then 
the final wiring and hydraulic hookups, and mechanical attachments were made. 
We followed a completed B-29 as it rolled off the final assembly line and watched 
factory personnel checkout the newly completed airplane. As a result, we became 
intimately familiar with the construction and assembly of the many parts and 
components of the airplane. We were informed that as competent flight engineers, 
we must be able to tell the pilot immediately why an engine was malfunctioning 
by cttecking instruments on the flight engineer's panel. In addition, the flight 
engineer was expected to be familiar with all potential engine problems, the 
probable causes, and the correction of each problem during flight. 

On weekends, we were free to do whatever we wanted to do. While many of my 
compatriots went night clubbing, I stayed around the officer's club and the local 
area. One weekend I travelled to a lumber town in Oregon to visit my grandmother, 
Johanna, where she worked at a local restaurant. She had tagged along with a 
cousin who was cutting timber in the area to support the war effort. After one of 
the main meals, I was informed that the entree was horse meat, with a deep red 
color and a sweet taste. That was the one and only time I ate horse meat that I 
was aware of! On Sunday night I returned to the Seattle area. 

My class completed the factory training course during April. We received a 
certificate of Technical Aircraft Training which was signed by representatives of 
the Boeing Company Flying Fortress School, B-29 Division. After graduating, I and 
fellow officers departed by train for Lowry Field, a training base located near 
Denver, Colorado to participate in the cruise control portion of the fliQht enQineer 
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CHAPTER 4 
When we arrived at Lowry Air Field, we were assigned to the Bachelor Officer's 

Quarters (BOQ). And prior to starting the three-month training course, we were 
placed on flying status as student aircraft engineers which meant that we would 
receive flight pay during this training phase. We attended closses where we were 
taught cruise control procedures and computed fuel consumption bosed on normal 
four engine operation under various flight conditions. Fuel consumption under 
odverse conditions, such as three engine operation, was also computed. These fuel 
consumption figures were used to prepare estimated fuel flow charts, called 
"How-Goes-It" charts which were used during flight for comparison with actual 
fuel consumption. They enabled the flight engineer to monitor his fuel consumption 
and to make corrections as needed. Cruise control theories developed in the class 
room were put into practise during local fljghts in modified B-17 ond B-24 
bombers. 

It was at Lowry field that I received my "Dear John· letter from Mabel, except 
that it was written by her aunt, and my engagement ring was enclosed. 1 wrote 
Mabel several times regarding the letter, but she never answered any of them. So 
much for wartime romances. I vowed to stay away from future entanglements and 
to have o good time during the remainder of my wartime stay in the military. 

Sometimes on Saturday mornings, I went to the local barber shop on base for a 
haircut. It was also o free doy to toke core of osundry tosks, such os exchonging 
dirty clothing for cleon clothing at the bose loundry. For exercise we played 
games, mostly softball, during afternoons ond on week~nds. 

Severo! of my fellow officers hod outomobiles ond sometimes I rode with them 
to Denver on Soturdoy ofternoon where we hod on evening meal ot a populor hotel 
whlle we discussed the latest news. Loter we went to Elichs Gardens, a favorite 
dance pavllion, where we met and danced with local women. They went to the 
povllion for companionship ond entertainment. Some members of our group poi red 
up with female companions and we didn't see them until the next day. 

Severol students dated army nurses assigned to the field hospitol that I met at 
the officer's club, where I ote most of my meals. One nurse came down with 
rhumatic fever. When we visited her at the hospitol, I noted that the shades were 
drown ond she wosn't ollowed to get out of bed. These procedures were established 
to minimize complications that could result from the disease. 

Early one Friday morning in July, near the end of the training phase, several 
student flight engineers, myself included, deported on a long distance flight to 
practise on long range cruise control procedures in a modified B-24. We landed 
late that afternoon ot the Douglas Air Field in Arizona. After checking into a local 
hotel, we went to a nearby restaurant for our evening meal. Afterwards, several of 
us went to the Douglas community building where a dance was being held. I had a 
great time visiting and dancing with a young woman from the local community. In 
the morning we returned to the airfield and boarded the B-29. Several students 
immediately donned oxygen masks and inhaled pure oxygen to clear away the 
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cobwebs, so as to speak, as we took off for Lowry Field. It seems th6t they h6d a 
rough night at Dougl6s. During the return flight, we again practised on our long 
r6nge cruise procedures. 

The three months of tr6ining r6pidly p6ssed by 6nd we gr6du6ted in e6rly July, 6S 
flight engineers authorized to fly on the mighty B-29 bomber. As 6n insigni6 h6d 
not been specific6lly designed for flight engineers, which W6S 6 new spec16lty 
est6blished for the B-29, we were 6Uthorized to we6r current observer wings 
cont6ining 6 16rge ·o·. After gr6dU6tion, we were given orders 6ssigning us to 
various 6-29 bases that were in the process of octivotion. Most of these boses 
were former B-17 trerining b6ses loc6ted throughout Nebr6Sk6 6nd ne6rby st6tes. 

During our last d6ys 6t Lowry Field, I heard sever61 instructors state that they 
wished th6t they could join us to fight the J6p6nese. They 6dded th6t they couldn't 
go, however, since it was their duty to tr6in future flight engineers the techniques 
of cruise control. I met sever61 of these instructors on Tini6n when the flight 
engineering cruise control progr6m was terminated 6nd they appeared to be 
shocked to find themselves 6Ssigned to B-29 comb6t 6ircrews. 
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CHAPTER 5 
1 was assigned to the 482th Bombardment Squadron, hereafter called "Bomb 

Squadron," of the 505th Bombardment Group, or "Bomb Group," located at the 
Harvard Army Air Field near the small village of Harvard, several miles from 
Hastings, Nebraska. The former B-17 base was being expanded to accomodate the 
larger and more complicated B-29 and a building program was carried on during my 
stay at the airfield. My living quarters consisted of a recently built tarpaper and 
wood building located in the officers area. The bull ding was hot in the summer and 
cold in the winter. The accommodations, which I shared with other young officers 
assigned to the squadron, were rather meager. Our cots were 1 i ned up f n a row 
along both sides of the single story bull ding and we placed our foot lockers at the 
foot of our cots. A room containing wash basins, shower stalls, and commodes, 
was 1 ocated at the opposite end of the entnmce. We were awakened early in the 
morning when the lights were turned on by the barracks orderly and it was a 
scramble to get shaved and cleaned up. Late comers had to line up and wait for a 
place to clean up. Then it was off to the messhall for breakfast and onto the 
squadron area for roll call. When we had an early morning flight, an orderly 
awakened each individual involved with the flight so as not to disturb other 
r-esidents. Early one morning, after a hearty breakfast of fried eggs, bacon, toast 
and butter and milk, I departed on a training flight. We encountered rough weEJther 
shortly Elfter taking off and I experienced an upset stomach with a desire to get 
rid of my breakfast. I looked around but there wasn't anything available to upchuck 
in. So I held my hand over my mouth and swallowed real hard several times and 
slowly got over the urge to relieve myself. After that incident, I never ate greasy 
foods prior to a flight! 

The 505th Bomb Group hadn't received many B-29s prior to my arrival and we 
trained primarily in old B-17s. Later, when more B-29s arrived, we continued our 
training in both aircraft. For B-17 high altitude flights we were required to wear 
oxygen masks, which were connected to the aircraft oxygen system. We donned the 
masks as the airplane approached 10,000 feet on our climb to 25,000 feet, our 
operating altitude. During one descent from a high altitude training flight, my left 
ear plugged up. I was reluctant to remove my mask until we reached 10,000 feet, 
the s6fe level for breathing without an oxygen mask. When I finally removed the 
mask, I attempted to clear the blockage. However, I couldn't clear the ear passage 
and my ear hurt like the dickens when we landed. I immediately went to the flight 
surgeon's office for treatment. In a little while the passage opened and my hearing 
returned to normal. Soon after that incident, I was removed from the crew and 
identified as a risk for high altitude flight. From then on I was carried as an extra 
flight engineer and I continued to fly, primarily to meet flight requirements for 
training and pay purposes. 

Some weekends I joined fellow airmen and we traveled by bus to Hastings for 
entertainment. I went to the dances when they were held at the community center. 
When there wasn't any other activity in town, I patronized the local bars. Due to a 
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state law, bartenders weren't allowed to sell alcohollc beverages. Patrons had to 
obtain whiskey at local liquor stores which they carried in paper bags to the bars. 
There they bought ice and set ups from the bartenders. As the flight training phase 
wt~s ending and I hadn't been assigned to a combat crew, I purchased a used auto
mobile, a 1940 Mercury coupe, that was avallab l e at a price that I could off ord. 

During early December, 505th Bomb Group support personnel and flight crews 
departed for the Marianas Islands for overseas duty. I and other overage a·irmen 
and officers remained at the airfield. We were slated to be transferred to the next 
bomb group scheduled for activation after the holidays. I was officiolly released 
from the 505th Bomb Group on 20 December. I had very Httle supervision, lots of 
free time and I built a model of a fighter airplane from scrap wood. I outfitted the 
plane with releasable bombs under the wings. The barracks orderly asked me to 
build a similar model for him. I informeq him that I probably wouldn't have enough 
time to complete another model. A short time later, I discovered that my model 
was missing and I suspect that the orderly liberated it. I attended movies at the 
base theater and drove to Hastings several times during evenings and weekends to 
get away from the Army routine. 
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CHAPTER 6 
1 was surprised when I received orders on the 26th of December, transferring me 

to the 6th Bomb Group, located at Grand Island Army Air Field, about twenty miles 
north of Hastings. I immediately contacted mother and she arnmged for Aunt Dello 
to pick up my car at Hastings and drive it back to the Soo to keep for me until my 
return home. I packed my belong·ings in my foot locker and signed out from the 
505th Bomb Group. On 31 December, 1944, I departed on a military truck for my 
new duty station. When I reported in at 6th Bomb Group Headquarters, I was 
informed that I hod been assigned to Lieutenant Rockleigh Dawson's combat crew 
of the 24th Bomb Squadron. Rocky informed my that 1 was a replacement for his 
former enlisted flight engineer, who had contacted a venerial disease. Members of 
Combat Crew Number 24-15 were I st. Lt. Rockleigh (Rocky) S. Dawson-Aircraft 
Commander, 2nd. Lt. Jones D. Woodward (~oody)-Pilot, 2nd. Lt. Denis J. lnkel
Bombardier/Backup Navigator, 2nd. Lt. Archibald (Archie) W. Miller- Navigator/ 
Backup Bombardier, Sgt. David 0. Evans-Radio Operator, Cpl. Elio S. Casale-Radar 
Operator, Cpl. James W. Brooks-Central Fire Control Gunner, Cpl. Martin E. 
Eichelman-Right Gunner, Cpl. Stanley A. Mackiewicz-Left Gunner and Cpl. Charles 
W. Jones-Tail Gunner. 

Sixth Bomb Group maintenance and ground support personnel had departed 
several months earlier by rail and ship for Tinian, part of the Marianas Islands, the 
group's overseas base. The majority of the combat crews of the 24th, 39th and 
40th Bomb Squadrons of the 6th Bomb Group deported for Kearney Air Field in 
Nebraska, soon after my arrival. Kearny Air Field was the staging area for Army 
Air Force flight personnel headed for the Pacific Theater of Operations. These 
combat crews were assigned new B-29s which they flew to Tinian. 

During the next several days our crew went through initial processing 
procedures in preparation for our move overseas. Air Force issued items included 
A-3 Parachute Bags, B-4 Bags, Canvas Field Bags with straps and suspenders be1t 
and Duffel Bags. We were also given a checklist of mandatory clothing, flight geor 
and miscellaneous equipment items that were to be provided by the Air Force or 
purchased by officer personnel. 

The following items had to be purchased by the officers: three bath towels, 
khoki gorrison cop, ohve drob wool gorrison cop, service cop, wool service coot, 
three cotton drawers (shorts), two wool drawers, dress gloves, ollve drab wool 
gloves, six handkerchiefs, ollve drab field jacket, two khaki cotton neckties, ollve 
drab overcoat, raincoat, three khaki cotton shirts, two ollve drab wool shirts, 
three tan cotton socks, three 1 i ght woo 1 socks, russe 11 shoes, two service shoes, 
three khaki cotton trousers, three summer undershirts, two wool undershirts, 
extra shoe laces, canvas leggings, rubber or plastic comb, hand soap, razor with 
blade, shaving brush, tooth brush ond web waist belt. I alreody possessed most of 
these i terns. 

The officers had the option of shipping their belongings in the duffel bags or 
personal foot lockers. Of the mandatory items listed above, I packed the following 
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in my foot locker: wool s~rvice coot, two wool dn~wers, oliv~ drab gloves, two 
khaki cotton shirts, serv1ce shoes, three ton cotton socks, ohve drob overcoat, 
two khaki cotton trousers, olive drab wool trousers, two bath towels, four 
handkerchiefs, canvas leggings, comb, duffel bag, shaving and tooth brushes, hand 
soap and razor with blade. I added bedsheets, pillow cases and a hunting knife. I 
also pacJ(ed magozines and additional items of clothing including cotton drawers, 
tan cotton socks, cotton undershirts and a sweat shirt in the foot locker. The 
packed and locked foot lockers and duffel bags were shipped with the luggage of 
HeadQuarters SQuadron personnel departing in mid-January for Tinian. 

During processing, I olso received immunization severol shots: one for cholera 
and two for plague. I had received immunization shots for yellow fever, smallpox, 
tetanus and tyhpoid during my earlier training periods. 

On 5 January our crew, together with oth_er 6th Bomb Group personne 1, boarded a 
troop train bound for Kearney Air Field with our baggage for final processing. My 
A-3 Parachute Bag contained the following: insert rayon gloves, raincoat, B-3 
summer flying gloves, B-8 flying goggles, An-H-15 summer flying helmet, A2 
summer flying jacket, A-4 summer flying suit, A-1 0 winter flying gloves, A-11 
winter flying helmet, B-1 0 winter flying jacket, A-6 winter flying shoes and A-9 
winter flying trousers. Additional items included a B-8 parachute, ANB-M-C 1 
microphone, HS-38 headset, first aid parochute pocket, small portable emergency 
oxygen cylinder and C2 emergency sustenance vest. We were informed that no 
other items were to be packed in this bog. 

In my Canvas Field Bag I carried a bath towel, cotton drawers, light wool socks, 
summer undershirt, floshllght. meat con with a fort<, knife and spoon, 
sulphadiazine packet and a toilet kit. 

And my B-4 Bag contained a service cap, khaki cotton garrison cap, three cotton 
drawers, olive drab field jacket, khaki cotton shirt, dress gloves, khaki cotton 
necktie, light wool socks, russett shoes, extra shoelaces, khaki cotton trousers. 
three summer undershirts, mosQuito gloves and mosquito headnet, olive drab wool 
b 1 anket, two uniform i nsi gni a and insect repe 11 ent. The service cap could be worn 
during the trip overseas. Miscellaneous optional items, up to a maximum of twenty 
pounds for officers, could carried in the B-4 Bag. However, the total weight 
ollowonce for the B-4 Bog would not exceed fifty-five pounds. 

When we checked in with Kearny mil1tery personnel, we were informed that upon 
our departure for Hamilton Field, Califomie, we were to wear or carry the follow
ing items: olive drob wool gorrison cops, cotton drowers, two cotton handker
chiefs, khaki cotten neckties, olive drab wool shirts, service shoes, light wool 
socks, olive drab wool trousers, cotton undershirts, extension necklaces with two 
identification tags, A-14 oxygen masks, B-4 life preserver vests, web waist belts 
and pistol belts. Attached to the pistol belt was a complete canteen with cup and 
lid, double web magazine, first aid packet pouch containing a first aid packet, M-3 
pistol holster and a .45 caliber automatic pistoL Flying sun glasses could be worn 
or carried if in our possession. The oxygen mask was to be carried separately in a 
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box furnished by processing personnel. And the lHe preserver vest was to be 
placed and carried ·in a box, stencilled with our name on the outside, that woul.d be 
loaded with cargo into the transport airplane at the time of our overseas flight. 

I was also responsible for the Flight Engineers Kit, containing Hems such as a 
slide rule, tools and B-29 information manuals, which 1 carried along with the 
above baggage. For our flight overseas we were restricted to specific weight 
allowances which included our personal belongings and professional eQuipment. 
The weight of the professional gear was allotted according to crew position. As a 
flight engineer. I was allowed to carry a total of ninety-six pounds of personal 
items and professional eQuipment during the trip overseas. We were informed that 
no baggage other than mentioned above would be carried aboard the transport 
ai rp 1 ane by any combat crew members. 

Rocky Dawson and Denis lnkel were marri~d and their wives followed them to 
the city of Kearny, where they stayed until our departure for California. After we 
had gone through the processing procedure, we had lots of free time on our hands 
as we waited for transportation to Ca 1 if orni a. Their wives joined us at the air 
field and we lounged, played ping pong and hung out at the officer's club. Finally 
our crew received orders to travel overseas and we boarded another troop train on 
the 24th of January, bound for Hamilton Fie 1 d. The wives returned to their home 
towns when we received our orders. 

Hamilton Field, the west coast Port of Aerial Embarkation point for the Air 
Transport Command (ATC), was our departure base for our trip to Hawaii, enroute 
to the Marianas. Again we had to wait for our flight with the ATC and Rocky 
obtained permission to visit San Francisco. When we arrived at the city early that 
evening, we proceeded to the Top of the Mark, a well known landmark located on 
top of the Mark Hopkins hotel. We had an enjoyable time at the night club and late 
that night we returned to Hamilton Field. We remained at the airfield until we 
finally received orders to depart on 11 February. We were happy to be underway 
again as we boarded a four engine C-54 airplane and headed for Hawaii. One of my 
last glimpses of the mainland was of the Golden Gate bridge. 

After the airplane landed at Hickam Field, a military truck took us to the 
barracks area, where we stayed overnight, the enlisted crew members in the 
enlisted area and the officers in o BOQ building. I noticed bullet holes in mony of 
the buildings where Japanese pilots had straffed ground targets during their Pearl 
Horbor attack. We had an evening meal ot the officer's club. The next morning after 
breokfost, we deported the Howoiion lslonds on our continu·ing joumey to the 
Marianas in our C-54 transport aircraft. 

Enroute, we landed at Johnston and Kwojolein Islands for refue1ing. When we 
deplaned during the refueling operation, we noticed that the runway on Kawajalein 
had been extended to the ocean's edge. We also noted that the trees had been 
destroyed during the battle to regain the island, and damaged and sunken boats and 
barges littered the shore line. It was a very lonely and desolate island and we 
were glad to be underway again. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Late in the afternoon, we landed at Isley Field on Saipan Island where the 73rd 

Bomb Wing was stationed. Our destination, Tinian Island, was located three miles 
southwest of Saipan. We were trucked from the flight 11ne to the mess area where 
we chowed down and then to the bivouac area, where we bedded down for the night. 
Shortly after arriving at our tent we had many visitors: air crew members, ground 
personnel and Navy Seabees, who stopped by to trade Japanese souvenirs, such as 
sabers and weapons, for liquor. As we weren't allowed to bring any liquor with us, 
1t was a big disappoinment for them. 

We talked with veteran B-29 crew members about combat flying over Japan. 
They informed us that it was no picnic and that several Superfortresses had been 
shot down over Japan. And getting an airplane back to Saipan after the bombs were 
dropped, was seldom a joy ride. Any numb~r of problems, including bad weather 
and mechanical failures, could turn the return flight of a normal operating B-29 
into a struggle. For a B-29 that was damaged by enemy fighters or antiaircraft 
f1 re, the prospect of nursing it over enemy terri tory and over many miles of ocean 
became a nightmare. In addition, lwo Jima, an enemy held island located 
approximately mid- way between Japan and Soipon, hod to be avoided. Fuel was 
always a problem, even in the best of circumstances, with a reserve of about half 
on hour extra flight time. Therefore, gasoline in shot up tanks had to be 
transferred immediately to undamaged tanks. Compensating for a dead engine 
required great skill by the pilots and fhght engineer. If the battle damage was 
great enough, the crew would have to bai lout or make an emergency landing, known 
as ditching, in the ocean. Their survival usually depended how close they were to 
Saipan when they abandoned their airplane. 

Capture by the enemy meant harsh imprisonment or death. However, we were 
told that the B-29s were remarkedly sturdy airplanes and many Superfortresses 
that seemed destined to ditch somehow managed to hmp back to Sai pan with one 
or two engines shut down, and with gaging holes in the wings or half its tail blown 
away. Once the damaged airplane reached the island of Saipan, it had priority for 
landing over other B-29s. Meanwhile, other returning airplanes had to cope with a 
sky full of airplanes, all running low on fuel. We were informed that one way to 
beot the crowded skies ot the londing site, wos to try and get the jump on other 
part i ci pat i ng airplanes and beat them back to the Iandi ng area. And so after the 
bomber formation broke up, it was every man for himself, per an old cliche. 

I asked o combat flight engineer whot he did over the torget. He rep 1 i ed thot it 
was a busy time for him monitoring the engine instruments and that he didn't have 
much time to think about enemy fighters or antiaircraft fire, especially if the 
engines or fuel tanks were hit. 

The next morning Rocky went to arrange for transportation to rejoin our 
squadron. He was startled when 73rd Bomb Wing staff personnel wanted to change 
our orders to become a replacement crew for that organization. Rocky immediately 
contacted 6th Bomb Group personnel and they told him that our orders wouldn't be 
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be changed. Transportation was set up for our flight to Tinian via a C-47 transport 
airplane. we finally arrived at Tinian on the aftemoon of 16 February where we 
rejoined the 24th Bomb SQuadron, 6th Bomb Group, 313th Bomb Wing, 20th Air 
Force of the XXI Bomber Command. When we checked in at the 6th Bomb Group 
headQuarters building, we received ration cards for obtaining fruit juices, coca 
cola, beer and cigarettes. We were also issued cords. outhori~ing us to eat in any 
6th Bomb Group messholl. The messhalls were open twenty-fot:lr hours every day. 

Tinian was a small, flat, coral island with some pine trees and many sugar cane 
fields. Of the fifteen islonds in the Morionos choin, Tinion was the fourth lorgest. 
It was about four miles in width and eleven miles in length. Since it resembled 
Manhatten Island, ell roads were given New Vork street names, such os Fifth 
Avenue, and Broadway for the main island road. The eli mote wos semHropicol with 
o fairly constont breeze from the northeo?t. Soon ofter the is lend wos taken from 
the Joponese in the summer of 1944, Navy Seabees begon constructing roads and 
runways of coral for the 313th Bomb Wing's Superfortresses to be stationed there. 
They worked around the clock constructing the runwoys, cutting down fields of 
sugar cane and bulldozing Japanese oil dumps, ammunition bunkers, revetments 
ond defensive bunkers. They levelled the oreo, filling in low spots to a height of 
fifteen to twenty feet. One runway hod been completed for operational use end 
three additionol runwoys were under construction when the first 313th Bomb Wing 
B-29s orrived. Upon completion, North Field was considered to be the world's 
lorgest airfield with four porollel 8,500 foot runways, ossocioted toxiwoys, 
hardstands, fuel and bomb dumps, worehouses, shops and roods. Meanwhile, the 
Seobees cleared designated oreos of sugar cone fields and set up tents for 
temporary staff operations and as sleeping quarters for orriving ground and 
oircrew personnel. They also started constructing permanent showers and lotrines 
for Air Force personne 1. It wos estimated that there were 500 to 1 000 armed 
Joponese soldiers still on the island when we landed there in February. They hid in 
the numerous deep caves locoted on the island. During indoctrination meetings, we 
were worned to stoy away from the coves. We heard thot severol odventurous 
airmen end ground personnel, who went looking for souvenirs in these coves, 
di soppeored. 

Shortly after we landed on Tinion, I and fellow officers picked up our duffel bogs 
and foot lockers, which had preceded us, at the 24th Bomb Squodron eQuipment 
building and we moved into a pyramidal tent located in the squadron officer's 
bivouac area. Our enlisted crew members were assigned to a similar tent in the 
enlisted personnel area. These tents didn't contoin any windows or floors. I was 
assigned to a cot near the entrance. Shortly after mov·ing in, about ten o'clock one 
starlit night, as I was lying on my cot, I spotted a solitory figure furtively steal 
past the tent. I believe it was a Japanese soldier looking for food and water. After 
that, I slept with a loaded pistol under my pillow until we moved into our quonset 
hut. 
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CHAPTER 8 
After breakfast on 18 February, we were summoned to the 6th Bomb Group 

briefing building, a double quonset hut. for a briefing on the next combat mission 
for the group, our first wartime mission. And it would be my first flight with 
Rocky's crew! Nineteen combat flight crews from the 24th, 39th, and 40th Bomb 
Squadrons also attended the meeting. After roll call the 6th Bomb Group 
Commander, Colonel Kenneth H. Gibson, said a few general words about the 
mission. Then briefing personnel took over: Operations, Intelligence, Radar, 
Weother ond Air-Sea Rescue. We were informed thot we would drop generol 
purpose bombs on the Moen Air Field of the bypassed enemy occupied island of 
Truk. It would be a high altitude attack in formation. Mission information, such as 
time and order of takeoff, assembly area and location of each B-29 in the 
formation, ditching and crash landing procedures was presented. I was particularly 
interested in data regarding the total weight of the bombs, fuel on board, flight 
altitude to and from the target, and bombing altitude. Navigators received 
information regarding the courses to Truk and the return to Tinian. Bombardiers 
were provided with data on initial aiming point, bombing altitude and bomb drop 
point. The gunners were briefed on possible enemy fighter activity and cautions on 
firing of the guns. Radio operators were given radio frequencies for this flight. 
During 1944, aircraft carrier based naval pilots had bombed and straffed Truk's 
airfield and harbor facilities. As a result, Japanese forces stationed on the island 
were considered to be isolated and neutralized. The plan was to bypass the island 
and have the Army Air Forces bomb the island occasionally to keep the island 
neutralized and let the remaining enemy forces wither on the vine, so as to speak . 
Therefore, the bomb group's mission to Truk was to accomplish several objectives. 
First, this relatively short mission was for training and to shake down the group's 
flight toctics in a combot environment for new crews, like ours, prior to attacking 
Japan. Second, the raid was to keep enemy forces on the island neutralized. At the 
end of the briefing, the Chaplain said a prayer. 

Following the briefing, we returned to our tents to put on our flight suits and 
pick up our flight and survival equipment, suches flight helmets, oxygen masks, 
portable oxygen bottles, full canteens, and life preserver vests, commonly known 
as "Moe Wests· which we donned. I olso picked up my flight engineer bag containing 
tools, flashlight and flight information flles. Then we boarded a military truck 
and rode to the equipment area to pick up our parachutes. 

From there we were token to the flight Hne at North Field. During the ride, there 
was much talking, joking rmd singing of risque songs. The crew chief and his team, 
having preflighted and checked out the B-29 several hours earlier, awaited our 
arrival. The air was heavy with the smell of gasoline and hot engine oil as we 
lined up our f1 i ght and survi va 1 gear in front of the airplane. Then we went about 
our individual external checks of our assigned airplane; bombardier Denis lnkel, 
checking that the bomb safing wires had been removed; the gunners insuring that 
the guns were properly stowed; and Rocky and pilot, Jones Woodward, looking over 
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the control surfaces and general condition of the airplane. I conducted my 
walkaround inspection also checking on the condition of the airplane. An importt:mt 
check was of the tires regarding wear and cuts which could result in a blowout 
during takeoff. Prior to boarding the airplane, we lined up ot the left front of the 
ai rp 1 ane with our flight and survival equipment for inspection. Rocky inspected 
each crew member's equipment and gave us flnelinstructions. He stated that as 
this was our first combat mission, we should be on the alert and for the gunners 
to keep a sharp lookout for enemy fighters. Then we joined the ground crew as two 
men grabbed each propeller blade of an engine and walked it through, rotating it 
and the engine several revolutions. This action was required to .cJear the 
combustion chambers of the engines prior to engine start. Finally, we boarded the 
B-29 with our flight and survival gear and settled down at our individual stations. 
Denis, the last crew member to enter the ~orward crew compartment, closed the 
nose gear entrance hatch. Ukewise, the last crew member entering the aft crew 
compartment via the ladder, pulled the ladder into the compartment, closed th~ 
entrance hatch and secured the ladder. 

After stowing the survival gear nearby, I checked that a flak mat, flak vest, flal< 
helmet and one man life raft or "Dinghy" were located at my station. Flak gear and 
dinghies were normally left at each crew member's position in the airplane. Flak 
was a slang term for fragments resulting from antiaircr6ft projectile bursts. 
Next, I strapped on my parachute over the Mae West, snapped on the dinghy, located 
in my seat, onto my parachute, fastened my lap belt and put on my throat 
microphone and headset. Crew members were required to have their headsets on 
and connected to the interphone system when at their duty stations. Meanwhile, 
the auxiliary power unit, called the "Putt Putt" because of its rhythmic stutter 
when running, was started by the tail gunner, Charles Jones, on his way to the tall 
compartment. The putt putt, located in the aft unpressurized compartment, 
furnished power to the aircraft systems ond power for starting the engines. 

In accordance with the Before Starting Engines Checklist, I checked the oxygen 
system for proper operation and normal pressure. I placed the master and battery 
switches to the on position and checked thot the putt putt was on line. I checked 
that all panel lights and indicators were wor1<ing. I opened the fuel shut-off 
valves, turned the fuel booster pumps on ond checked that the fuel transfer switch 
was in the off position. Next, I checked that the mixture controls were set to the 
idle cut-off position and that the throttles were closed. I also checked engine, 
fuel and electricel guages for proper indications and that other appropriate 
aircraft and electrical switches, such os engine cowl flaps and generators, were 
set to the proper positions for starting the engines. I opened the cabin pressure 
valve and I determined the amount of fuel on board via the fuel quantity guages, 
which I logged in the flight engineer's log, hereafter called the "Flight Log: 

The pilots performed their required checks, including their oxygen systems, 
brake and nose gear steering pressures, operation of the flight controls (aileron, 
e 1 eva tor and rudder), and proper positions of switches and status of flight 
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indicators. Rocky also operated the parking brake lever. thereby engaging the 
brakes. Other crew members performed the required checks for their stations. 
Upon completion of our checks, each crew member reported in to Rocky via 
interphone on the status of the their inspection in a prearranged sequence. 

Upon receiving a signal from control tower personnel, Rocky told me to start the 
engines. Woody confirmed that a ground crew member was in position with a fire 
extinguisher at the front of the right wing. I turned the panel fire extinguisher 
switch to the number three engine position, cracked the engine throttle, moved the 
mixture control from idle cut-off to auto-rich and actuated the starter switch. 
After several revolutions. 1 flipped the magneto swlth to the both position and the 
mighty engine wheezed, coughed, chugged a few times and started with a roar as 
the airplane began to vibrate and shake. I moved the throttle to the idle position 
and the engine settled down into a low and steady rumble. I scanned appropriate 
engine instruments. such as fuel flow and pressure. oil pressure and temperature • 
cylinder head temperature, and tachometer, noting that the engine was operating 
normally. I switched power from the putt putt to the aircraft electrical system 
and started the remaining three engines. After all engines had been started and 
were idling, Rocky conducted the propeller and feathering motor checks. Then he 
advanced the number one throttle to obtain the prescibed revolutions per minute 
and I conducted the magneto checks. I verified that the magnetos were operating 
norma 11 y. The other engines also checked out okay. I not i f1 ed Rocky that I had 
completed my checks. that the engines were operating normally and that I was 
ready to taxi. 

Meanwhile, Woody lowered the wing flaps to the takeoff position as Denis closed 
the bomb bay doors. The wing flap and bomb bay door positions were verified by 
the gunners. We waited for the signal from the control tower indicating that it 
was our tum to join the B-29s that were taxling to the runways for takeoff. When 
Rocky received the signal, he directed the ground crew to remove the wheel 
chocks, released the parking brake lever and advanced the throttles. As the B-29 
started to lumber forward, he reduced power to keep the airplane moving at a slow 
rate as ground crew personnel directed him onto the taxiway where we joined the 
parade of bombers heading for the runways. We proceeded to the west end of the 
designated runway for takeoff to the east, where we joined preceding B-29s 
holding nose-to-tail waiting to takeoff. 

There were potential problems for airplanes taking off to the west. The end of 
the runway wos only a few feet higher than the surface beyond the runway. The 
flight path was over land for some distance prior to reaching the ocean and there 
wos o cemetery locoted o short distance from the end of the runway. We were 
fortunate in that we never had to takeoff to west. During my stay at Tinian, I only 
saw a few airplanes takeoff in that direction and I saw one B-29 plunge into the 
ocean after taking off to the west. 

As we neared the runway, I rechecked that the mixture controls were set to the 
auto-rich position. that the fuel booster pumps were on and that the cowl flaps 
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were open. Meonwhile, Rocky osked for onother crew report as he told them to 
standbU for takeoff. At the next signal, Rocky turned the B-29 onto the runway, 
using the outboard engines to steer the airplane and stopped the B-29 at the end of 
the runway. Takeoff of a Superfortress required the coordinated effort of the two 
pilots and the 1'1ight eng·ineer to coax the huge airplane aloft. As Rocky advanced 
the four throttles to obtain full power while he and 'vv'oody stomped on the br-akes, 
tr1e migt1ty engines roared and the B-29 started jumping with the nose gear 
bouncing up and down, raring to go. I carefully checked the instruments for any 
sign of engine malfunctioning. When the engines were developinQ full power, the 
pilots released the brakes and the airplane began to move, slowl~ and ponderously 
at first and then accelerating until we were speeding down the c-oral runway. 
Rocky deftly guided the B-29 along the center of the runway as ¥loody called out 
the airspeed. This was my first check of ~he engines at full power and 1 constantly 
monitored the instruments for any i ndi cation of abnorma I operation. A 11 engines 
continued to operate norma II y. Soon we passed the decision point for sflf e 1 y 
aborting the takeoff roll and we were committed to taking off. When the airplane 
reached takeoff speed, Rocky pulled back on the control column, thereby applying 
up elevator, and the B-29 lifted off, several hundred feet from the end of the 
runway. Woody retracted the landing gear and slowly raised the flaps as the 
airspeed increased. We passed over the edge of the island which was located 
approximately one hundred feet above the ocean. Most pilots of over loaded B-29s 
used this buffer zone, by letting their airplanes settle to within several feet of 
the surface after taking off, thereby gaining a few extra feet per second of flight 
speed. I recorded the time of takeoff, duration of the takeoff, fuel used and engine 
cylinder head temperatures in my flight log. I closed the cowl flaps and turned the 
fuel booster pumps off. I asked Charles to shut down the putt putt and checked 
that the panel light was extinguished, indicating that it had been shut down as we 
transitioned·into the climb phase. 

After Rocky had levelled off at the briefed altitude and was heading for the 
assembly area, I moved the mixture controls to the auto-lean position. When we 
arrived, Rocky joined other 24th Bomb Squadron airplanes as they circled in place 
behind the flight leader's B-29. Meanwhile, arriving 24th, 39th and 40th combat 
crews joined their respective bomb squadrons, which formed up into a group 
formation. For identification purposes, 313th Bomb Wing B-29s had a large black 
triangle painted on both sides of the rudder with a large black letter painted 
inside the triangle. In addition, a yellow pirote bust, painted over a white disk 
from which a red and white streamer trolled, was located on the forward part of 
the fuselage. The black letter in the triongle identified group airplanes of the 
bomb wing. Black numbers painted on either side of the fuselage identified 
squadron ei rp 1 ones. 

When all B-29s were in position, the 6th Bomb Group flight commander gave the 
order to climb to the briefed flight altitude. I monitored the engine instruments 
and periodically entered appropriete data, such as airspeed, altitude, cylinder head 
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temperotures, engine revolutions _per minute, mixture settings, f~el used and fuel 
flows in my flight log as we contwued on our way to Truk. Somet1me later, Rocky 
ordered the gunners to test fire their guns, after ensuring that there were no 
B-29s in the vicinity of their firing areas. Around noon we had a hot meal that had 
been heated up in ovens located in the crew compartments. After we had eaten, 
Rocky told the crew to don our flak equipment. I removed my parachute and 
headset, put on the heavy and cumbersome flak vest over my Mae West and 
strapped on my parachute. Next, I put on my leather flight helmet with the oxygen 
mask dangling from one side of the helmet. I left the mask hanging, reodlly 
available to slop on my face in the event we lost cabin pressure, and I attached the 
interphone cord to my helmet. Then I placed the heavy flak helmet over my flight 
helmet. And finally I pulled on my gloves. 

When we neared the target area, an airfl~ld on Truk, Denis took control of the 
B-29, maintained a steady heading via the Norton bomb sight, and released our 
bombs when the lead bombardier released his bombs. Soon after bombs away the 
CFC gunner, James Brooks, called bFighters· over the interphone and I jumped when 
I heard the unexpected chatter of machine guns from the gun turret located 
adjacent to my station. The fighters tumed out to be another formation of B-29s 
in the distance. Fortunately, there wasn't any damage to accompanying B-29s due 
to the firing off the machine guns. Shortly thereafter, the formation dispersed 
upon command of the f1 i ght 1 eader and each aircraft commander departed 
individually for Tinian. Rocky called Charles to make sure that the area aft of the 
airplane was clear prior to leaving the formation. He didn't respond to Rocky's call. 
Since the tall gunner's compartment wasn't readily accessible when pressurized 
during high altitude flight, Rocky immediately initiated an emergency descent, 
levelling off at an altitude where supplemental oxygen wasn't needed. Meanwhile, 
he told Woody to notify the flight commander of the emergency. And he ordered the 
right gunner, Martin Eichelman, to check on , Charles. When Charles heard the 
pounding on his compartment door, he opened it and Martin informed him that 
Rocky was trying to contact him. Charles discovered that the cord from his helmet 
had pulled loose from the interphone connection, thereby breaking contact with the 
rest of the crew. He plugged it in and contacted Rocky. Meanwhile, I removed my 
parachute, flak helmet, flight helmet, flak vest and redonned my parachute, 
headset and relaxed a little bit. 

The manufacturer had equipped each B-29 with two ovens for providing hot 
meols for the crew during long flights. One oven was locoted in the forward crew 
compartment and the second was located in the aft crew compartment. The oven in 
the forward crew compartment was located over the nose gear wheel well. 
However, the nose gear wheel well was the primary bailout point for the forward 
compartment crew members. We discovered that in the event of an inflight 
emergency requiring bailout, the oven became an obstacle preventing rapid escape. 
Orders arrived from Air Force Headquarters, shortly thereafter. directing the 
removal of ovens from all combat B-29s. That was the first and only time that we 
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carried the oven in the forward crew compartment during combat missions. 
A friend of Rocky, hearing of the emergency, followed our B-29 as we 

descended to a lower altitude. After it was discovered that there wasn·t an 
emergency, Rocky and his friend bet on who could get back to Tinian first. We 
dropped to within several hundred feet of the ocean and Rocky applied full throttle 
to get optimum power from the engines and obtain maximum airspeed. We won that 
race! 

When we were cleared to land, I went through the Before Landing Checklist. I 
calculated the landing weight and Center of Gravity (CG) for the current 
conflgurotion of our B-29, which hod changed due to the dropping of the bombs and 
the burning up of gasoline. I gave the resultant figures to Woody for his 
determination of our landing speed. Landing speeds for various weight and CG 
configurations were posted on a panel at his position. Next, 1 directed Charles to 
start the putt putt while I moved the mixture controls to the auto-rich position, 
turned the fuel booster pumps on, opened the cowl flaps and set up other 
appropriate switches. As soon as the putt putt had been started, 1 informed Rocky 
that I was ready to land. 

When we reached the proper oirspeed, Woody lowered the landing gear cmd wing 
flaps. The gunners verified that the main landing gear had lowered and was locked 
in position and that the flaps had extended properly. Woody ensured thot the nose 
gear was in the down and locked position via a small inspection window at his 
station. Shortly thereafter, Rocky landed and Woody raised the flaps. Rocky taxied 
the airplane to the assigned parking spot in the 24th Bomb Squadron area. After 
the ground crew had p 1 aced chocks under the main whee 1 s, Denis opened the bomb 
bay doors as I conducted the required magneto checks. I shut down the engines, 
turned off all appropriate switches and logged the time in my flight log. After 
deplaning, Rocky assembled the crew to discuss the problems we had encountered 
during our first combat flight. As a result of the interphone incident, Rocky 
established a routine for periodic reporting in by crew members during future 
flights. 

'we flew training missions on the 20th, 25th and 28th of February in duration of 
two to four hours, to provide additional instructional radar identiflcation 
techniques for the radar operator, Elio Casale. These flights also provided us an 
opportunity to improve our inflight communication procedures and I became better 
acquainted with Rocky and the crew regording inflight operations. And every month 
thereafter, we flew maintenance check flights to monitor and break in repaired 
and rebui 1 t engines, bet ween combat missions. 
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CHAPTER 9 
It was during this time period that General Curtis E. LeMay. recently assigned as 

commander of the XXI Bomber Command. increased the maximum hours of combat 
flight to 120 hours per month and established 35 missions os a tour of duty. This 
pleased Rocky since he was in a hurry to get back to the states and he volunteered 
our crew for every mission assigned to the 6th Bomb Group. I agreed with his 
action as I also wanted to complete our combat tour as soon as possible and return 
home. I'm sure the rest of the crew members felt the same way. 

We settled down to military life on Tinian as we waited for our first combat 
strike against Japan. Fellow crew members played penny ante poker during most of 
our free time while living in tents. Some games were extreme, such as baseball 
with threes and sevens wild and fours receiving free cards. I didn't play in these 
poker games very often since I wasn't muc~ of a poker player and I usually lost. At 
the end of the month we were paid in stateside paper currency. However, each bi 11 
contained the word UHAWAII", printed on the reverse side. 

At first there were canvas bags that contained water which were located in the 
area for use by the mi 1 i tary personne 1. We were fortunate that by the time we 
arrived on Tinian, the area had improved. The Seabees had built shower stalls and 
trucks were used to haul water to the stalls. Sometime later, tanks were erected 
over the shower stalls and water was piped directly from wells to the shower 
tanks. The water used for showers was cold and invigorating. Empty oil drums 
were loceted throughout the bivouac orea which were used to hand launder our 
clothes. Water was added to the empty drum and the dirty clothes were placed into 
the drum and finally soap was added. The clothes were moved within the drum 
using a stick and when clean, the clothes were rinsed and hung out to dry. 

Our laundry facilities improved somewhat when some enterprising individuals 
placed the drum on top of an old bomb rack holder and a crude windmill was placed 
on a stand beside the drum to take advantage of the wind. The windmill drove o 
plunger which beat up and down on the soapy clothes in the drum. Later, other 
innovative personnel replaced the windmills with gasoline driven putt putt motors 
that had been removed from war weary and crashed B-29s. 

Although a hot sun normally shone down on Tinian Island, there usually was a 
cooling breeze that blew from northeast to southwest across the island. The 
reason for the breeze was that there were no mountains to cut off the prevailing 
winds. The neighboring islands of Guam and Saipan had hilly terrain which cut off 
these winds and they lost their cooling effect. 

'when we heard that the Marines had invaded lwo Jima during mid-February, we 
wished them luck. The island, located approximately 700 mlles from Japan, had 
been a problem for our B-29 crews operating out of the Marianas. The crews had to 
fly a zigzag course around the island on the way to and from Japan to avoid enemy 
fighters and antiaircraft fire. As a result, bomb loads hod to be decreased because 
of the additional gasoline that had to be carried to skirt the island. In addition, 
enemy bombers and fighters based on lwo Jima made sneak attacks against the 
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airfield instollotions located on Soipon, destroying several B-29s ond domoging 
many more, prior to our arrival. Enemy forces on lwo Jima also alerted military 
forces in Japan whenever our bombers were heading for the mainland. 

With the island in allied hands, it would provide emergency landing areas for 
bottle damaged B-29s and airplanes low on fuel that were returning from Japan. It 
could also be used os o bose for fighter escorts to protect B-29s flying over Japan 
and as an advanced bose for the newly formed air-sea rescue units. However, we 
were informed that the Marines were having a herd time against the well dug in 
Japanese defenders. 

Although combat crews had been warned to stay away from lwo Jimo, the first 
B-29, a combat crew from the 9th Bomb Group of the 313th Bomb Wing, landed 
there f o 11 owing a mission to Japan 1 n early March. As the Superf ortress was 1 ow 
on fuel~ the aircraft commander could tak_e several courses of action to save his 
crew. He could bail out the crew near the island, ditch the airplane in the ocean 
along si 1je the is land or attempt a landing on the 4,000 foot strip on the ma1 or 
airfield held by the Marines. He chose to attempt a landing, setting the airplane 
down on the edge of the runway near stalling speed and immediately applying 
maximum braking power. The B-29 shuttered too halt at the very edge of the 
runway. Japanese soldiers opened mortar fire on the airfield as crew members 
hurriedly repaired a bod gas valve~ thereby freeing up the gasoline trapped in the 
wing fuel tank. There was enough fuel in the fuel tank for the return flight to their 
base on Tinian Island . As soon as the repairs had been made, the flight engineer 
started the engines and the aircraft commander taxied the airplane to the end of 
the airstrip for takeoff. The aircraft commander gunned the engines and took off, 
barely lifting off at the end of the airstrip amidst a hail of bullets fired at the 
B-29 by Japanese defenders, and continued on his flight to Tinian. 

On 24 February, Corporals James Brooks~ Elio Casale, Martin Eichel man and 
Stanley Mackiewicz were promoted to Stoff Sargeant, the first promotions for our 
combat crew. 
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CHAPTER 10 
During the afternoon of 9 March, thirty-two combat crews from the three 

squadrons gathered in the bomb group's briefing building for briefings on our next 
mission, a bombing raid on the Japanese mainland. We sat on narrow wooden 
benches in the designated crew area and gossiped ·rrith fellow crew members. This 
was it, our first combat mission egainst Japen. And it would be our first long 
flight as a combat crew over a hostile oceen! 

'we were called to attention when Colonel Gibson and his briefing personnel, 
carrying maps and notes, entered and walked to the raised platforms in front of 
the room where they sat down. Colonel Gibson rose and formally opened the 
briefing. He stated that prior B-29 high altitude operations, conducted above 
30,000 feet, had been virtuelly unsuccessful in inflicting major damage on 
Japanese war plants. In addition, many bo":lbers were lost due to various factors, 
such as enemy fighters, antiaircraft fire, weather and mechanical troub 1 es during 
these daylight raids. High ranking Air Force officials expressed concern of the 
poor bombing results produced by the raiding B-29s. Therefore, General LeMay 
decided to bomb Japanese installations using totally different techniques which 
hopefully would destroy those targets. Tokyo was designated as the first target 
using these techniques. • 

'we were informed that it would be a maX'imum effort with all available B-29s, ,· 
located on Guam, Saipan and Tinian, participating in the mission. Over 300 
bombers were scheduled to fly in bomber streams to Japan for a night attack. The 
bomb runs would be made from low altitude by individual airplanes and incendiary 
bombs would used in an attempt to destroy the target area. 

The 314th Bomb Wing, based on Guam, was located further from Japan than the 
73rd Bomb Wing based on Sai pan and the 313th Bomb Wing based on Ti ni an. 
Therefore, lead B-29s of the 314th Bomb Wing, known as pathfinders, would be the 
first airplanes to takeoff in tate afternoon. They would be followed by the 
remainder of the 314th airplanes a short time later. B-29 crews located ·at Saipan 
and Tinian would start their takeoff about one hour later. There would be three 
separate bomber streems, one from Guam, a second from Saipan and a third from 
Tinian headed for Japan. A fifty second separation was to be established between 
individual airplanes in each bomber stream. 

The pathfinder crews were to fly over Tokyo on crossing courses and drop their 
incendiary bombs at intervels of 100 feet to form a burning X in the designated 
target area. Aircrews of the following forces were to drop their incendiary loads 
on designated targets within the marked area to start new fires. Bombing 
altitudes were established at 5,000 to 7,500 feet for the main forces, with the 
first crews arriving off the Japanese coast bombing at the lowest altitude. The 
next crews to arrive were directed to bomb at assigned altitudes which were 
increased to avoid smoke and heat from preceeding bomb drops. 

It was quite a shock to me and other ai rcrew members, si nee we had been 
trained for high altitude bombing in formation as protection against enemy 
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fighters and to lessen the effects of antiaircraft fire. We listened attentively as 
details of the impending raid were presented by briefing personnel. They provided 
information, such as the order of takeoff and scheduled times for takeoff, cruising 
altitudes and courses to Japan, cruising airspeeds, scheduled time of arrivals at 
the target, bombing altitudes and courses for the bomb run, predicted weather 
enroute and over the target, location of air-sea rescue units in the event of a 
forced ditching in the ocean, and other pertinent mission data. They stressed that 
it was important to fly at the briefed altitudes and airspeeds to ensure that the 
fifty second separation between airplanes was mainta'ined. It was also important 
to bomb at the assigned altitude to get above the expected smoke and haze from 
previous bomb drops. The brief ers stated that the distance was about 1,500 mi 1 es 
to Japan or approximately 3,000 miles round trip. 

I couldn't believe it when the briefers s~ated that the guns and ammunition had 
been removed from all participating Superfortresses, per General Le~1ay·s order. 
And so we were not only attacking Tokyo singly and at night from low altitude, we 
would also be defenceless against enemy fighters! Previously, combat crews that 
had flown missions over the Japanese mainland had relied on their machine guns to 
protect themselves against enemy fighters. 

When several aircraft commanders asked for more information regarding the 
drastic switch in bombing procedures, Colonel Gibson informed us that because 
high ranking personnel were disappointed in the poor showing of the high altitude 
attacks on Japanese targets, General LeMay was prodded to get better results from 
future B-29 raids. Since General LeMay was also disappointed in the previous 
bombing results, he had decided to change bombing techniques.The primary reason 
for the poor bombing was due to several factors: bad weather which usually 
resulted in cloud cover over the target area below normal bombing altitudes, the 
extremely high winds located at bombing altitudes, winds that blew from 
different directions at lower altitudes through which the bombs had to fall on 
their way to the target, low tonage of bombs carried to the target area due to the 
increased fuel load and resultant engine malfunctions due to increased power 
required for high a 1t itude operation. 

So General LeMay decided to implement a different approach to bomb enemy 
targets. He planned this mission in an attempt to destroy the Japanese industrial 
capability to produce war material. Low altitude bombing would require less fuel 
and allow a larger bomb load, almost double, that could be carried by each B-29, 
with less stress and strain on the engines. 

In addition, General LeMay felt that the night raid would surprise Japanese 
defenders and catch them napping. Enemy antiaircraft radar gun-ranging equipment 
was thought to be inefficient for night use. The substitution of searchlights for 
the radar controlled equipment to locate the bombers, and then determine the 
operating altitude would therefore reduce the effectiveness of antiaircraft 
weapons. In addition, it was estimated that the enemy's night fighter capability 
was weak. Another reason for attacking the target at ni ght time was to enable the 
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combat crews to return in daylight and ovoid night ditching of battle damaged 
airplanes. The reason given for removing the guns was that General LeMay thought 
nervous gunners would be shooting at each other more than at Japanese fighters. 

We were informed that much of the Japanese aircraft and related war production 
items had been dispersed around neighboring homes for piecemeal manufacture of 
parts to be assembled at adjacent production plants. Therefore, it appeared that 
the only way to destroy Japan's war production capability was to fire bomb these 
butldings. Dropping newly developed and highly effective incendiary bombs, the 
intent was to start fires in these inflamable housing areas which would hopefully 
spread and destroy important war production plants that were located within the 
target area. We were also informed that if this fire raid was successful, three 
more important Japanese cities that contributed greatly to the war effort would 
be fire bombed by our B-29s in upcoming doys. 

Briefing personnel warned us to fly a dogleg around lwo Jima, thereby bypassing 
the island which was still under attack by the Marine Corps. They stated that in 
the event of battle damage or mechanical failure the pilots should attempt to 
reach Tinian or ditch near rescue units stationed along our flight path. At the end 
of the generol briefing the bomb group chaplain proyed for the sMe return of oll 
participating airmen. After the general briefing broke up, crew members went to 
specialized briefings. I attended the briefing for flight engineers where we 
received addtional data, such as the gasollne and bomb loads. Our bomb load of 
seven tons, consisted of twenty-four cannisters containing six-pound incendiary 
bombs. We were also given preplanned flight data regarding cruise control 
procedures, power settings, and related information. 

When I left the briefing area, I was really scared and I felt that this was going 
to be a one way flight to Japan. Fellow crew members expressed simtlar concerns. 
We returned to our tents to get ready for our first mission against the Japanese 
mainland. Most of the crew, myself included, wrote final letters to family and 
friends which we gave to friends to hold for us. They were told to mail the letters 
in the event we didn't return from this mission, which we thought was suicidal. 

Even if we survived the flight over enemy territory, I dreaded the possibility of 
being forced to bail out or ditch in the ocean due to battle damage inflicted on our 
B-29. And there was always the possibility of having to bailout or ditch due to 
mechanical failure during our long flight to and from Japan. There was one bright 
spot in my thoughts concerning our flight over the ocean. If we had to ditch 
because of mechonical problems or if we survived enemy fighters ond ontiaircroft 
fire during our ottack and mfmaged to reoch the ocean and had to ditch our 
airplane, a rescue unit would probably be nearby to assist us. 

A search and rescue organization had been officially established in late 1944 as 
the Air-Sea Search and Rescue Organization to support B-29s operating out of 
Saipan. Search and rescue equipment included Navy submarines, destroyers, 
aircraft (Catalinas and Mariners) and Army B-17s. The airplanes called "Dumbos," 
carried survival equipment, such as pneumatic 1 if erafts, pro visions, radios and 
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emergency eQuipment, which could be dropped to downed airmen. However, they 
lacked the range and armament to patrol close to Japan where most of the battle 
damaged bombers went down. 

During February,1945, several B-29 Superfortresses, modified to carry 
droppable lifeboats and other rescue equipment and dubbed ·super Dumbo" B-29s, 
were added to the search and rescue organization. The~ had the range and 
armament to protect themselves while operating near ~the Japanese mainland. And 
they could drive off enemy ships and aircraft attempting to attack rescue vessels 
or helpless men in the woter. 

Prior to a B-29 mission to Japan, a line of seorch and rescue units was 
established along the flight path to Japan. Destroyers and submarines were posted 
at intervals along the route, and long range aircraft patrolled the areas in 
between. Several submarines were also di_rected to proceed to the coast of Japan 
where they remained on patrol throughout the mission. Combat crews participating 
in the raid were given the location and radio freQuencies to contact these rescue 
units during mission briefings. 

'we had a meal at the mess hall, picked up some cans of fruit juice and peanut 
butter sandwiches for our 1 ong flight and returned to our quarters where we 
prepared for our mission to Tokyo. I donned my flight suit, buckled on the pistol 
belt containing my first aid kit, holster, pistol, filled canteen and hunting knife. In 
addition, I carried an extra ammunition belt, loaded with tracer bullets, which 1 
slung over my shoulder and waist. The purpose of the knife was to sever tangled 
parachute shroud lines in the event of bai1out or tangled lines of a life raft during 
ditching. The pistol and tracers were to be used to contact allied search and 
rescue personnel in the event I ended up in the ocean. It was not my intention to 
fight the enemy, in the event I had to bailout over or ditch near the Japanese 
moi n 1 and. I put on my Mae West and shoved some candy bars in my pocket to munch 
on during the flight to Japan. Finally I picked up my flight and survival eQuipment, 
flight engineer bag and proceeded with fellow crew members to the squadron 
pickup area. 

A military truck was waiting for us, which we boarded, and we went to the 
equipment bui 1 ding where we pi eked up our parachutes. From there we were 
transported over bumpy coral roads to the B-29 parking erea in e convoy of trucks 
carrying fellow crew members. The mood was somber and there wasn't much 
talking and joking about this mission es on our shakedown mission over Truk. We 
reolized thot we were moking our first direct strike ogoinst Jopon with o big 
chenge in bombing tectics. And it appeared to me thet there wes a high probability 
thet we could be shot down by enemy fighters or entiaircreft guns. 

We placed our flight and survivel gear at the front of the airplane and started 
our inspections. I conducted my walkaround tour noting that bomb cannisters were 
attached to the bomb shackles. I examined the tires for treed weer end checked the 
general condition of the external surfaces of the B-29. I noted that the panels for 
the two seven-men life rafts were closed and tagged to indicate the presence of 
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the rafts. One life raft compartment was located near the forward cabin for use by 
the pi 1 ots, bombardier, navigator, radio operator and flight engineer. The second 
compartment was located near the aft cabin for use by the four gunners and radar 
operator. 

Upon completion of the external checks, I joined the crew at the nose of the 
B-29. Rocky conducted a final inspection of the crew and handled each member a 
bottle of no-doze pills. The group flight surgeon had issued the pills during the 
briefing to each aircraft commander. I never used the pills during our combat 
missions and 1 understand that most of our crew members didn't use them. 

Instead, we worl<ed out a schedule whereby several designated crew members 
were awake in each crew compartment while the remainder of the crew rested 
during the flight. For example, the navigator, Archie Miller, plotted the course to 
Japan while Denis rested. After the return f)ight to the Marianas was established, 
Denis took over the navigation duties while -Archie rested. Woody and I would doze 
for a short time whi 1 e Rocky watched my instrument pane 1 for any abnormalities. 
Then Rocky and the radio operator, David Evans, would rest while Woody and I 
resumed our duties. And so we al temated our rest routine as the return f1 i ght 
progressed, especially during the night hours. In the aft ~ompartment, two gunners 
were always seated in the left and right blisters watching for other aircraft and 
observing any engine abnormalities, such as backfiring and oil leaks. For example, 
Charles usually slept on the way to the target and flew in one of the blister 
gunner's seats on the return flight. Meanwhile, off duty crew members rested. 
When I went into my rest routine, I continued to listen for any change in the drone 
of the engines until I finally dropped off into a fitful sleep. 

After the inspection, we assisted the ground crew in pulling the propellers 
through several revolutions and 1t was time to board the airplane. I proceeded to 
my station and went through the prestarting engine checklist. The oxygen system 
checked out okay. I noted that engine, fuel and electrical instrument guage 
readings were normal and I logged the amount of fuel in each wing tank in my 
flight log. Next, I noted th6t the putt put was running and on line 6nd I set 
appropriate controls and switches to the proper position for starting the engines. I 
gave the status of my checks to Rocky during the crew reporting phase. 

As I woited for the signol to stort engines, I ogoin thought obout the mission to 
Japan. This was it, our first long distance flight as a combat crew to bomb the 
enemy homeland! Suddenly it was time to start the engines. After starting the four 
engines, I conducted the magneto checks and all engines checked out okay. I 
informed Rocky that everything was normal end that I was ready to taxi. 

Denis closed the bomb bay doors and Woody lowered the wing flaps.A short time 
later, Rocky received the sign6l to taxi to the runway. He released the brakes and 
advanced the throttles. When the B-29 started to lumber forward, he reduced 
power to keep the airplane moving at a slow rate as the crew chief directed h·im 
onto the taxiway where we joined the long line of B-29s heading for the runways. 1 
monitored the engine instruments and as we neared the runway, I rechecked that 
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the mixture controls were set to the outo-rich position, thot the fuel booster 
pumps were on and that the engine cowl flaps were open. Rocky stopped the air
Plane at the end of the runway and he and Woody stomped on the brake pedals to 
hold the B-29 in place while waiting for tower personnel to flre a white flare, 
indicating a ten second interval until takeoff. 

I thought about the takeoff, a forty to f1 fty second ro 11 down the runway, aboard 
a combat loaded B-29 carrying 7,000 gallons of fuel and a full load of incendiary 
bombs, resulting in a takeoff weight over 65 tons! Takeoff of a normally loaded 
airplane of 60 tons was a tlme of anxiety for the crew and that of a heavily loaded 
B-29 was extremely 11angerous because Joss of power of an engine normally 
resulted in a crash with the ever presence of flre and loss of the crew. And after 
takeoff, eng·ine malfunctions could result in the airplane crashing into the ocean. 

Although I didn't observe the ritual, 6th Bomb Group clergy blessed each 
participating airplane as it started the takeoff roll for the mission to Tokyo. We 
certainly needed all the help we could get for this mission! 

When the white flare was spotted, a ground crew member standing off to one 
side and in front of our airplane, raised his hand holding a flag, indicating that it 
was our turn for takeoff. Rocky immediately advanced the four throttles to obtain 
maximum power for takeoff while I checked that each engine was operating at full 
power and that all engine instruments continued to give normal indications. 

We were ready for takeoff. A few seconds later a green flare arched into the air 
and at the some time the ground crew member dropped his upraised hand holding 
the flag. Both signals indicated that it was time to roll. With the four engines 
developing full power, the pilots released the brakes and the heavily laden 
airplane slowly started to move. We were on our way for our first combat mission 
against Japan! I anxiously watched the engine instruments for any indication of an 
abnormality. After a long takeoff roll, Rocky applled up elevator, the airplane left 
the runway and we were airborne. We had made a good takeoff. Woody retracted the 
landing gear and gradually retracted the flaps. I recorded pertinent information in 
my flight log. After leveling off at the flight altitude, Rocky banked the airpltme 
to get on the departure course for I wo Ji rna and Japan. And soon after the briefed 
airspeed was establlshed, I set up the first cruise control configuration according 
to the preplanned flight plan, making sure that we could maintain the airspeed at 
this power setting. Next, I moved the mixture controls from the auto-rich to the 
auto-lean position observing that the engines continued to operate normally. In 
this confiQuratlon, the enQines produced sufficient power to maintain the airspeed 

~ ~ 

and altitude with the least amount of fuel being consumed by them. 
Meanwhile, Rocky set up the autopilot, nicknamed ·George· as for ·Let George do 

it." With the altitude and heading set to the zero or neutral position, and the cruis
ing altitude and heading stabllized, Rocky engaged the autopilot to the flight con
trols. Now the autopilot maintained the heading and altitude, relieving the pilots 
of manually flying the airplane, which was especially useful during long flights. 

We were flying along in the bomber stream separated by a fifty second interval 
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from the B-29 in front of us and hopefully a fifty second lead over the B-29 
behind us. 1 periodically checked the fuel and oil Quantity guages and verified that 
the engines were operating ol<ay. As the engines burned up gasoline, the weight 
of the airplane was reduced and the engine speed (power output) could be lowered 
while maintaining a constant airspeed. 1 continued to reduce the engine speed with 
attendant reduction in fuel consumption as we proceeded along the flight path. 

When we passed lwo Jima, off to the side of our airplane, Rocky turned the B-29 
to the new heading for Japan using the trim l<nob on the autopilot. Soon after, we 
flew into some clouds which got thicl<er as we proceeded on our flight. And we 
encountered some turbulence. Several hours later we flew out of the weather. 
However, my attention was focused on the engine instruments as I entered 
pertinent data in my flight log every hour. Similar information was reQuired for • 
power setting changes during climbs and d~scents . The Aircraft Malfunction · 
Report was another form that 1 was responsible for. It was used to list and -
describe engine malfunctions that occurred during the flight. This form was given ..,.. 
to the crew chief at the conclusion of the flight and a copy was given to the 6th 

Bomb Gro
1
utp Flight Etnginteedrd~uring deb_riefin_g. Itt wtahs usedtby_m~intenance • 

personne o correc no e 1screpanc1es pnor o e nex m1ss1on. 
Periodically I thought about our first mission to Japan and our radical change in • 

bombing tactics, the potential effectiveness of enemy antiaircraft fire, and the , 
possibility of enemy fighters attacl<ing our defenceless B-29. 

As the flight progressed, I compared actual fuel consumption figures with the 
planned fuel consumption estimates. I noted that the actual fuel used was close to 
the estimates that had been established for this flight. 

Seated opposite me at his small fold-out table, navigator Archie Miller kept 
busy plotting our position and comparing the results against the preflight prepared 
novigation course. He kept us on course end obout six hours after departing Tinion, • 
we approached the coast of Japan around midnight. ' 

When I heflrd the pilots toll<ing tlbout o glow on the horizon, I looked over my 
right shoulder and I saw an orange glow through the pilot's window. As we 
approached the coast of Japan, the orange glow increased in intensity and 
gradually evolved into a bright reddish color extending for miles in front and to 
the sides of our airplane. Rocky told us to put on our flal< vests and helmets. 
Soon after, Rocl<y turned to the briefed heading for our bomb run at the designated 
bombing altitude of 6,300 feet and firewolled the throttles. Brief glimpses out the 
windows revealed a hellish scene of angry pulsating flames reaching for our 
airplane with blazing tracers zooming up from the ground and blinl<ing white 
flares of bursting antiaircraft shells. Neor the target, Denis tool< control of the 
airplane through the Norden bombsight while Rocky maintained a constant airspeed 
of 250 miles per hour. The bomb run normally tool< about ninety seconds, an 
eternity for the crew since the airplane had to fly on a straight and level attitude. 
And the airplane was most vulnerable to antiaircraft fire when it was locked on 
course during the bomb run since the ground defences had an easier time to track 
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the airplane. Nearing the release point, Denis actuated the bomb door switch 
which opened the fast acting bomb bay doors. At the release point, he activated 
the bomb release switch and a timing mechanism, called an intervolometer. The 
intervolometer automatically released a bomb cluster alternately from the front 
and rear bomb bays at regular intervals to maintain the longitudinal balance of the 
airplane during the bomb drop. Upon impact, each incendiary bomb started a fire. 

I breathed a sigh of rellef when Lt. lnkel announced those eagerly awaited words 
·Bombs away: He closed the bomb bay doors and returned control of the airplane to 
the p11ots. Soon after the bombs were released, Rocky ·informed Woody that he was 
heading for the cloud cover on our right in an attempt to elude the heat and smoke 
from the he11ish fires below. When we entered the cloud, the B-29 shot upward at 
a terrifying speed for about a mne. Just as abruptly, we stopped ascending. When 
the airplane stopped rising, I found myself heading for the cabin ceiling. Only my 
legs, pinned under the panel, restrained me since I hadn't refastened my seat belt 
after I had donned my flak gear! All unrestrained items bounced around, including 
my f1 ash I i ght, f1 i ght 1 og, penci 1 s and other 1 oose equipment which fell to the f1 oor. 
I smelled gasoline fumes, which worried me until I remembered that the fumes 
were a result of the gasoline sloshing about in the fuel tanks, which normally 
entered the cabin when unpressurized. 

'woody, looking out Rocky's window, on the left side of the airplane, shouted UWe 
lost our left wingr There were several moments of terror until we realized that 
the B-29 was still intact and that we were flying with a low left wing and a high 
right wing. The airplane had rolled longitudinally during the rapid ascent. It turned 
out that what Rocky thought was a cloud was actually a violent, smoke-filled 
thermal that was created by the intense fires raging in the Tokyo area! 

As soon as we recovered from the effects of the thermal and regained normal 
flight, Rocky turned the airplane to the heading for Tinian that was provided by 
Archie. When we left Japan and were flying over the ocean, we removed our heavy 
flak equipment. Rocky reduced power on the engines and established the cruising 
speed that I had determined using cruise control charts based on the airplane 
weight and altitude. The object was to return to base at an optimum airspeed and 
maximum range at minimum fuel consumption. Then Rocky engaged the autopilot. 

And finally, crew members went into their prearranged rest routine. I was very 
tired as I laid back against the seat back with my headset on and closed my eyes. I 
continued to listen to the throb of the engines until I fell asleep a short time 
later. The flight progressed sotisfoctorily os the night slowly passed by. We 
skirted lwo Jima and early in the morning on 10 March we landed at North Field. 

Although we were tired, we were hoppy that our first combat mission against 
Japan was over, that we had survived the mission and had returned to Tinian in 
good shape. We felt that we had finally struck a powerful blow against the enemy. 
After we had parked the airplane in the squadron area, I performed the magneto 
checks, shut down the eng·ines and logged the time in the flight log. After 
unlooding our flight gear, I chatted with the crew chief about the condition of the 
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airplane ond handed him the originol Aircraft Malfunction Report that I hod 
completed in duplicate during the flight. Then I boar~ed the military truck with 
the rest of the crew and we headed for the group briefing room. 

The room was full of chat ten ng crew members who had preceded us on the reid 
against Tokyo. We joined them and discussed our experiences over Japan. I heard 
rnany comments, such as ·General LeMay was right about the Japanese night 
defences," u'We caught the Jap defenses asleep,· ·we really plastered Tokyo on this 
raid,· ·Even though we had some problems, we managed to plant our bombs in the 
target area,· and ·we are finally in business." The che.tter continued e.nd each crew 
member received 6 shot of whiskey e.s we waited for our turn at debriefing. 

When we met wHh the debriefer he asked if we he.d encountered any enemy 
fighters, searchlights and antiaircraft fire. He also asked for information 
regarding our bombing time and altitude, a_irspeed, visibility over the target area, 
and our impressions of the fire storm in the target area. When Rocky told him of 
our encounter with the thermal after relee.sing the bombs, we were surprised to 
learn that many combat crews had similar experiences. Then we broke up for 
further interrogations according to crew specialties. I handed the duplicate copy 
of the Aircraft Malfunction Report to the 6th Bomb Group Flight Engineer for 
appropriate follow up action. 

Later, we heard that all participating 6th Bomb Group B-29s had survived the 
mission. However, several B-29s from other units went into fatal dives and 
crashed into the target area after encountering the unexpected thermals. 
Apparently the pilots lost control trying to recover from the effects of those wlld 
updrafts. And some B-29s were downed by antiaircraft f1 re. Of the 279 
Superfortresses that attacked Tokyo, forty-two were damaged by antiaircraft fire 
and fourteen were lost due to various causes. 

After debriefing, we proceded to the equipment building and unloaded our 
parachutes. We left our flight and survival gear in our huts and headed for the 
mess hall for a hearty meal. We enjoyed the meal, in spite of the fact that it 
consisted of dehydrated milk, dehydrated eggs, dehydrated potatoes and spam. 
Then it was back to our tent for rest and relaxation as we were very tired. We also 
retrieved our doomsday letters, thankful that we had survived our first major 
combat mission, a low level attack against Tokyo. 
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CHAPTER 11 
we loafed and took 1t easy for one day and then on 11 March, we attended a 

another briefing. Thirty-two combat crews were present. We were informed that 
s·ince the Tokyo fire raid was a success, there would be three more maximum 
effort fire raids against major Japanese cities. The next target selected for fire 
bombing was the port city of Nagoya. Again all operational B-29s stationed in the 
Marianas would take part in the raid. Details of the mission were presented with 
takeoff scheduled for late afternoon. The crews were again instructed to bypass 
lwo Jima as the battle for the island was still in progress. We felt better when we 
were told that some machine guns were to be reinstalled on our airplanes per 
Generol LeMay's order. He suspected that the Japonese hod recovered from the 
night incendiary attack against Tokyo and would send up more night fighters. 

After the briefing, we picked up our fli_ght and survival gear and proceeded to the 
flight 1i ne_ Shortly after my wal karound -checks, Rocky 1i ned up the crew for final 
inspection_ We then assisted the ground crew in pulling the propellers through 
several revolutions and boarded the B-29. I performed my preflight checks, started 
the engines and conducted the magneto checks_ The engines checked out okay and 
when the signal was received, Rocky took over throttle control and taxied to the 
the active runway_ Shortly thereafter, we received the signal to takeoff and once 
more we proceeded on our takeoff run. I noted that all engine indications were 
normal as we reached the decision point and Rocky continued the takeoff ro 1 L He 
tronsitioned the B-29 ·into the climb phflse find soon thereafter turned to the 
departure heading. After we were on course fit the briefed altitude and airspeed, I 
set up the first cruise control configurfltion while Rocky engaged the autopilot. We 
flew fllong in the bomber stream, mflintaining our flltitude and airspeed_ 

After we passed by lwo Jimfl, Rocky turned the airplane to the preplanned course 
for the coflst of Japfln_ As we flew on into the evening hours, we were treflted to fl 
spectacular sunset. A huge orflnge sun slowly sflnk into the ocean while the 
surrounding clouds assumed fl colorful hue_ I continued to monitor the engine 
instruments and log pertinent data in the flight log. Comparison of flctufll fuel 
flow figures with estimflted fuel consumption figures indicated that our fuel 
consumption was normal, fiS we continued on our flight to Japfln. 

Around midnight we opprooched the enemy coostline ot 7,300 feet, the briefed 
altitude. When I looked out the forwflrd windows, I could see a large number of 
searchlight beams around the port city of Nagoyfl, frflnticfllly crisscrossing the 
night sky os they seorched for our B-29s. I o\so noted thot the fire within the 
target area Wflsn't as intense fiS the Tokyo fire. Denis, sitting in the bombflrdier·s 
position, jokingly said, "Look at fill the searchlights, lets drop our bombs on the 
dock arefl and get out of here," or something similflr. Rocky replied "We cflme fill 
the way from Ti ni an to bomb Nagoya and that's what we are going to do." We 
proceeded to the target aree, outlined by the pathfinder's incendiary bombs. 

Approaching Nflgoya, we flew into the glare off several searchlight beams 
located near the waterfront. Suddenly several searchllght beams illuminated 
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our B-29. They locked onto us and stayed with us, as if glued to the airplane, 
throughout the bombing run. I steeled myself as I waited for flak to strike the 
airplane. Denis took control of the B-29 and opened the bomb bay doors. He 
actuated the bomb release switch and the intervolometer automatically released 
the bomb clusters. This time the intervolometer was set to provide bomb impact 
points further apart than those at Tokyo. 

Although there was some antiaircraft fire around the fringes of the city, we 
didn't get hit by any flak. And thank goodness, we didn't encounter any enemy night 
fighters. As soon as the bombs were released, Denis closed the bomb doors and 
returned control of the airplane to the pilots. Rocky immediately made a steep left 
tum to escape the glare of the searchllghts, headed for the coast and turned on the 
heading for Tinian. As we departed the enemy coastline, the gunners continued to 
watch for enemy fighters. When we were ~eyond the estimated range of enemy 
fighters, we settled down for the long flight home. 

Our return flight was uneventful as we flew along during the night hours 
towards Tinian. The night faded as the dawn slowly arrived and we were greeted -
by a huge sun rising from the ocean. The clouds were lit up with brilliant colors as . 
the sun rose into the sky. The sunrises and sunsets that I observed during the 
flights over the Pacific ocean were the most spectacular ones that I had ever seen. 
I also saw the Southern Cross during my stay in the Marianas. We landed at Tinian, 
t1 red and dirty, and after debri efl ng, we returned to our area for a hot meal and to 
our tent for much needed rest. Later we wrote letters and loafed. 

'we heard that 265 Superfortresses had taken part in the Nagoya raid. Participat
ing combat crew members reported very light fighter opposition. One bomber was 
1 ost and twenty-four damaged by anti at rcraft fire. 
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CHAPTER 12 
On the 13th of March, we attended a briefing for combat mission number four. 

Twenty-nine combat crews from the 6th Bomb Group also attended. We were 
informed that this was to be another maximum effort fire raid, against the city of 
Osaka. It was the second largest Japanese city, which was packed with shipyards, 
factories making machine tools and electrical equipment plants. And there was an 
Army arsenal located there. Osaka was considered to be an important target. 

That afternoon we picl<ed up our flight and survival gear and proceeded to the 
flight line. I completed my external checl<s, lined up for final inspection and 
boarded the airplane. After engine startup, I conducted the engine checl<s, which 
were normal. Rocky taxied to the runway and commenced the takeoff upon 
receiving the signal to do so. I monitored the engine instruments which indicated 
that the engines were performing normally. Shortly thereafter we climbed to the 
departure altitude and I set up my first cruise control configuration. Once more we 
were in a bomber stream headed towards lwo Jima and Japan. 

Several hours later, we passed abeam of lwo Jima and turned towards the 
Japanese mainland. I monitored the engine instruments and logged pertinent data 
in my flight log at specified intervals. The hours slowly passed by and about 
midnight we neared the coast of Japan at an altitude of 5,100 feet. Elio Casale 
identified the approaching coastal area on his radar set and Archie gave the pilots 
H1e direction to the target city. Rocky turned the airplane to the course which 
would take us to Osaka. We soon discovered that the target area was covered by 
clouds. However, we could see the glare of the fires that had been started by 
preceding bombs and Denis tool< control of the B-29 and dropped the bombs into the 
target area. We didn't see any enemy fighters or encounter any flal< during our 
flight over Japan. 

We landed later that morning and proceeded to the debriefing building. We heard 
that a 40th Bomb Squadron B-29, participating in the Osaka raid, had crashed 
during tal<eoff. Fortunately, the entire crew had escaped from the burning airplane. 

Altogether 274 Superfortresses had bombed Osaka. Although participating crews 
reported llght enemy air opposition, two B-29s were lost and thirteen were 
damaged during the raid. One crew had a harrowing experience when the military 
arsenal wos hit. Their airplane hoppened to be directly above the arsenal when it 
blew up with a tremendous blast. The B-29 was hurled upward about 5,000 feet, 
flipped upside down, went into a slow roll, and plummeted towards the ground. The 
pilot finally regained control several thousand feet above the ground. They were 
mighty happy to have survived their harrowing experience! 

Pictures. taken after the reid by reconnaissance airplanes, indicated that the 
docks sustained heavy damage. In addition, the Kawasaki submarine shipyards, an 
aircraft plant, a locomotive works ond the arsenal were destroyed. 

'we had several days off and we rested, caught up on our correspondence, laund
ered our clothing and performed other asundry tasks. 
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CHAPTER 13 ! 

On 16 March, we receiYed information on an incendiary raid against Kobe, the ~ 
sixth largest city in Japan. The port city was a major naval and rail transportation 
center. Again all combat ready B-29s located in the Marianas would participate. 
The usual information concerning the mission was presented to the thirty-three 
combat crews assembled at the briefing room. 

In late afternoon, following a normal engine start and checkout, we taxied to the 
runway and tookoff. We climbed to the briefed altitude and departed on a heading 
which would take us abeam of lwo Jima. After clearing the lwo Jima area, Rocky 
set course for the coast of Japan. Twilight soon arrived, followed by a darl< night. 
Our flight was normal as we flew along in the bomber stream toward the target 
area. 

Approaching Kobe around midnight at ou~ assigned altitude of 7,300 feet, Denis I 

took over control of the B-29 and dropped the bombs into the target area which IIi. 
was already on fire. Shortly thereafter, the gunners reported several enemy night .... 
fighters in the area. Fortun6tely, they didn't attack our aircraft as we departed for 

TiAnitatnh, ardribvi~gf~t our base e~rlfy in thdetmh otrnifng
1
.
1 

. d. .d • 
e e ne mg, we were 1n orme o a o ow up mcen 1ary r61 was 

scheduled for Nagoya, since the previous fire raid apparently hadn't been as 
effective as the Tokyo incendiary attack. Rocky immediately volunteered our crew 
for this mission. However, staff personnel informed Rocky that our crew would not 
participate and that another crew would fly our airplane on this mission. Later, I 
heard that five 6th Bomb Group airplanes had landed at lwo Jima during the return 
flight to refuel since they were low on fuel. They arrived back at Tinian several 
hours after we had landed. Of the 306 Superfortresses that had attacked Kobe, 
three were lost and d6maged bombers included two from the 6th Bomb Group. 

After the five consecutive incendiary raids against Jap6n had been completed, it 
W6S time for the ground personnel to repair worn end damaged engines and 
perform maintenance on ailing aircraft systems. The 6th Bomb Group stood down 
and as a result we had several days off to rest and relax. During the evenings we 
went to the newly constructed outdoor theater, the Starlite, to see old class B 
movies. The theater was located near the 6th Bomb Group encampment in an area 
overlooking the western side of the Pacific ocean. The stage and projection booth 
were enclosed but the wooden seats were open to the weather. We always took our 
raincoats since it rained heavily and frequently during the evening hours. We also 
ployed softball and other games, and wondered around the squadron area visiting 
with friends and fellow crew members. We heard that Cpl. Charles Jones had been 
promoted to Staff Sargeant with an effective date of 14 March. 

To boost morale, strike photos, of the incendiary bombing raids and subsequent 
bombing missions which were obtained by reconnaissance B-29s, were posted on 
6th Bomb Group bulletin boards. The photos presented evidence of the 
effectiveness of our latest bombing efforts against Japan. 
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CHAPTER 14 
The time rapidly passed by end on 24 March, our crew joined seventeen 6th Bomb 

Group combat crews for our next mission, another maximum effort of Marianas 
based B-29s. It was e night attock with general purpose bombs against the 
t-1itsubishi Engine Plant and other military targets located in Nagoya that had 
escaped earlier fire bombings. The attack would be made by B-29 crews bombing 
individually from low altitude. Our crew was instructed to drop our bombs at an 
altitude of 7,200 feet. 

After the briefing, we picked up our flight and survival gear and proceeded to the 
flight line. The B-29 checked out okay and once more we proceeded on our way 
during late afternoon. We joined the bomber stream heeded for the Japanese 
mainland, bypassing lwo Jima enroute. 

Nearing the Jt~panese coast around midnight, Archie established the course to 
Nagoya as we climbed to our assigned bombing altitude. Soon afterwards, Charles 
called Rocky on the interphone. He stated that he had checked the tall guns, that 
they were inoperative and he couldn't fix them. Rocky told him to be watchful for 
enemy night fighters approaching our airplane from that direction. He also 
contacted the other gunners and told them to keep an extra sharp lookout for 
enemy fighters. That announcement made my heart jump! Superfortresses had been 
over enemy territory several times at night during the past two weeks and I felt 
that the enemy pilots had time to prepare better night attock tactics. It seemed 
like we were a long time on our solitary bomb approach until Denis released the 
bombs. I felt somewhat better, when Denis finally announced RBombs away.R 
Fortunately, we didn't encounter any enemy fighters during our flight over Japan. 
And although we encountered some antiaircraft fire during the bomb run, our 
aircraft didn't recieve any known flak damage. Every one remained alert and the 
gunners watched for enemy fighters as we departed the enemy coast. When we 
were beyond the range of enemy fighters, we settled down for our return flight, 
arriving at our home base during the eorly morning hours. At debriefing, we were 
informed that eighteen 6th Bomb Group B-29s had bombed the target and that 
three bombers hod been damaged over Jopem. In all, 223 Superfortresses hod 
bombed Nagoya and a total of five B-29s had been lost. 

That evening we heard o lot of yelling ond shooting in our oreo. When we checked 
into the cause for all the commotion, we were informed that word had just been 
received that Germany had surrendered. However, our elation was soon cut short 
when we Y.lere informed that the announcement of the surrender was a mistake. 

Mall call was eagerly awaited each day by military personnel. A package that 
mother mai1ed to me in early February, finolly arrived in late March. The package 
was beaten up and when I opened it, I found several airplane magazines and a 
jumbled mess. Mother had packed candy and cookies into a cardboard box and 
placed the magazines on top. The candy had melted, the cookies had crumbled and 
they were all mixed up in a tangled mess. I removed the magazines and threw the 
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package with the mangled goodies in the trash can. I received additional packages 
from mother, and sad to say, they all arrived in the same deplorable condition. 

Protestant and Catholic religious services were held on Sunday mornings; the 
Catholic service at nine thirty and the Protestemt services at ten o'clock. The 
services, which were held in the 6th Bomb Group briefing buiding, were well 
attended with inadequate seating facilities to accommodete the many ettendees. 
In addition, Cetholic field services were held prior to flights involving most of the 
bomb group combet crews, such as the fire rei ds egai nst Japan. A cerd tab 1 e 
served es the altar and the priest cerried the sacraments with him. Crew members 
served as altar boys or assistants. Many of the participating catholic and 
protestant crew members attended these services. 

Some enterprising individuals had brought flower seeds along with them and had 
phmted them around the squadron and group buildings and walkways. Soon 
marigolds, zinnias, morning glories and other colorful flowers blossomed and 
together with interspersed local tropical plents, dressed up the squadron and 
group areas. 
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CHAPTER 15 
We were summoned to the 6th Group briefing room on 27 March, where we joined 

twenty-nine combat crews. Another surprise awaited us when we learned that we 
were going to plant mines in waters around Japan. We were informed that Admiral 
Nimitz of the United States Navy asked Air Force officials to schedule some B-29s 
to plant mines in Japanese waters. The intent was to keep remnants of the 
Japanese fleet, anchored in home waters, from interfering with the upcoming 
invasion of Okinawa which was scheduled to begin on 1 April. The mines were to 
be planted in the Shimonoseki Straits located between Kyusku and Honshu. 

The purpose of the mining was threefold: to strangle enemy sea communications, 
to block any attempt by the Japanese to reinforce their troops stationed on 
Okinawa, and to keep the enemy fleet bottled up. General LeMay responded to the 
Navy request by assigning the entire 313t~ Wing the responsibility for this and 
subsequent mining operations. 

The Superf ortresses were ide a 11 y sui ted for this task. They carried radar 
equipment which could be used to pinpoint drop zones during night time. The crews 
could also plant mines under adverse weather conditions reaching remote areas 
where only B-29s could operate. Dropping the mines at night reduced the 
effectiveness of Japanese fighters and antiaircraft weapons. In addition, the night 
drop reduced the chances that the Japanese could locate the mines. 

Navy personnel, experts in the handling and placement of underwater explosives, 
were present. They briefed us on the tactics for dropping a variety of mines. The 
majority of the mines were designed to be dropped below 10,000 feet. Each mine 
was equipped with a six-foot diameter parachute to slow the rate of descent, 
thereby reducing impact with the water. The parachute was automatically 
released upon entry into the water, allowing the rriine to sink to the sea bottom. 

To ensure that the mines were dropped into the designated area, the B-29 had to 
be at the exact designated location which was to be verified by radar. In addition, 
the airplane had to be at the correct altitude and airspeed. The drop required 
coordination of the pilot, bombardier, navigator and radar operator. Therefore, the 
bombardier was to release the mines upon command from the navigator with input 
from U1e radar operator and pilot. Navy bnefers stressed the importance of 
accurately dropping the mines into selected areas. If any of the above conditions 
weren't met during the mining run, the mines were not to be released. Each crew 
was assigned to a specific location in the Shimonoseki Straits drop zone to ensure 
proper coverage and to reduce overl appmg of the mines. 

The mines were marvels of ingenuity. There were acoustic, magnetic and 
pressure mines which could be preset to deter mine sweeping and to explode when 
the damage would be the greatest to the ships passing overhead. Some of the 
mines were set to explode when the noise of the ship's propellers activated the 
fuse and detonated the mine. Other mines were armed and detonated by the 
magnetic field of the ship's steel structure. Another type of mine was armed by a 
ship counting mechanism. Each vessel passing over the mine activated a counter. 
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After o predetermined number of ships hod possed over the mine, the orming 
operation was completed and the mine was detonated by the next vessel passing 
over it. 

Takeoff wos scheduled for lote Elfternoon os we were to plemt the mines after 
midnight. We would proceed in a bomber streom to Japon as we had done during the 
fire raids. Each crew was assigned a takeoff position ond takeoff time to provide a 
time delay between participating airplanes so that only a single B-29 would be in 
the designated drop zone, to prevent interference or colllsion with other B-29s 
scheduled for planting mines. Although the enemy had finally been defeated on lwo 
Jima several days earller, we were warned to stay clear of the island, except in an 
emergency. Apparently naval gunners had itchy fingers regarding any airplanes 
flying over their ships. After the general briefing, crew members attended 
specialized briefings. I and fellow flight engineers received information regarding 
the fuel load, number and weight of the mines loaded onto our respective 
airplanes, and altitudes and airspeeds associated with the mission. Our B-29 was 
scheduled to carry 1,000-pound mines which we were to drop from an altitude of 
6,000 feet. 

We had a snack before we proceeded to the flight line, where I performed my 
walkaround inspection of our assigned bomber. I counted a total of twelve mines 
located in the forward and rear bomb bays. The engines checked out okay and soon 
we were careening along the runway and took off on our seventh combat mission. 
We departed on course for Japan with a dogleg around the island of lwo Jima. 

As we progressed on our flight to Japan, I thought how strange it was that after 
our first shakedown mission to Truk, we hod yet to fly a high altitude, formation 
mission over Japan, which we had been trained for. 

The hours slowly passed by as we flew along in the bomber steam at the briefed 
airspeed and hopefully maintaining our separation time from the B-29 in front of 
us. Short 1 y after midnight we approached the coast of Japan and Rocky turned to 
the heading for our mine drop. Radar operator Ello Casale verified our location as 
we climbed to the briefed altitude and established the proper airspeed. Elio 
watched his radar scope, comparing our ocutal position with reconnaissance 
photographs, that had been provided by Navy personnel during the briefing. He gave 
corrections to Rocky as we proceeded towards the drop zone. As the B-29 
approached the drop area, bombardier Denis lnkel took control of the airplane and 
opened the bomb bay doors. Rocky verified that we were at the correct altitude and 
airspeed. At the drop area, verified by Elio, Denis operated the release mechanism 
when d·irected to do so by navigator Archie Miller. The mines dropped automatic
ally in trail at preset intervals. Meanwhile, Archie logged pertinent data, such as 
time of drop, altitude, airspeed, heading and drop coordinates for Navy personnel. 

Rocky immediately turned the B-29 to the heading for the Marianas after the 
mines hod been released. Again, we hadn't encountered any enemy fighters, 
searchlights or antiaircraft fire. I settled down when we were beyond the range of 
enemy fighters. We landed at Tinion during the early mom·ing hours on the 28th. 
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During the debriefing, we were informed that two B-29s from the 40th Bomb 
Squadron hod foiled to return from the mining mission. Twelve search sorties, 
flown by 6th Bomb Group airmen, felled to flnd any trace of the missing crews. 
Altogether, ninety-two B-29s of the 313th Bomb Wing hod planted mines during 
this mission ond three bombers, including the two from the 40th, were lost. 

While waiting for our next mission assignment, we travelled to nearby beaches 
on the western side of the island for swimming and relaxation. None of us ventured 
near the numerous coves over I ooki ng the beaches as we heeded the worni ngs about 
the potential danger of exploring these caves where Japanese soldiers could be 
hiding. Meanwhile, a military laundry was established for the enlisted men while a 
civllion laundry relieved the officers of the tedious task of washing clothes by 
hand. 

During the morning of 29 March, our crew joined other combat crews ot an 
outdoor meeting at the 6th Bomb Group Headquarters area. Combat crew members 
who hod flown on four fire raid missions against Japan were presented medals, 
the Distinguished Flying Cross to the pilots and Air Medals for the rest of the 
crew members. Mot ntenonce personne 1, supporting the max-i mum efforts by keeping 
the B-29s in operational shape, received Bronze medals. The citation 
occomponyi ng my Air Medal stated ·For meritorious achievement whi I e 
participating in historical missions from o Bose in the Mononas Islands against 
the homeland of Japan between 9 March 1945 and 19 March 1945. During this 
period the cities of Tokyo, Nagoya, Osoko ond Kobe were struck with such force 
and determination that great oreos were totally destroyed. Aircraft on each 
mission attacked these Japanese cities at precedent shattering low altitudes, 
introducing new and successful tactics, with devastating results. Each flight was 
mode without regard to personal safety in the face of the ever present danger 
from enemy fighters ond heovy seorchhght-directed flak. These missions were 
flown over excessively long ranges through weather that was often adverse and 
necessitated instrument flight and increased novigotionol problems. 
There was the ever presence of the possibllity of mechanical failure and failure 
due to enemy action, necessitating subsequent ditching many mlles ot sea in 
hostile waters. The rapid succession in which eoch mission followed the other 
allowed o minimum of time for rest and recuperation. In spite of weonness and 
fatigue, physical and mental strain, and the hazardous fly·ing conditions, the crew 
members 11 sted be 1 ow di sp Joyed such courage and skill as to reflect great credit 
on themse 1 ves and the Army Air Forces.· 

And so I received my first oword during World War II. After the presentations, 
crew members gathered to discuss the preferential treatment of the pilots versus 
other participating airmen. I heard many sarcastic remarks, including ·why don't 
we put oll pilots on the B-29s and let them fly the next mission· and ·1 guess we 
know who the real heroes are: 
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CHAPTER 16 
The next day we joined several combat crews at the briefing room for a 

nighttime mining effort. our crew was scheduled to drop six mines, each weighing 
2,000 pounds, into the Inland Sea south of the Kure Novel Station. After the 
briefing, we travelled to the flight line and our assigned B-29. Engine start and 
checkout were normal and shortly thereafter we headed for the Japanese mainland. 

As we progressed along the flight path into the evening hours, we encountered 
billowing clouds and soon we were flying in the ·soup·, completely engulfed by the 
clouds. The pilots called our attention to the appearance of halos that outlined the 
tips of the spinning propellers. What an awesome and terrifying sight! Although I 
had heard about it, this was my first encounter with St. Elmos fire, a harmless 
phenomenon. 

As we flew towards Japan, the cloud co_ver gradually decreased and when we 
reached the Japanese mainland, the clouds hod disappeared. Rocky turned the 
airplane to the heading for our mining run and we gradually climbed to the briefed 
altitude for dropping the mines. Elio verified our location via his radar scope and 
nearing the drop zone, Denis took command of the airplane. Moments before the 
release of the mines was to commence, Rocky informed the crew that he was 
aborting the run as the B-29 had settled below the altitude required for dropping 
the mines. As we were approaching the release point, a searchlight near the drop 
zone flicked on, bracketing our airplane and illuminating the inside of the cabin. It 
was very disconcerting and I waited for flak to strike the airplane. 

When Rocky regained control of the airplane, he immediately turned the airplane 
away from the drop zone. The searchhght flicked off and we were flying in 
darkness once more. We returned to the initial point and recommenced our mining 
run at the correct altitude and airspeed. As we approached the release point, the 
searchlight again came on and locked onto our B-29. And once again I expected flak 
to strike the airplane. Eho verified the release point and Denis dropped the mines 
upon Archie's signal. When the mines had been dropped, Rocky took command and 
turned the B-29 away from the drop area. As we left the target area, the search
light flicked off and again we were flying in darkness. I was relieved as we didn't 
receive any flak nor did we encounter any enemy fighters during the mine runs. 

We deported the Japanese coosthne and when we hod flown beyond the range of 
enemy fighters, I relaxed and settled down into my rest routine. Another brill ant 
dawn greeted us as a large sun rose from the oceen end began its chmb into the 
morning sky, 6 sterhng sight, as we continued on our return flight. Of eighty-five 
eirplanes thet hed dopped mines during this mission, one wes lost. Later we heerd 
thet our mining efforts were paying off. Japanese shipping through the 
Shimonoseki Streits hed been cut by seventy-five percent, as depicted in photos 
token by reconneissonce B-29s. Meanwhile, with the islend of lwo Jime secured, 
work was rushed to reinforce and extend the runways of the airfields to 
accomodate more B-29s in distress, that were returning from missions against 
the Japanese Empire. 
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'rle heard that Anny and Marine forces had invaded the island of Okinawa on April 
1, supported by the largest naval operation of the Pacific campaign. 

Between missions, I wrote many letters to mother, relatives and friends. All 
outgoing letters were reviewed by squadron officers for mllitary ·information 
prior to mailing. I leamed later that some of my letters ended up with holes as a 
result of the review. I suspect that a lot of the material was unnecessarily 
removed by overzealous reviewers. 

It was during this time period that Air Force Headquarters issued orders 
d·irectlng oll combot crews to remove pointlngs of nude women from the noses of 
the B-29s. High ranking Air Force officials considered the B-29s to be above 
ordinary combat airplanes, and it was not to be placed in the common class by 
paintings of nude women. The 6th Bomb Group airplanes didn't carry any paintings 
of women and so the order didn't affect ()Ur organization. We heard that the 
affected crew members draped the nude ·paintings with appropriately placed 
coverings rather than remove their favorite paintings from their airplanes. 
Evidently this action was approved by higher headquarters as we didn't recieve any 
more orders regarding the removal of the paintings from the B-29s. 
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CHAPTER 17 
During the evening hours on 6 April, thirty combat crews assembled at the 

briefing room. We were informed that our bomb group was to join other B-29 bomb 
groups of the 313th and 314th Bomb Wings in a massive daylight raid against 
Japan. In all, ninety-eight combat crews of the 313th Bomb Wing were to 
participate in the raid. This would be our first daylight formation mission since 
our combat training flight to Truk. The target was the Mitsubishi Aircraft Plant at 
Nagoya which was the major producer of engines for Japanese fighters. Several 
prior B-29 attacks had only resulted in minor damage to the huge aircraft plant. 
For this mission, we would drop 500-pound general purpose bombs from an 
altitude of 17,000 feet in another attempt to destroy the plant. Since the raid was 
to be at high altitude ·in formation, a bomb boy fuel tonk filled with gasoline, was 
to be loaded into the forward bomb bay of e~ch participating airplane. The B-29 
crews were to proceed individually to the assembly point, arriving off the coast of 
Japan during early morning. Here they were to assemble and form up into group 
formations, prior to deporting for the initial point. A prominent landmark, such as 
Mount Fujioma on this flight, was selected as the initial point where the 
formation would tum to the briefed heading for the flight to the target. 

We picked up our heavy, cold weather clothing and flight gear and proceeded to 
the flight line. During my external inspection, I noted that the forward bomb bay 
contained on external fuel tank, which could be dropped during flight in the case of 
an emergency, and that general purpose bombs were loaded into the rear bay. After 
engine start and checkout, we joined the line of B-29s heading for the runway. 

Following a normal takeoff several hours after midnight, we joined the bomber 
stream headed for Japan. With lwo Jima secured, we no longer had to zigzag around 
the island, although we stayed clear of it as the Navy tended to shoot at any 
airplanes passing over their ships anchored off the island, especially at night 
time. Abeam of lwo Jima we turned to the heading for the assembly point off the 
coast of Japan. After I had set up the first cruise control cofiguration, I checked 
the fuel transfer system to ensure that it was operating norma 11 y. Thereafter, 1 

periodically transferred gasoline from the bomb bay tank into the wing tanks 
during the early phases of the flight. The intent was to empty the tank at low 
eltitude prior to joining the formation off the Japanese coast. I continued to 
watch the instruments and enter pertinent data into my flight log. 

We approached the assemb 1 y area, about 150 mi 1 es from Japan, during the early 
morning hours. Rocky told the crew to prepare for high altitude flight. I donned my 
flak vest, throat microphone, flight helmet with the oxygen mask attached, flak 
helmet, parachute and gloves. Again I let the oxygen mask dangle from my helmet 
as it was readily available in the event of an emergency. 

Rocky ensured that we were at the briefed altitude when we neared the 
assembly area. Assembly usually took place at on altitude between 1,500 and 
3,000 feet. The 313th Bomb Wing hod changed its B-29 identification markings 
since our flight to Truk. The airplanes were now identified by a large block circle 
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pointed on both sides of the rudder. A lorge block letter. "R" for 6th Bomb Group 
airplanes. was painted inside the circle to identify airplanes of the various 
groups. The top of the rudder and the center portions of the engine cowlings were 
painted red to further identify the group's airphmes. The triangle with the pirate's 
bust was retained and sQuadron numbers were placed underneath the triangle. 

We joined 24th Bomb SQuadron B-29s that had preceded us. as Rocky gently 
eased the airplane into our briefed slot in the formation of circling airplanes in 
the assembly area. Other B-29s continued to join their respective sQuadrons and 
the sQuadrons formed up into flight groups. Finally, at the designated time the 
formation leader turned to the heading for the initial point and initiated a climb. 
Upon reaching the initial po'int, the bombers turned onto the preplaned heading for 
the target. We were at the briefed bombing altitude when we crossed the enemy 
coast line. Upon reaching the initial poin~. the formation turned for the bombing 
run over Nagoya. As we approached the target area, we encountered heavy clouds 
and discovered that the city was completely covered. The formation made a circle, 
returning to the initial point for another flight over the target. However, the city 
was still obscurred by the overcast. After circling for a while over the cloud 
covered torget oreo, the flight commonder finolly ordered the pilots to leove the 
formation and bomb secondary targets, which had been assigned during the 
briefing to cover this contingency. We left the formation and proceeded to 
Matusko, our secondary target. As this target area was clear of clouds, Denis 
dropped our bombs visually and we headed for Tinian. I was thankful that we hadn't 
encountered any enemy fighters or flak during our flight over Japan. Apparent 1 y 
the c 1 oud cover that we encountered over Nagoya had also grounded the fighters. 

Rocky set up the autopilot to hold a gradual descent from high altitude as I 
reestablished the cruise configuration to conserve fuel on our return flight to 
Tinian. I removed my flak helmet, flight helmet and flak vest and put on my 
parachute and headset as I prepared for our return flight. The time slowly passed 
by and several hours later we approached our home base. We landed, parked the 
B-29 and I shut down the engines. Thus ended our first daylight high altitude 
formation flight against Japan. At debriefing, we learned that one of our sQuadron 
B-29s had crashed into the ocean shortly after taking off, killing the aircraft 
commonder ond five crew members. Fortunotely, the remoinder of the crew hod 
been rescued. During my stay at Tinian, several combat loaded B-29s crashed 
during takeoff and several crashed into the ocean after taking off when the 
engines molfunctioned ond tol<eoff speed coundn't be reoched or mointoined. About 
half the crew members on board survived these accidents. Of 153 bombers 
participating on this mission, two were listed as being lost. 

Seabee units were erecting pref ebri cated buildings, celled Quonset Huts, in our 
bivouac erea. They were constructed of corrugeted metal end wooden floors, which 
was e vast improvement over our rudimentery tents with dirt floors. Metal sheets 
were bolted to arched metal ribs and the completed structure could withstand 
hurricane force winds. The Seebees also instelled electric lights in the Quonset 
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huts. 
It was a red letter day when we finally moved our belongings into quonset huts. 

I and fellow officers were assigned to quonset huts in officer country and enHsted 
crew members were relocated to the enllsted personnel area, with three combat 
crews assigned to each building. The aircraft commanders flipped coins to 
determine the location of their crews. Rocky lost and our crew moved to the 
center of the quonset hut. 

A liquor club had recently been established for officers stationed on Tinian. I 
joined the Army Gorrison Force Fund and purchased a flfth of whiskey each month, 
the allotted amount. I didn't drink the liquor and stored it in my foot locker as I 
planned to use it for souvenir trading with the Seabees. 

We heard that the first echelon of P-51 Mustang and P-61 Black Widow night 
fighters had arrived on lwo Jima during the latter days of March. Their mission 
was to provide air cover for the Marines. In addition, P-51 fighter pllots strafed 
and bombed enemy held gorges during the continuing battle for lwo Jima. 

I was on a mission when the first United Service DrQanization (USO) show, 
featuring Charles Butterfield, movie star, and supporting actors in the stage 
production of "Three is a Fomily," was presented at the Starlite Theater. 
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CHAPTER 18 
on 11 April, we were informed thot the next torget wos the Hodogoyo Chemi co 1 

Industries plont locoted in the cay of Konyoma. Combot crews of the 313th Bomb 
Wing would attack in formation at high oltitude during daytime with general 
purpose bombs. Rocky was notified that our crew would be part of the search and 
rescue teom during this mission and that we would fly a Super Dumbo B-29. We 
were briefed on the procedures we were to follow in the event a bomber went 
down in our assigned area. 

During my walkaround inspection of the oirplane, I checked that the survival 
equipment was loaded into the rear bomb bay. I also checked that the front bomb 
bay contoined o fuel tank filled with extro gosollne to ollow us to fly ahead of the 
main bomber force and to remain on station until the last raiding B-29 had cleared 
our ore a. Engine start up and checkout we~e norma 1 and otter midnight we 
proceeded on our takeoff ahead of the mafn bomber force. 

Upon arriving at our designated orea off the coast of Japan, radio operator David 
Evans contacted personnel of the submarine that we were to rendezvous with. 
Rocky set up our flight pathos briefed and we circled near the submorine at a 
constant altitude and airspeed. David monitored the briefed radio frequencies to be 
used by B-29 crews in distress. We remained on station until we received notice 
that the lost returning bomber hod possed through our area. Fortunately, we didn't 
have ony B-29s ditch in the ocean near us. David contacted personne 1 on the 
submarine ond informed them that we were returning to Tinian. We landed later 
that afternoon and went to debriefing. We were informed that no B-29s were lost 
of the sixty-six airplanes participating in the mission. 

We heard the sad news that President Roosevelt hod died on 12 April. He hod 
been our president for many years, having been elected four times to serve in the 
White House. Meanwhile, Vice President Harry Truman assumed the duties as 
president of the United States of America. 

About this time period, the 58th Bomb Wing moved personnel and airplanes onto 
Tinion. The bomb wing hod been bosed at lndion airfields and had flown combat 
missions against Japan from Chinese airfields prior to the arrival of B-29s at 
Saipan and Tinion. Their B-29s, located at North Field, shared our runways unti1 
their designoted airfield, West Field, was completed. 
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CHAPTER 19 
Our next briefing, on 15 April, was attended by twenty-four combat crews. The 

target was Kawasaki, a suburb south of Tokyo. It was to be a night mission with 
incendiory bombs. The 313th ond 314th Bomb Wing combat crews would fly in 
bomber streams to Jopan with the first arrivals bombing at the lowest altitude. 
Later arriving combat crews would bomb at higher altitudes to remain above the 
expected smoke and heot of preceding bomb drops. Our crew was ossigned a 
bombing altitude of 7,400 feet for this mission. 

We proceeded to the flight line in the afternoon and I performed my external 
checks, noting that incendiary bombs were loaded in both bomb bays. The engines 
checked out okay and shortly otter takeoff we joined the bomber stream headed 
for the Joponese mainlond. We approoched the torget orea oround midnight, where 
preceeding B-29 crews had started many flres. Fortunately, we didn't encounter 
any flok or enemy fighter attocks during our flight over enemy territory ond our 
return flight to Tinian was uneventful. 

At debriefing, we learned that we were indeed very fortunate. Several B-29s 
were greeted by a heavy barrage of antiaircraft fire from automatic weapons and 
rockets. Mony of the participating gunners were kept busy as four enemy fighters 
were reported to have been shot down. Several combot crews also reported that 
enemy fighters followed them opproximately 250 miles from the Japonese coast 
during their return flight. And air-to-air rocket attacks were reported by other 
B-29 crews. Of the 194 Superfortresses participating in the raid, twelve were 
lost due to antiaircraft fire and fighters. 

The next day we met with other 6th Bomb Group personnel at the Storlite 
Theater for presentation of medals. I and other combat crew members who had 
flown eleven combat missions oga1nst Japan were presented the Oak Leaf Cluster 
to the Air Medal. That night, I attended a USO show of Claude Thornhill's Navy show 
starring singer Dennis Day and movie star Jackie Cooper on the drums, which I 
enjoyed very much. 

Some of my fellow crew members made moonlight requisition raids and I was 
given several pieces of plywood. I built a closet in which I kept my uniforms and 
flying clothes. And while scrounging one day, I found a functioning panel light in a 
wrecked B-29. I made a into an overhead light which I placed at the head of my 
cot. The closet and light made my stay on Tinian a little more bearable. 
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CHAPTER 20 / I 

When we were summoned to the briefing room on 20 April, for information 
concerning our next mission, we were in for another surprise. We were told that 
enemy Kamikaze aircraft, carrying high explosives in which the pilots were sealed 
in their cockpits to prevent their escape, were harrassing the invasion forces at 
Okinawa. Their airplanes carried only enough fuel to reach their objective. The 
purpose of these suicide airplanes was to sink the American fleet and disrupt 
landing operations. Navy pilots shot down many of these attacking aircraft. 
However, o number monoged to escope ond dive into ships and shore instollatlons. 

The primary targets were destroyers, stationed in forward positions as a 
screening force. Many ships were hit and damaged and a number were sunk. Several 
suicide pilots, eluding Navy fighters and antiaircraft fire, dove into larger ships, 
causing major damage. As a result of the?e attacks, Navy officials asked the XXI 
A"ir Force Bomber Command for support by having B-29s bomb enemy airfields 
located on the Kyushu and Shikoku Islands. The main purpose of these bomber 
tactical attacks was to knock out permanent installations on enemy airfields from 
which the suicide airplanes were operating. A secondary objective was to destroy 
as many enemy airplanes os possible that were parked on the airfields. General 
LeMay ordered the combat crews of the Marianas based B-29s to bomb these enemy 
oirfields. Therefore, for this mission, we were to join other 73rd, 313th and 
314th Bomb Wing Superfortresses for formation attacks against the East Kanoya 
Airfield during early morning. Our bomb load would consist of fourteen 1,000-
pound demolition bombs. 

After receiving pertinent information regarding the mission, we had a late 
evening meal and departed for the flight line. During my external checks, I noted 
that bombs were loaded in the rear bomb bay and that a fuel tank was uploaded in 
the forward bomb bay. Engine start up and check out were normal and a little 
before midnight we were on our way to Japan. Shortly after departing Tinian, I 
ensured that the fuel transfer system was working normally. 

I kept busy entering pertinent data in my flight log, transferring gasoline from 
the bomb bay fuel tank and monitoring the engine instruments. When we arrived at 
the assembly point Rocky tried to locate the 6th Bomb Group formation. However, 
he falled to find it and so we joined up with 314th Bomb Wing airplanes from 
Guam. We continued to orbit as other B-29s joined the formation. Finally, the 
formation turned to the briefed heading for the enemy airfield and we went into a 
climb mode. Although severol enemy fighters ottocked our oirplones during the 
bomb run, we weren't hit by the fighters. We also experienced moderate 
antiaircraft fire during the bombing run .. 

After the bombs were dropped, the formation broke up and each B-29 crew 
proceeded alone or in small groups to the Marianas. After deplaning we discovered 
a flak hole in our wing. This was the f'irst damage we hod sustained during eleven 
combat flights over Japan! And although a total of 217 bombers had part i ci poted in 
the attack, none were lost. 
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CHAPTER 21 I ;._ 
During the afternoon of 23 April, ten combat crews, ours included, were 

informed about our next mission. The target was the Hitachi Aircraft Factory 
located near Tokyo. We would join bomb groups flying from Guam, Saipan and 
Tinian for another massive attack with general purpose bombs. The attack was to 
be conducted during daylight, at high altitude and in formation. After receiving the 
usual information regarding the mission, we headed for the flight hne. 

The airplane checked out okay and we took off for Japan around midnight. We 
neared the coost during the eorly morning hours ond Rocky joined our squodron of 
circling B-29s. A short time later, the formation climbed to the bombing altitude, 
passed over the coast and headed for the initial point, Mount Fugiyama, commonly 
known as Mount Fuji. At an altitude of 12,389 feet, Mount Fugi was the highest 
point in Japan. As we flew ~:~long, I glanced out the pilot's window and noticed that 
the distant mountain was covered with snow. As the formation approached Mount 
Fuji, Woody called our attention to a strange sight to the front and left of our 
airplane. When I peered out the forward window, I spotted several enemy fighters 
performing loops and aerobatics in formation. lt apparently was an attempt to 
distract the attention of our crews as we flew over the Japanese mainland. The~ 
were outside the range of our guns and so we could only watch their antlcs. Rocky 
immediately warned the gunners to be on the alert and watch for other enemy 
fighters that might try to sneak in and attack the formation. 

Shortly thereafter, Charles, the tail gunner, reported that many enemy fighters 
were boring in to attack our B-29s. I unbuckled my seat belt, partially stood up 
and looked out my small window to see if I could spot the fighters. Soon 
thereafter, I spotted a fighter diving on our formation. I held my breath as the 
fighter flew towards us and I waited for his bullets to strike our airplane. He 
continued his dive and passed through the space between our right wing and the 
left wing of the adjacent B-29 without hitting either airplane. If he had intended 
to ram our bombers, there wasn't much any one could have done about it. We 
apparently didn't receive any serious damage from his guns. It was a narrow 
escape! I thought that no one else had noticed the enemy fighter dive through our 
f orm~:~t ion as I hadn't heard anyone ca 11 out the fighter attack. 

That W6S enough for me and I immediately settled back in my seat and monitored 
the engine instruments. I left tracking of the attacking fighters to other crew 
members and the gunners. Meanwhile, the occasional ch6tter of machine guns 
filled the air as our gunners shot at the pursuing enemy fighters. When we reached 
t1ount Fuji, the formation turned towards the target as the enemy fighters pressed 
home the·ir att6cks. After we hod completed our turn, we encountered extremely 
heavy antiaircraft fire which damaged our number three engine. 

I noticed the sudden drop in on pressure and gunner Martin called to tell me that 
there was a huge amount of oil dripping from the right wing. I immediately 
notified Rocky of the loss of the engine as I moved the mixture control to idle 
cut-off, retarded the throttle, closed the fuel shut-off valve and turned off the 
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ignition switch. Woody hit the number three propeller feathering switch find the 
engine ceased to operate fiS the propeller b lodes went to the streflm 1i ne position, 
thereby reducing drflg on the oirplflne. Rocky increflsed power on the three 
operating engines in order to mflintflin our position in the formation, as 1 closed 
the cowl flfiPS to further reduce drflg. It Wfls importflnt that we stfly in position 
amid the protection of the formfltion's mflssed guns. We knew thflt enemy fighter 
pilots immedifltely pounced on any crippled B-29 thflt dropped out of formfltion. I 
monitored the remflining engine instruments for flny sign of mfllfunctioning. The 
flight commflnder immedifltely turned to fl heading for the coast flfter the bombs 
hfld been dropped. I wfls thankful thflt the remflining engines continued to operflte 
normally. 

The enemy fighters ended their ottflcks find the flight commander gflve the order 
to break up the flight. Rocky immediately_ dropped out of the formotlon and set up fl 
gradual descent. Meflnwhile, I determined· the best airspeed from my three engine 
confi gurot ion chart based upon the current aircraft gross weight and olt itude. 
Rocky reduced power on the operating engines until the proper airspeed was 
established. Although the three engines hod to operflte at a higher power setting 
with resultant increase in fuel consumption than for the four engine configuration, 
I determined that we hod sufficient fuel to make Tinion. However, the remflining 
engines hod to continue to operate normoll y. 

There was no thought of resting as I continuously monitored my engine 
instruments during our return flight. I logged fuel flow doto ond carefully 
compflred these figures with the estimated fuel consumption calculations. 
Several hours later, we lflnded at our field with on odequflte fuel reserve, slightly 
above the minimum requirement. 

After we hfld parked the B-29 and deplaned, we looked over the airplane and 
discovered many bullet holes in the engine cowlings, wings and fuselage. In 
addition to the damage in the number three engine area, I counted over 100 holes 
caused by flak and enemy fighters. One flak fragment dented the fuselage at the 
radio operator's station. If it hod penetrated the fuselage skin, we were certain 
that it would hove struck Oovid Evans. And so ended mission number twelve 
against Japan, which was o very close call for our crew. 

During debriefing, participating crew members reported that nineteen enemy 
fighters were sighted during our flight over Jopfln with six enemy fighters 
attflcking our formation. Other B-29 formfltions were also subjected to fierce 
fighter attacks ond intense antiaircraft fire. In all there were thirty-nine fighters 
observed by combat crews and twenty-seven fighters were reported as flttflcking 
our Superfortresses. Of the 101 B-29s porticipflting in the attock, five were lost 
and mflny more were damaged. Enemy pilots were very aggressive during this raid! 

We enjoyed several days off and spent most evenings ot the movies. It was 
during this time period that Rocky showed up with fl jeep. Rocky never did disclose 
how he obtained the vehicle, which he kept during the remainder of our stay fit 
Tinian. Our crew members enjoyed having a set of wheels. One morning I joined 
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Rocky ond severol fellow crew members foro visit with friends of the 482nd 
Bomb SQuodron thot 1 hod troined with ot Horvord Air Field in Nebrosl<a. When we 
omved ot their bivouac area, we were informed thot most of the crews hodn't 
returned from their lotest day time mission ogoinst on oircroft foctory located at 
T a chi kawa, Jopan. They were severo 1 hours overdue and mora 1 e of the squadron 
personnel was very low. It wos olso depressing for us os we returned to our area. 
Later, we heord that the formotion used higher than normal power settings during 
the mission, which resulted in an inadeQuate fuel reserve for the return to Tinian 
for many Superfortresses. As a result, most of the B-29 crews had to land at lwo 
Jima and refuel on their return flight. 

During our time off, .,,·e took several jeep trips as we toured the island and went 
to various beaches on the eost side of Tinian. 
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CHAPTER 22 
I --:-, . 

j -

After several days off, we attended a briefing at the group briefing room on 29 
April. Combat crews from the three squadrons were also present. The target was 
the Army Air Arsenol located ot Tochikowo, Jopan. It wos to be on early morning, 
high altitude attack in formation with B-29s from the 73rd and 313th Bomb Wings. 
We were informed that each B-29 would carry eighteen 500-pound general purpose 
bombs. At the flight llne I conducted my now familiar external checks, noting that 
the bombs had been loaded in the aft bomb bay and a droppable fuel tank was 
secured in the forward bomb bay. Following crew inspection, 1 cranked up the 
engines and shortly after midnight we commenced our takeoff roll and headed for 
Japan. 

The engines continued to operate normally as the hours slowly passed by and I 
continued to transfer gasoline from the_bomb boy external tonk to the wing tanks. 
The flight to Japan turned out to be fairly routine. As dawn was breaking Rocky 
headed for the rendezvous area, where we joined up with circling B-29s of the 
6th Bomb Group that were already assembled in a loose formation. 

When we departed the assembly area, the formation tightened up for mutual 
protection from expected enemy fighters. Shortly after we had levelled off at our 
bombing altitude, enemy fighters appeared and immediately attacked our B-29s. 
Agoin the cabin was filled with the noise of chottering machine guns as the 
gunners fired at the attocking enemy flghters. Gunners on our crew claimed one 
fighter as probobly shot down ofter the fighter, troihng smoke, dived oway 
following an attack on our airplane. During the battle with the enemy fighters, 
three of our gun turrets became inoperative and I suddenly felt that our B-29 was 
defenceless as the fighters continued their attacks. What a spot to be in! I preyed 
that our engines would continue to operate normally allowing us to fly with the 
formation, within the protective envelope of the massed guns of the accompanying 
bombers. 

Our flight turned to the heading for the target and os soon as the bombs had been 
released, we turned for the coast Much to my relief. enemy fighters left our 
f ormot ion ond the flight 1 eader re 1 eased the part i ci pat i ng bombers. The return 
flight was routine ond many wearying hours later we landed at our home field. 
After deplaning, I walked around the B-29 and noted that there were thirty-five 
bullet holes in the airplane. Later, we heard that sixty-nine Superfortresses had 
participated in the mission without the loss of a single bomber, although many 
oirplanes sustained domEJge. 

We received a treat ot the mess hall the next day when we went to eat our 
evening meal. And what a treat it wos with fresh milk, vegetables and meat. It 
certainly tasted good! Arrangements had previously been made to hove Novy 
personnel deliver fresh food to our mess holls ot the end of each month. Living 
conditions were improving on Tinian! While I waited for the next mission I loafed, 
wrote letters, went to the movies and visited nearby beaches. 
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CHAPTER 23 ) lf 
On the morning of 3 May, we joined thirty-two combat crews foro briefing on a 

313th Bomb Wing mining effort to restock and replace mines that had detonated or 
been swept away by mine sweeping vessels. The mine field, located east of the 
Shimonoseki Straits, was the target. We received information concerning the 
flight and mining operations. We would corry mines, each weigh·ing 2,000 pounds, 
during this mission. Since our position was near the end of the bomber stream, we 
returned to the mess hall for chow prior to departing for the flight line later that 
afternoon. 

During my external check, I noted that there were ·_:.: mines 1 oaded into each 
bomb bay. The engines checked out okay and we taxied to the runway for takeoff. 
Once again we went thundering along the runway and soon we were airborne. At 
approximately 100 feet of altitude, I was jolted when our heavily loaded B-29 
began to violently pitch and roll. Rocky manhandled the controls to maintain 
control and keep the airplane from plunging into the unfriendly ocean. My stomach 
muscles tightened in response to the crisis and time seemed to stand still until 
Rocky finally regained control and we transitioned into the climb mode. I had just 
experienced my first encounter with wake turbulence! 

'we hod been ordered to takeoff too soon after the B-29 preceeding us and the 
turbulence caused by its takeoff didn't hove enough time to dissipate before we 
entered that area. It was a very close call for our crew and I hoped that we 
wouldn't encounter ony more woke turbulence during our remaining missions! We 
continued climbing and Rocky levelled off at the departure altitude heading for 
Japan. The hours passed by and we again witnessed a beautiful and brillant sunset. 
I glanced out the window periodically as I watched the huge golden orb slowly sink 
into the ocean. 

We continued on our f1 i ght during the night hours and approaching the Japanese 
coast around midnight, Rocky turned to the heading for the initial point at the 
release altitude. The mines were dropped in the designated target area and Rocky, 
taking over control of the B-29, turned to the heading for Tinian. Fortunately, we 
hod accomplished our mission without encountering any enemy fighters or 
antia·ircraft fire. After landing at North Field early on the 4th, we parked the 
airplane emd went to debriefing. We heord thot none of the eighty-eight B-29s that 
had dropped mines during this mission were lost. We enjoyed a hot meal at the 
mess ha 11 emd returned to our Quonset huts for rest. 
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CHAPTER 24 / 5' 
After a day off, we joined twenty-four combat crews for information on another 

mining mission. This time the target area was two mine fields located in the 
Bingo Sea, with the drop area located just north of Shikoku Island. Again we had an 
opportunity to approach enemy waters, drop our twelve 1 ,000-pound mines and 
depart without encountering any enemy opposition. We were also informed that we 
would encounter bad weather between lwo Jima and the coast of Japan. After 
boarding the B-29 in late afternoon, I completed my before engine start checks and 
welted for the signal to start engines. 

Meanwhile, Rocky was informed by control tower personnel that a preceding 
B-29 crew had aborted shortly after taking off. The bombardier had jettisoned his 
mines when an engine malfunctioned and fortunately, the llghtened bomber 
continued to fly okay. Rocky was directe~ to take his place and 1 immediately 
cranked up the engines. They checked out-okay and we took off soon thereafter. As 
we headed for Japan, I set up the cruise configuration while Rocky engaged the 
autopilot. The flight progressed as planned until shortly after dark when we flew 
into the predicted bad weather. Rocky immediately disengaged the autopilot as he 
emd Woody monually controlled the violently pitching airplane. We encountered 
rain, snow, sleet, turbulent winds and gut wrenching updrafts and downdrafts. The 
B-29 shook, shuddered and bounced around as we were severely buffeted and 
shaken up by the deplorable weather And the rain came down in torrents. 

We finally flew out of the miserable weather as we approached the Japanese 
coastline. The airplane was at the correct heading, airspeed and altitude as Denis 
dropped our mines by radar into the designated drop area. Although we experienced 
some scattered antiaircraft flre, it appeared that we didn't receive any hits. We 
turned for Tinian as Rocky and I set up our configuation for the return flight. Crew 
members, myself included, settled into our rest routine after we hod passed 
beyond the point where enemy fighters could operate. Archie gave the pilots the 
heading for Tinian and turned the navigation chores over to Denis. He then moved 
to the bombardier's position to rest. I noticed that the weather was still calm as I 
settled into my rest mode. Sometime later, I was suddendly awakened by Rocky 
amidst a thunderstorm and I saw lightning flashing around our airplane. He stated 
that we were temporarily lost and for me to provide an immediate estimate of the 
fuel on board. Half awake, I rapidly scanned the fuel gauges and gave him a ball 
park figure, about three and one-half hours flying time. Meanwhile, Archie estab
lished our location and determined thot we were about four hours from Tinian. 

At this time I was fully awake and I carefully recheckelj my fuel indicators. 
When I recalculoted the fuel remaining, I discovered that my hurried estimate was 
in error. We actually had over flve hours of fuel reserve! Shortly thereafter we 
flew out of the miserable weather. I couldn't go back to sleep as I monitored the 
engine instruments and dwindling fuel supply. However, the remainder of the flight 
was anti climatic and several hours later we landed at our base with an adequate 
fuel reserve. An external inspection verified thtlt our B-29 ht~dn't been hit by any 
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flak. And so ended another danger filled mission! In all, four B-29s were 
lost of the eighty-eight participating bombers. Apparently our mining efforts were 
paying off as it was reported that by the end of April, eighteen enemy ships hod 
been sunk. This equated to 39,917 tons sunk or permanently disabled. 

I enjoyed resting and relaxing after our lost turbulent mission, wrote letters 
and attended movies, which were primarily second class pictures. I went 
swimming and lolled around the beaches, soaking up the sunshine with fellow crew 
members. We visited with friends in other squadrons and travelled around the 
island in the jeep. 

News of the allied victory over Germany was greeted by much shouting and the 
shooting of a great mony weapons into the air. The chonce of being accidentally hit 
by stray bullets appeared to be greater than those we faced during combat flying. 
With so many weapons being fired, I took.refuge in the quonset hut which appeared 
to be the safest place for me. There was also a lot of liquor consumed during this 
period. Fellow officers in my quonset hut finished their whiskey in short order. 
They knew that I hod still my supply and asked me to sell the whiskey to them at 
the price I had paid for lt. I could have so 1 d the 1i quor to the Sea bees for o larger 
amount of money. However, I sold the whiskey to fellow officers since I didn't 
wont to cause any hard fee 1 i ngs. 
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CHAPTER 25 .::-
The time Quickly passed by and on 9 May, we joined several combat crews for 

information concerning our next mission. The target was an airfield located at the 
town of Usa on northern Kyushu Island. The town had been named Usa as the 
Japanese had previously used it to export cheap jewelry to the United States 
stamped: MMade in the USA.M This attack was to be in support of the landing 
operations at Okinawa. Japanese kamikaze airplanes were still raising havoc with 
the American fleet and Navy officials again asked for Air Force assistance through 
bomb·ing of the fields from which the suicide airplanes were operating. 

This was to be a 313th Bomb Wing show and we were to drop the bombs while 
flying in formation during day time. Our bomb load consisted of ten 1,000-pound 
general purpose bombs. Some bomb fuses were set to explode upon hitting the 
ground while other fuses had time delay_s to slow down enemy recovend operations. 

At the flight line, I started the engines which checked out okay . After our prior 
encounter with wake turbulence, I was really tense as we careened down the 
runway and tookoff after midnight. However, the takeoff and climbout Y1ere normal 
and I relaxed. After a routine flight, we arrived at the assembly area about dawn 
and Rocky formed up with a smt:~ll group of circling 6th Bomb Group B-29s. Due to 
bad weather in the assembly area, only fifteen combat crews were flble to join our 
formation. Shortly thereafter the leader informed the pilots that it was time to 
depart and the formation climbed to the bombing altitude and headed for the 
initial point. 

When we reached the initial point, we were pounced upon b~ twelve to fifteen 
twin engine enemy fighters. The enemy pilots aggressively attacked our B-29s 
with machine gun and cannon fire and our gunners fired at the enemy fighters 
attack·ing in our area. Although the enemy pilots continued to attack our airplanes 
throughout the bomb run and during the outbound flight to the coast, it appeared 
that our B-29 escaped undamaged. The enemy pilots finally disengt:~ged when we 
departed the coast of Japan. 

After the formation broke up, Rocky started a slow descent as we headed for 
Tinian. Late that afternoon, we set down at North Field and parked the airplane. 
Upon deplaning, I verified that our cirplane. hadn't been hit by bullets from enemy 
fighters. At debriefing, we heord thol two of our B-29s sustained domoge while 
participating gunners shot down three enemy fighters. However, none of the fifty 
participating bombers of the bomb wing were lost. We heard that crews from our 
group, who hod foiled to join our formation, bombed targets of opportunity. 

I heard an odd story about o B-29 crew that was returning to their base on Guam, 
following a mission over Jopon. The crew hod contacted the Guam control center 
when they were approximately fifty miles from the island. Soon thereafter the 
ground controllers lost contact with the incoming Superfortress and the airplane 
failed to show up at Guam. Although a search was initiated a short time later, 
neither the downed airplane or crew members were found. It was QUite a mystery 
which was finally cleared up when another B-29, under simllar circumstances, 
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landed at Guam with bent propellers. The aircraft commander stated that upon 
approaching the island of Guam, he descended to withi n several feet over the 
ocean. As he was cruising along at this low altitude, the propellers suddenly hlt 
the top of a huge wave. He immediately pulled back on the control column and 
proceeded to Guam at a higher altitude and made a safe landing. Upon deplanning he 
found that the propellers had been bent backwards due to contact with the wave. 

It was concluded that the missing airplane had hlt the crest of a large wave 
during the low approach to land and that the propellers pulled the B-29 ·into the 
ocean so f ost thot the crew never hod a chance to escape. And so the mysterious 
disappearance of the B-29 and lts crew was finally solved. 

It was a red 1 etter day when I was promoted to 1st. U eutenant on 14 May. Archie 
Miller, Denis lnkel, and Jones Woodward were also promoted to 1st. Lieutenants on 
this date. 
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CHAPTER 26 / J 
we had a week off and then on 16 May, we joined thirty-two combat crews for 

our next mission with all three bomb squadrons participatlng. The target, Nagoya, 
was scheduled to be hit at predawn hours by incendiary bombs. This would be 
another massive attack with B-29s from the 58th, 73rd, 313th and 314th Bomb 
'w'ings bombing the target area individually. 

Later that evening at the flight 1i ne, as we waited to start the engines, \".'e were 
informed that a bomber preceeding us had crashed during takeoff. Fortunately, the 
entire crew managed to jump from their wrecked airplane. It ended up off to one 
the side of the runway and the remaining crews were able to takeoff at their 
scheduled times. It was late at night when we tookoff and headed for Japan, 
arriving off the Japanese coast in the morning. When we approached the city of 
Nagoya, we noticed that it was partially_ covered by clouds. Denis dropped the 
bombs by radar into the target area, whi-ch was already on fire, and we headed for 
Tinian. Again we didn't encounter any enemy fighters or flak during our time over 
Japan. A total of 457 Superfortresses had bombed the city and three airplanes had 
been lost during this mission. 

We heard that photos, taken after the raid by reconaissance B-29s, ·indicated 
that Nayoga could be crossed off the 1ist of worthwhile targets for incendiary 
attacks. Only a few industrial targets within the target area, that escaped the 
incendiary raid, would require precission attacks with general purpose bombs to 
complete the destruction. 

Stanley Mackiewicz became ill and was taken to the hospital. He was diagnosed 
as having acute appendicitis and under went an operation to have his appendi x 
removed. 

During this time period, our crew received another Oak Leaf Cluster to the Air 
~1edal for combat flights that we had completed from 24 March through 24 April. 
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CHAPTER 27 
Two days later, on 18 May, we attended a briefing with thirty other combat 

crews for a daylight raid against the Tachikawa Army Air Arsenal, located about 
twenty miles from Tokyo. Combat crews from the four bomb wings would join the 
attack. An enlisted man joined our crew at the briefing as he had been assigned to 
fly with us as our left gunner, replacing Stanley Mackiewicz. 

After arriving at the flight line around midnight, I checked that a droppable fuel 
tonk had been loaded into the front bomb and general purpose bombs into the aft 
bomb bay. Engine start up and checkout were normal and we tool< off about 
midnight. We approached the assembly area during the early morning hours and 
joined the ci rc 1i ng ai rp 1 anes that had preceeded us. Short 1 y thereafter, as the 
formation was climbing on a heading for the initial point, we encountered an 
unexpected bank of clouds at 12,000 feet. 

We cltmbed to 19,000 feet, our bombing altitude, and still the clouds towered 
above us. The flight commander ordered the pilots to continue to climb in an 
attempt to get above the cloud cover. At 23,000 feet, we finally cleared the top of 
the clouds. However, the target area was socked in. The flight commander 
contacted the pilots and told them to bomb their secondary targets. As we broke 
away from the formation, our number three engine lost power. I informed Rocky of 
the problem as I moved the mixture control to the cutoff position, retarded the 
throttle, closed the fuel shut-off valve and cowl flaps and turned off the ignition 
switch. He instructed Woody to feather the number three engine propeller. Woody 
hit the feathering button to streamline the propeller blades and stop the engine 
from rotating. However, the blades didn't move and the engine continued to rotate . 

Apparently the cyhnder to which the feathering motor was attached had blown 
off, taking the motor with it. The engine and propeller continued to rotate at low 
speed. Although the windmilling propeller caused a slight drag, it wasn't a serious 
problem unless the engine lost its oil supply. B-29 engines contained many 
magnesium components and they hod o history of catching fire whenever the 
supply of oil was lost. Tests had demonstrated that a sustained engine fire usually 
resulted in burning up the engine mounts and then setting the wing spar on fire. In 
this event, the wing spar normally burned through resulting in a catastrophic loss 
of the wing. If the crew didn't escape prior to collapse of the wing, they usuolly 
became trapped in the doomed airplane. 

As long as the windmill i ng engine had a sufficient supp 1 y of oi 1, there wasn't 
much danger, except that the extra drag increased fuel useage. In the event 
excessive fuel was consumed by the remaining engines, we could land and refuel at 
lwo Jima enroute to our home base on Tinian. 

Rocky increased power on the three operating engines as we continued on the 
heading for our secondary target. Since this target was also covered by clouds the 
bombs were dropped using radar. Rocky immediately banked the B-29 toward the 
Marianas. He set up a gradual descent at the minium airspeed that I had obtained 
from my three engine configuration chart. The intent was to reduce strain on the 
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three operating engines ond to conserve fuel for our return flight. Jomes Brooks, 
the CFC gunner sitting in for Stonley Mockiewicz, reported that o large stream of 
oil wos flowing off the oft edge of the right wing. I asked him to keep on eye on 
the leak ond to keep me informed about it. 

Rocky told David Evans to set up the radio frequency for the lwo Jima ground 
control communication system in case we encountered an emergency as o result of 
the windmilling engine. I kept o close watch on the number three engine instru
ments os we deported the enemy coast heading for the Mononos. As we progressed 
on our return flight, James Brooks periodicolly reported thot oil continued to drip 
off the trailing edge of the right wing ot approximately the some rote. Comparing 
current fuel consumption figures with preplanned estimates, 1 determined thot we 
had sufficient fuel, including an adeQuate reserve, to reach Tinian. 

Approximately 100 to 150 miles from ~wo Jimo, the airplane suddenly began to 
shake violently ond started into a rapid descend. And the number three engine fire 
warning light flashed on, indicating a fire in the engine comportment. Apparently 
the engine oil hod leaked out and the revolving parts hod seized, thereby 
generating friction which ignited the mognesium components. I immediately 
opened the cowl flops, turned the fire extinguisher selector to the number three 
engine ond pulled the handle, thereby activating the fire extinguisher to direct o 
stream of foom into the engine nocelle. I breothed o sigh of relief when the fire 
warning light, went out indicating that the fire had been extinguished. 1 informed 
Rocky of the engine f'ire ond the oct ion I hod taken to put out the fire. 

However, the fire warning light came on again several minutes later and 1 turned 
the switch of the bock up fire extinguisher bottle to the molfunctioning engine and 
pulled the handle. In o short time the fire warning light went out. I realized that if 
the fire started again, I couldn't do anything about it since I had used up the two 
fire extinguisher bottles. I kept o very close wotch on the number three fire 
warning light! 

As soon os the oirplone storted to descend, Rocky opplied full power to the three 
operating engines which slowed the descent somewhat, but we were still descend
ing ot on alarming rate and the oirplone continued its violent shaking. Rocky 
ordered David Evans to contact lwo Jimo ground personnel and request that they 
relay the informfltion to 6th Bomb Group Heodquorters of his plan to ditch the 
airplane. 

Ditching was considered to be the preferred procedure for abandon·ing a damaged 
B-29, even though some ditchings resulted in the deoth of one or more crew 
members. It was considered the best method for survival purposes in that escaping 
crew members would be in the same general vicinity, aboard the two large 
1i f erafts, for rescue purposes. 

In preparation for ditching, Rocky ordered Denis lnkel to drop the bomb bay fuel 
tank. When Denis actuated the emergency release system, the fuel tank fell from 
the airplane. Unfortunately, 1t hit a bomb bay door as it fell out of the bomb bay 
and as a result, the door couldn't be closed. Now we were in a real predicament! 
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With the damaged bomb boy door, the odds of the B-29 breaking up on contact with 
the ocean were increased. Even if it didn't breakup, the airplane would probably 
sink soon 6fter striking the water, thereby lessening our chances of escape. 

And so with the rapidly descending airphme shaking so violently that most of 
the flight instruments became inoperative, Rocky ordered the crew to standby for 
bailout. One ball out location for the forward crew members was through the nose 
gear wheel well. The aft cabin crew members used the rear bomb bey for bailing 
out, whereas the radar operator used the rear entrance door. When in the tail 
compartment, the tail gunner balled out through his escape hatch. 

Rocky ordered the nose gear to be released, which could be lowered 
independently of the main gear. I removed my headset end put on my helmet in 
preparation for bailing out. I placed the headset on my clipboard which was 
located on my knees, put my glasses in the top pocket of my flight suit and zipped 
it up to keep from losing them during the descent. Meanwhile, Denis end Archie 
removed the nose gear cover from the open wheel well. 

When the cover was removed, it created a suction which sucked Archie's 
navigation maps out the open hole. When I leaned over to look out the open wheel 
we11, located near my station, my headset slid off the clipboard and dropped into 
the opening. 1 watched the headset as it slowly dropped from the airplane and fell 
towards the ocean. I watched it until it disappeared from my view. At that instant, 
I decided I wouldn't ball out, but instead I would attempt to land the B-29 onto the 
ocean after everyone else had bailed out! 

I was reluctant to jump when I realized that our crew would be strung out along 
the flight path for many miles and the chance of me linking up with anyone was 
very remote. I would be all alone in that vest unfriendly ocean with only my Mae 
West to support me in the water. If I could ditch the airplane and get into a 
liferaft, my chances of survival and rescue were much greater. Later, Rocky told 
me that he also intended to remain with the crippled airplane in an attempt to 
ditch it, after the crew had bailed out. 

My thoughts were interrupted when Rocky called us over the interphone and 
informed us that we probably wouldn't have to bailout after all . He stated that the 
rote of descent was slowing ond that if the descent could be halted, we had a good 
shot ot making lwo Jima. I glanced at my altimeter ond I noted that the rate of 
descent was indeed decreasing. Soon after, the B-29 mushed along at an altitude 
of approximately 3,000 feet. We were flying at an airspeed well below the 
established stoning speed ond the oirplane should hove stolled out at this low 
airspeed. I considered it a miracle thot we were maintaining altitude and flying at 
this airspeed! 

I prayed that we could stay airborne long enough to reach lwo Jima and safety. 
Rocky told Woody to roise the nose geor ond reestablish contact with lwo Jima 
ground control personnel, and to ask them to get a fix on our airplane so we could 
obtain a heading to the islond. Archie had lost his navigation maps and although we 
were heading in the general direction of the island, he didn't know our exact 
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locotion or heoding. 
When Woody contocted the ground personnel ot lwo Jima, he was surprised that 

they asked him to sing or hum into his microphone. He became upset and replied 
·we·re in an extreme emergency, barely able to maintain our altitude with our 
instruments out of commission. not sure of our location, and our airplane shaking 
so violently that it might breok up ot any moment ond you ask me to sing?,· or 
similar words as he later told us about the incident. As Woody hummed into the 
microphone, lwo Jima control personnel obtained a position flx on our airplane and 
provided a heading to the island. Apparently Woody's words were breaking up due 
to the violent shaking of the B-29 and they couldn't establish a positive fix. 

I continued to monitor the instruments of the operating engines for any sign of 
malfunctioning while I prayed that they would continue to operate satisfactorily 
at full power. According to the fuel quaf1tity guoges, there wos sufficient fuel to 
make lwo Jima. Although I wasn't worried about the airplane shaking apart since it 
was well built with a sturdy airfrome, the violent shaking was very distressing! 

After an eternity of sweating out the impossible flight, we spotted lwo Jima. 
What a wonderful feeling of relief when I realized that we had made it to the 
island! Rocky requested a straight in approach for landing which was okayed by 
ground personnel. I hurriedly completed my prelanding checks as Woody extended 
the landing gear and wing flaps. Rocky made a high speed landing to keep the B-29 
from stalling out. After the airplane was parked among other war weary and battle 
damaged Superfortresses, I shut down the engines and we hurriedly deplaned. 1 
was thankful that I had been assigned to this crew with a top notch pilot! 

When we deplaned, the substitute gunner knelt down and kissed the ground. He 
told me that when he returned to Tinian, he would request grounding. He stated 
that he didn't want to fly any more combat missions. Later, I heard that the gunner 
hod a streak of bad luck prior to flying with us. On an earlier combat mission, his 
bomber had crashed into the ocean soon after taking off. He survived the crash but 
many of his crew mates had been killed. The potential disasterous incident 
involving our B-29 was the last straw, per an old saying, for the substltute 
gunner. He was convinced that bad luck was dogging him and that his number was 
coming up if he continued to fly combat missions. Who can say? I know that I was 
always tense whenever I was flying combat missions. 

After unloading our flight, survival and professional equipment, we buttoned up 
the airplane and departed for the flight operations area in a military truck. Since 
it we~s le~te in the afternoon, we were informed that we would get a patched up 
B-29 for our return to Tinian the next morning. We were given a ride to the mess 
tent for a meal and then onto to the bivouac area located some distance from the 
flight 1i ne. 

We were assigned to battered tents that had tears, rips and holes in them, 
officers to one tent and enlisted members to a nearby one. And it appeared that 
none of the other tents had any occupants. When we inquired about the empty 
tents, the driver stated that previously a large number of Japanese soldiers had 
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left their caves near the end of the battle for the island, and made a banzai attack 
ogainst our troops. They attacked tate at night and swept through several Army 
outfits and a Fighter unit, slashing tents, killing and wounding sleeping soldiers 
and airmen, and attacking everyone that got in their way. The attack continued into 
the hospital area where the attack was finally stopped. 

What a place to spend the night! We laid down on our cots fully closed and I 
placed my loaded pistol under my pillow. I tried to sleep but instead, I dozed 
fitfully through out the night and I was glad when dawn finally arrived. Later, I 
heard that several fellow officers also slept with their loaded pistols nearby. 
Fortunately, none of our crew members strayed around the tent area! A military 
truck transported us to the mess hall for breakfast and then onto the flight line. 
Here we were assigned a weary looking, patched up B-29 for our return flight to 
Tinian. Although we were assured that the airplane was flight worthy, the pilots 
and I carefully examined the exterior surfaces for any damage indicating an unsafe 
airplane. The airplane appeared to be okay and we accepted it for our return. 

I started the engines and performed the magneto checks. They checked out okay 
and short 1 y there after we taxied to the active runway. During the takeoff ro 11, I 
closely wotched the engine instruments for any signs of malfunctioning. They 
continued to operate normally at full power. We were mighty happy to leave the 
desolate island of lwo Jima as we headed for our home base. We landed oround 
noon and checked in for a belated debriefing. Combat mission number nineteen, our 
roughest one to date, had been completed. I fervently hoped that our remaining 
missions would be much better. 

Later that day, Rocky was summoned to group headquarters where he was given a 
reprimand. It seems that word of our ditching had been received by group 
personnel. They had contacted the search and rescue unit headquarters and 
informed them of Rocky's intention to ditch the B-29. However, word of Rocky's 
decision to fly to lwo Jima instead of ditching wasn't received by group personnel. 
When Rocky informed them of the events that followed with our safe landing at 
lwo Jima, they were satisfied with his explanation. 

We heard that a B-29 taking part in the Tachikawa Army Arsenal raid had 
crashed into the ocean twenty minutes after taking off from North Field. Although 
the aircraft commander and four crew members were missing, the remaining crew 
members had been rescued. Altogether, 272 B-29s had particpated in the attack 
and four bombers had been lost. Fortunately we didn't become the fifth victim of 
this at tack! 

The next day I went to the flight surgeon's office to see about intermittent 
stomoch pains thot I hod been experiencing. The flight surgeon asked me how many 
combat missions I had flown. When I told him that I had just completed nineteen, 
he told me the problem was connected with those missions. He gave me charcoal 
pills to take to relieve the gas pains. 

We were happy to rest and take it easy after our action packed escapade. 
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CHAPTER 26 J .:) 
on 22 May, we flew on a short maintenance test flight of our newly assigned 

B-29 as our regular B-29 had been left at lwo Jima. We missed the next two 
maximum effort night time incendiary raids against Tokyo, where the bomber 
command suffered heavy I osses on the 23rd and 25th of May. 

Lt. J. B. Boynton's crew, sharing our quonset hut, participated in the May 23rd 
night attack along with thirty-one 6th Bomb Group combat crews. The next day, we 
heard that two 24th Bomb Squadron B-29s fall ed to return. Lt. Boynton and Lt. 
Synder were the aircraft commanders of the missing airphmes. Rocky immediately 
volunteered to join in the search for the missing crews. Staff personnel turned 
him down, stating thot search and rescue units were already searching for the 
downed airmen. Later, we learned that the attacking bombers had met heavy enemy 
opposition. In addition to the two down~d bombers, nine of our group airplanes 
were damaged, several airmen were wounded and six members of a badly damaged 
6irpl6ne bailed out over the Empire. Fortun6tely, the rem6ining crew members 
although wounded, managed to fly the B-29 to lwo Jima. In all, of the 520 B-29s 
participating in the attack, seventeen were lost and sixty-nine were damaged, 
many so badly that they had to land at lwo Jima, enroute to the Mari6n6s. 

The second night time mission to Tokyo, undertaken on 25 M6y, was led by 6th 
Bomb Group combat crews. They were the first to arrive 6fter the pathfinders had 
marked the target area. They encountered heavy and persistent flak, air-to-air 6nd 
ground-to-air rocket attacks and night fighter att6cks. They also encountered 
suicide fighters with the enemy pilots attempting to ram the B-29s, in an effort 
to down the big bombers. As a result, the 6th Bomb Group lost one B-29 over 
Tokyo, had two crews ditch enroute to lwo Jima and one crew ditch near lwo Jima. 
Fortunately, the crews that ditched were rescued. Another crew of a badly shot up 
airplane, bailed out over lwo Jima and the aircraft commander ditched the bomber 
alongside the island. In addition, fourteen bomb group B-29s were damaged. 

A new weapon was reported by several crews, ·Balls of Fire,· which came up 
from the ground, levelled off and approached their airplanes travelling at 
approximately the same speed as their B-29s, spewing sparks from the aft end. 
They stated that from a distance the bolls of fire looked like tracers and at 1,000 
yords they looked like volley bolls. Even though the pilots increased speed to 
slowly leave the objects behind, the balls of fire pursued their Superfortresses 
for about 200 miles out to sea. Becouse of these high speed chases with attendant 
high fuel useage, the crews were forced to land at lwo jima and refuel before 
returning to their bases in the Marionas. Of the 464 B-29s that took part in the 
mission, twenty-six were lost, eighty-nine were damaged and many crew members 
were injured. 

As a result of the heavy losses inflicted dur·ing the 23 and 25 May missions 
against Tokyo, General LeMay requested that lwo Jima based P-51 fighters 
accompany the B-29s on the upcoming daylight formation attack against the 
heavily defended city of Vokohama. The P-51 fighters had started escorting 
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selected B-29 daylight formotion flights over Jopon during April. However, the 
fighters lacked navigation equipment required for the long flight to the Empire. 
Therefore, arrangements hod been made to have the fighter pilots rendezevous 
With designated B-29s at a predetermined altitude over the smell volcanic Kita 
Island located about forty miles north of lwo Jime. These B-29s escorted the 

I 

fighters across the 600 miles of ocean to the coast of Japan. Upon reaching the 
coast, the P-51 pilots accompanied the bomber formations end engaged enemy 

fighters. 
After the bombing run, the P-51 pilots dropped down to tree top level and shot 

up enemy facilities, such os small factories, trains, airfields end shipping on their 
return to the rendezvous area to link up with the navigational B-29s. Then the 
fighter pllots fo11owed the bombers beck to lwo Jima. 

On May 29, about seventy-five P-51 s acc~mponied 454 B-29s during a daylight 
incendiary attack against Vokehome. Approximately 150 enemy fighters tried to 
attack the bombers. The P-51 pilots shot down twenty-six enemy fighters, 
damaged nine end claimed twelve as destroyed for a loss of three P-51 s during the 
ensuing aerial battle. However, seven B-29s were lost; three to antiaircraft fire, 
one through ramming by an enemy fighter and three to unknown causes. 

We heard that the P-51 pilots had a rough time enroute to the rendezvous point, 
on 1 June, to join in a B-29 raid agei nst Osaka. Appro xi mate 1 y 150 fighter pilots 
encountered an unexpected weather front with clouds extending above 30,000 feet. 
The majority of the pilots returned to lwo Jima. However, twenty-seven airplanes 
collided and plunged into the ocean while attempting to penetrate the front. Only 
three downed pilots, subsequently located by search units, were plucked from the 
ocean and rescued. It was a terrible loss for the fighter outfit. Twelve pilots 
managed to penetrate the front and establish contact with the navigational B-29s. 
They escorted 458 Superfortresses flying to Osaka. Ten B-29s were lost during 
this mission. 

And on 1 June, a new B-29 outfit, the 509th Composite Group, formerly based at 
Wendover Army Air Field located near Salt Lake City, Utah, moved to Tinian with 
fifteen aircraft, flight crews and supporting personnel. Although the airplanes 
were located near our parking area, their area was isolated. And they didn't fly 
with any other bomb groups. Instead they flew relatively tame missions to targets 
like Truk. They also flew a few solo missions to Japan. I went to see several flight 
engineers of the 509th group that I knew. They didn't volunteer any information 
about their outfit nor answer any of my questions. Although I thought their 
behavior was strange, I believed that the Air Force was building up additional 
B-29 forces for final attacks against the Empire. 
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CHAPTER 29 , - / 
After several weeks off we joined twenty-eight combat crews on 5 June, for 

information on our next mission. Sgt. Mario DiFerdinando, recently assigned to our 
crew as the left gunner, also attended the briefing. He was one of several 
survivors of a prior B-29 crash. During the briefing, we were informed that we 
would join B-29 crews from the four bomb wings in a massive daylight strike 
against Kobe, with incendiary bombs. Because of expected bad weather enroute to 
Japan, P-51 fighters wouldn't join our B-29s during this mission. 

We had a late meal at the mess hall and around midnight we boarded a truck for 
the flight line. Engine start and checkout were normal and we took off and headed 
for Japan. A short time after leaving Tinitm, we flew into the predicted bad 
weather. Rocky called our attention to the propellers which were again outlined by 
halos of white light. This time I was more facinated than frightened with the St. 
Elmos fire phenomenon. Rocky turned off the autopilot and he and Woody took over 
control of the airplane. Soon thereafter we flew into heavy rain, high winds and 
severe up and down drafts. We continued to be severely buffetted by the foul 
weather for several hours. Nearing the coast of Japan, we left the bad weather 
behind. 

Shortly after the break of dawn, we arrived at the assembly area and Rocky 
banked our B-29 to join the circhng airplanes of the 24th Bomb Squadron as he 
deftly maneauvered the big bird into position. Arriving airplanes continued to join 
their respective squadrons. The three squadrons formed up into a group formation 
and together with the other three groups formed up into a wing formation. Other 
B-29 crews formed up similarily into their respective wing formations. Then we 
began our climb as the formations departed in trail for the initial point. Because 
the target area was covered by clouds at an altitude of 20,000 feet, the 
formt:~tions was forced to fly ot t:l lower altitude to remain under the clouds for 
visual bombing. 

The clear weather olso brought out enemy fighters and our formation was 
attacked soon after turning towards the target. Again I heard the sound of sporatic 
machine gun fire as our gunners fired back at the attacking enemy fighters. There 
was also a moderate amount of flflk which increased in intensity as we approached 
the target orea. The formatton turned for the coast as soon as the bombs had been 
released. As we neored the coast, the fighters that had attacked our formation 
throughout the bomb run, left to etteck following B-29 formations approaching the 
target areo. A short time loter, the flight commonder ordered the pilots to break 
up the formation. 

Rocky set up a shallow descent, heading for the Marianas, as I set up the cruise 
control configuration. I periodically crosschecked the instruments and entered 
pertinent data in the flight log. Soon after leaving the coast we reencountered bad 
weather and again we were buffetted by high winds and turbulence. Rocky and 
Woody battled the elements as we were rattled about by the up and down drafts. 
And we flew into rain, which was very heavy at times. It was impossible to relax! 
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Although the weother wos rotten, I didn't poy much ottention to H os my 
attention wos focused on the engine instruments os I watched for ony sign of 
malfunctioning. They continued to operate normally as the hours slowly possed by 
and we finally flew out of the miserable weather. After we landed, I checked the 1 
airplane for domoge and I discovered five jogged holes, apparently caused by flok. 

We heard that flak and enemy fighters really hammered other bombers 
participating in the raid. In all, nine of 473 raiding Superfortresses had been shot I 
down, another went down after being rammed by an enemy fighter and one was lost 
to unknown causes. In addition, 176 bombers had been damaged, mony so badly that 1 
they had to land at lwo Jima during the return flight. One battle damaged bomber 
crashed into the ocean attempting to land at lwo Jima. Another bomber that landed J 
on the island had over 400 flak and bullet holes. It was another rough mission and 
we were fortunate in thot we only received slight damage over Jopon. 

Photos, taken by reconnaisance airplanes otter the bombing, indicated that fifty 1 
percent of the city which included factories, transportation facilities, businesses 
and homes were destroyed. Even though we took a pounding, our bombing had 
improved and another Japanese city wos eliminated from the target list. I 
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CHAPTER 30 .,.,..__ f 

on 7 June, we attended a briefing with other combat crews for an incendiary 
raid against Osaka. The bomb drop was to be accomplished during daylight by B-29 
combat crews from the four bomb wings. We were informed that we would 
encounter bad weather enroute to Japan as a result of a typhoon that was skirting 
Japan. 

We departed for Japan after midnight on our twenty-first mission. Shortly after 
we joined the bomber stream we flew into the predicted bad weather. Again we 
encountered St. Elmos fire that formed spectacular halos around the propellers. 
Rocky disengaged the autopilot and he and Woody manually flew the big bomber as 
we were subjected to violent up and downdrafts with much tossing and bouncing 
around. Several hours later we flew out of the abominal weather. 

I monitored the engine instruments af!d logged pertinent data in the flight log as 
we flew towards the assembly point off the coast of Japan. Early in the morning 
we joined up with our group airplanes that were already circhng in the assembly 
area. As we approached the initial point at our bombing altitude, the formation 
was jumped by enemy fighters. Our gunners fired at the attacking fighters as they 
approached our bomber. The enemy pllots continued to aggressively attack the 
formation as we turned to the heading for Osaka. 

Soon afterwords, an enemy pilot singled out our B-29 and made a firing pass at 
our airplane. Following the attack, I noticed that the number four engine was 
losing power and that the number four engine fire warning hght had come on. The 
left gunner, Mario DiFerdinando, also reported a huge quantity of oil dripping off 
the wing. The enemy pilot had shot up the engine during his attack! 
I notified Rocky that we had lost the number four engine as I moved the mixture 
control to the cutoff position, retarded the throttle, closed the fuel shut-off valve 
and cowl flaps and turned off the ignition switch. He instructed Woody to feather 
the number four propeller as he increased power on the remaining three engines to 
maintain our position in the formation. The propeller gradually slowed down and 
stopped turning as the propeller blades transitioned to the streamlined position. 
Next, I turned the fire extinguisher selector to the number four engine position and 
pulled the fire extinguisher handle. A short tlme later, the fire warning light went 
out indicoting thot the foom hod put out the fire. 

Since there was a cloud cover over the target, the lead bombardier dropped his 
bombs by radar and Denis released our bombs at the same time. The flight 
commander turned for the coast as soon as the bombs had been released. Enemy 
fighter attacks continued until we reached the coast where the fighters left us. As 
soon as the order to break up the formation came, Rocky peeled off and headed for 
the Marianas. He established a gradual descent and set up the optimum airspeed 
that I hfld obtained from the three engine configuration chart. 

We again encountered bad weather a short time after leaving the coast of Japan. 
Although the weather was rotten, my attention was on the operating engines as I 
watched the instuments for any sign of malfunctions. I also kept a close watch on 
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the dwindling fuel supply. The hours slowly passed by and finally we flew out of 
the miserable weather. Soon afterwards, we approached Tinian and with one 
inoperative engine, Rocky made an exce 11 ent landing. 

After engine shutdown, I checked the fuel reserve which was about 400 gallons, 
enough for approximately an additional hour of flight time. Although we met the 
minimum fuel requirements, it was the lowest reserve that we had experienced. I 
also noticed that there was a lot of oll around the number four engine nacelle and 
the wing aft of the engine, after I had deplaned. 

During the debriefing session, I heard that the Japonese hod introduced o new 
weapon 1n an attempt to down our B-29s. Several crew members reported that a 
smoll, mon controlled, rocket-propelled bomb containing wings, hod been observed 
attacking their airplanes. The manned bomb/airplane, was designated "Baka" by our 
airmen, the Japanese word for fool. They were carried by enemy bombers and 
released against our formations. Crew members estimated that the Bakas reached 
speeds up to 600 miles per hour, approaching the speed of sound, as they streaked 
for the B-29s. However, despite their great speed, the Bakas weren't very 
effective as on 1 y one known Superf ortress was 1 ost to these rocket -powered 
bombs. Later on, I discovered that the Baka was a small airplane with a sixteen to 
twenty foot wingspan, which was powered by three powerful rockets. A ton of 
explosives was located in the nose of the fuselage. The rockets operated for about 
forty seconds with the Baka reaching speeds of 400 to 600 miles per hour, 
depending upon the angle of attack. It had a range of thirty-five to forty miles. 
Apparently it was difficult to steer the rocket-propelled bombs as they weren't 
very effective against our bombers. And as the Baka had no landing gear, it carried 
its pilot to certain death. 

A total of forty-eight enemy fighters attacked our formations of 409 bombers 
and eleven B-29s were lost to enemy fighters and flak during this mission. 
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CHAPTER 31 ')_ 1-
0ur missions were coming at a rapid pace with little time for rest and 

relaxation. During late afternoon on 8 June. we joined twenty-four combat crews 
at the briefing room regarding a raid against the Kawasaki Aircraft Factory at 
Akashi, Japan. We would join up with other 6th Bomb Group airplanes off the 
enemy coast early the next morning. It appeared that the Air Force was serious 
about knocking out this factory since our bomb loads consisted of three 4,000-
pound general purpose bombs. We were also informed that lwo Jima based P-51 
fighters would escort the B-29s across the target area during this mission. 

We took off shortly after midnight and arrived at the assembly area a little 
after dawn. We joined the 6th Bomb Group flight of twenty-three airplanes. one 
airplane having aborted the mission. As there was much cloudiness. the bombs 
were dropped into the target area, which was identified by radar. Even though we 
bombed at an altitude of 17,000 feet, I felt the airplane shudder from the 
explosion of those big bombs and I thought that we had finally eliminated the 
aircraft factory. I was thankful that we didn't encounter any enemy fighters or any 
flak. AppEirently the cloud cover also discouraged the enemy defences. The 
formation turned for the coast and shortly after breaking away from the formation 
three P-51 fighters appeared and joined up with our B-29. Apparently the fighter 
pllots had missed the navigational B-29s and decided to tag along with our bomber 
for the return trip to their home base. They were a pretty sight as they flew along 
in formation with us. We escorted them to lwo Jima where they peeled off to land 
at their airfield and we proceeded on to Tinian. 

We heard that our bombing results were poor and that the aircraft factory was 
st i 11 in operation. Again we had been thwarted by bad weather over the target area! 
The on\y good thing about this mission was that no B-29s were lost. 

The field exchange service was improving and there were many more luxury 
items for sale. In addition, Red Cross personnel opened a refreshment booth at the 
rear of the briefing building, where the women served cool refreshments to crew 
members f o 11 owing debriefing i nterrogatl ons. Medics continued to dispense drinks 
of harder character. provided by the government. 

Sixth Bomb Group personnel assembled at the Starlite Theater on the morning of 
11 June, for presentation of medals. Our crew received the Oak Leaf Cluster to the 
Air Medal for sucessfully completing twenty-one missions. 
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CHAPTER 32 J- 3 
on 14 June, we 1 eBmed thBt our next tBrget was the Japanese city of Amagashi, 

west of OsBI<B. It was to be another massive high altitude formation ottock 
scheduled for on eorly morning drop by Superfortresses from the four bomb wings. 
we departed TiniBn around midnight and arrived in the assembly area early the 
next morning. After forming up with other 6th Bomb Group oirplones, we departed 
for the initial point at an altitude of 21,000 feet. However, when the formation 
tumed to the heeding for the target area, a cloud cover appeared which obscured 
the city. Therefore, the bombs were dropped into the torget areo which wos 
identified by rodor. 

The only good thing about the cloud coverage was that very few Japanese 
fighters arose to harass us. Soon after the bombs had been released, Stanley, the 
right gunner, reported oil dripping from th_e trailing edge of the wing. I scanned the 
engine instruments and discovered that we were losing power on the number two 
engine. I informed Rocky of the power loss and initiated my now familiar in flight 
shut down procedures for the inoperative engine: Mixture control to idle cut-off, 
throttle to closed position, fuel shut-off valve closed, cowl flops closed and 
ignition swich off. The propeller went to the streamline position when Woody hit 
the feathering switch and the engine stopped rotating. I jumped when I heard a 
loud hissing noise that appeared to be next to me, a short time later. The 
navigator, Archie, announced that the forward cabin fire extinguisher had 
accidently discharged. He and David Evans succeeded in stopping the flow of foam 
and I returned my attention to the engine instruments. 

After Rocky left the formation, I set up the three engine cruise control config
uration and gave Rocky the optimum airspeed for our return flight. Several hours 
later, Mario, the left gunner, informed me that an oil leak hod developed aft of the 
inboard engine. My review of the number three engine instruments indicated that 
the engine was operating normally. I asked him to keep a close watch on it ond 
report any change in the flow of oil. There was no thought of resting as I continued 
to closely monitor the instruments of the three operating engines, during our 
return flight. Fortunately, they continued to operate normally at the higher power 
settings. Later that afternoon, we arrived at Tinian and Rocky made a good three 
engine londi ng. So ended onother oct ion pocked com bot mission, number 
twenty- three. 

Combat crews of another formation reported several air-to-air bombings. Enemy 
fighters, flying above their formation, dropped phosphorous bombs onto their 
B-29s. Fortunately the aerial bombs were ineffective as only three B-29s suffered 
minor damage. Of 469 B-29s porticipoting in this mission, several were domaged 
and two were lost due to enemy 8Ction. 

Reconaissance photos again indicoted poor bombing results. It was very 
frustrBting to fly oll the way to Jop8n over hostile waters and then encounter 
odverse weather over the target area which negated our bombing efforts! 

Shortly after this mission, we were informed that severol 24th and 39th Bomb 
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Squodron combot crews, ours included, hod been tronsferred to the 504th Bomb 
Group. Our crew wos assigned to the 421 st Bomb Squadron, effective 18 June. Mony 
yeBrs later, I learned thot prior to the overseas movement of the 504th Bomb 
Groups to Tinion, one of it's squadrons hod been transferred to the 509th 
Composite Group located ot Wendover Army Air Field. 

And so we were one of the combat crews reassigned to help bring the 504th 
Bomb Group up to strength. Rocky immediately volunteered our crew for every 
mission assigned to the bomb group. Although we hod been transferred to another 
bomb group, we were allowed to remain in our quonset huts in the 24th Bomb 
Squadron bi vouoc area. 
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CHAPTER 33 /"' '-r 

On 19 June, we attended a briefing with twenty-eight combat crews of the 
504th Bomb Group. A night time incendiary raid against the Japanese city of 
Fukuoka was our next objective. Bombing would be accom1)1lshed by individual 
B-29 crews of the 73rd and 313th Bomb Wings. We took off in 1 ate afternoon and 
headed for the Japanese mainland in a bomber stream. After several hours of night 
flying, we arrived off the coast of Japan about midnight. Archie gave the pilots the 
heading to the target and Denis dropped the bombs into the target area from an 
oltitude of 17,000 feet. Again we didn't encounter ony enemy opposition. 

It was several hours after we left the Japanese coast when dawn arrived. We 
were greeted by a grey, washed out world with a heavy cloud lt1yer tlbove us and a 
dismtlllooking ocean below. Archie called us over the interphone and told us to 
look out the left side of the airplane. I peered out the small window and in the 
distance I saw several parachutes descending towards the ocean. It was a 
startling sight as I looked around for sight of an aircraft. The sky was empty, 
except for the billowing parachutes. 

Rocky reported the parachute incident during the debriefing session. We were 
informed that all combat crews tlnd aircrtlft, partlciptlting in this mission, htld 
either 1 tlnded or been accounted for. In tlddit ion, there wasn't tlny reports of enemy 
airplanes encountering our returning B-29s. It could htlve been tln enemy 
reconntlistlnce tlirplane thtlt had developed mechanictll trouble or ran out of fuel 
and the crew had btliled out. If they were Japtlnese airmen, I'm sure they perished 
since our search and rescue units didn't go looking for them. 

A total of 221 Superfortresses bombed the primary target area at Fukuoka 
without the 1 oss of any bombers. 
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CHAPTER 34 ; _ - .--"" '.t7 

During the ofternoon of 21 June, we joined twenty-nine 313th Bomb Wing 
combat crews at the briefing room. Again the target was the Kawasaki Aircraft 
Factory located at Akoshi. It was to be another daylight bombing effort by our 
bomb wing B-29s carrying general purpose bombs. Since we were to takeoff late 
that night, we loafed for several hours, hod on evening meal and then deported for 
the flight line. Engine start and checkout were normal and we took· off after 
midnight. 

We arrived at the assembly area shortly after down, where we joined the 
circling formation of 504th Bomb Group aircraft, identified by the circled letter 
.E .. on the rudder. The small f ormoti on c 1i mbed to 1 0,300 feet and headed for the 
initial point. Shortly after departing the initial point, enemy fighters appeared and 
two fighters attacked our formation darl)oging several B-29s as we headed for the 
target. Once again I heard the staccato sound of machine gun fire as crew members 
shot bock at the approaching enemy fighters. Our three 4,000-pound bombs were 
released when the lead bombardier dropped his bombs and we headed on our solo 
flight to Tinian. After deplaning, I noticed a bullet hole in the B-29 wing. 

Later on, we heard that our bombing accuracy wasn't too good as little of the 
target hod been destroyed. Our high altitude bombing effort didn't appear to be 
very effective. And although only a small number, twenty-five, of Superfortresses 
participated in this raid, none were lost. 

_____ After a week off, we attended a briefing with twenty-nine other combat crews 
on 28 June. This was to be on incendiary raid, a night time attack against Moji, 
located on the southern shore of the Shimonoseki Straits, again by 313th Bomb 
Wing B-29s. The airplane checked out okay and we took off in late afternoon. When 
we arrived in the target area around midnight, we discovered that the city was 
obscured by clouds. Denis dropped the bombs by radar at our briefed altitude of 
10,200 feet and we headed bock for the Marianas. I was pleased that we didn't 
encounter any enemy airplanes or flak over Japan. Early the next morning we 
landed at our base, thereby completing our twenty-sixth mission. Ninety-four 
B-29s ht:~d porticipt:~ted in this mission t:~nd all retumed safely. 
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On 1 July, we were informed that our next target was the city of Ube, located 
fifteen miles east of the Shomoneseki Straits on the island of Honshu. Thirty-nine 
combat crews were also present at the briefing. It was to be a 313th Bomb Wing 
incendiary raid with each B-29 crew bombing individually around midnight. The 
airplane checked out okay and we departed the island later that afternoon. The 
flight to Japan was routine, long and tiring. When we arrived off the coast of 
Honshu at an al t ltude of 1 0,300 feet, we caul d see that the city was a 1 ready on 
flre as we headed for the target area. As soon as the bombs were dropped, we set 
course for Tinian, arriving at the base in early morning. Apparently the enemy 
defences were weakening as we didn't encounter any enemy fighters or flak. At 
debriefing, we heard that two B-29s from our former 6th Bomb Group, experienced 
loss of power shortly after taking off fro~ the island. Fortunately, the crews 
managed to jettison their bombs and land okay. However, of the 100 B-29s 
participating in the raid against Ube, none were lost. 

I attended the party celebrating the opening of the 6th Bomb Group Officer's Club 
in early July, with the bomb group band providing music for dancing. Many nurses, 
having recently arrived for duty at the new Tinian hospital, attended the affair. 
The nurses had recently been stationed on our island in preparation for expected 
casualties as a result of the planned invasion of Japan latter that fall. The 
Enlisted Men's Club was also formally opened with the help of the Red Cross 
women. 

We were informed that Himiji, located on the northern shore of the inland sea of 
Japan, was our next target when we attended a briefing on the morning of 3 July. 
It was to be another 313th Bomb Wing incendiary raid with the combat crews 
bombing the target individually. As the airplane turned toward Himiji about 
midnight, we noted that the city was aready on fire. Denis released the bombs in 
the target area from an altitude of 10,200 feet and we headed for our home base. 
Again we didn't encounter any enemy fighters or flak. And none of the 106 B-29s 
bombing Hi midi were 1 ost. Post mission photo reconnai sance pictures indicated 
that the B-29s had destroyed the target area and another enemy city could be 
eliminated from the list of priority torgets. 

A short time later the Dick Jergensen show performed at the Starlite Theater. 
Accompanying Dick Jergensen was his bond and several actors. We went early to 
get a seat since many service personnel olso planned to attend. The band played 
songs of the doy whi1e the octors performed in mony timely skits. It wos on 
entertaining show which I thoroughly enjoyed since the talent of some previous 
performers had been of secondary callber, to say the least. 

Meanwhile, the weather had turned o llttle warmer and we spent more time at 
the beaches, swimming and sun tanning. We visited friends among the various 
squadrons and frequently went to the Officer's Club for refreshments. During the 
evenings we attended movies at the Starlite Theater. 
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CHAPTER 36 r---= ~;< __., ~) V 
on 9 July, we were briefed on our next mission, a 313th Bomb Wing incendiary 

raid against Wakayama, Japan. Takeoff was scheduled for 1 ate afternoon and we 
hod o meal prior to our departure for the flight line. The airplane checked out okoy 
and soon we were headed for the Japanese mainland, arriving at the enemy coast 
around midnight. After releasing our bombs from an altitude of 10,700 feet, we 
headed for Tinian. We didn't encounter any enemy fighters or flak during our flight 
over Japan. And fortunately, of the 108 Superfortresses participating in the raid, 
none were lost. 

After severa 1 days off, it was back to work on 12 July, as we prepared to join 
other 313th Bomb Wing Superfortresses for a night time incendiory raid on Tsurgo, 
Japan. We took off in late afternoon and after our cruising airspeed hod been 
established, I set up my first cruise control configuration and moved the fuel 
mixture controls, one by one, to the auto~lean position. 

However, when in the auto-lean position, the number two engine began to 
backfire. I immediately moved the fuel mixture control back to the auto-rich 
position. This resulted in a higher fuel flow to that engine. I kept a close watch on 
the fuel supply and the number two engine instruments as we flew towards Japan .. 
Tsuruga was already on fire when we arrived around midnight. Our bombs were 
released at on altitude of 12,000 feet. Again we didn't encounter any enemy action. 

Shortly after leaving the enemy coost, a check of the fuel supply indicated that 
olthough we had consumed more fuel thon what had been predicted, we would reach 
Tinian okay. The engines continued to operate normally and I was relieved when we 
landed with an adequate fuel reserve. Once again none of the n·inety-one B-29s 
i nvo 1 ved in the raid were 1 ost. 

A week later we proceeded, on 19 July, in a wing bomber stream for a night 
incendiary attack against Chosi. After an uneventful f1 i ght to Japan, we dropped 
the bombs as scheduled about midnight into the target area, from an altitude of 
12,200 feet. Enemy air and ground defences appeared to be definitely weakening as 
again we didn't encounter any opposition. And no B-29s were lost of the ninety-one 
that had participated in the attack. 

We heard that Navy officials were highly pleased with our mining efforts. During 
April, eighteen Joponese ships hod been sunk. In Moy, the count rose to eighty-five 
vessels sunk for a total of 213,000 tons sunk or out of action. During June, 
twenty-three more vessels, totalling 163,000 tons, were sunk. The mines planted 
by the 313th Bomb Wing Superfortresses were apparently sinking enemy vessels 
faster than the Navy's submarines. Another effect of the mining was that Japanese 
ports were paralyzed for five to ten doys at a time while mine sweeping efforts 
were undertaken. 

On 21 July, we and other air crew ond ground personnel were summoned to the 
Starlite Theater for the presentation of medals. Our crew received the Pacific 
Campaign Star and another Oak Leaf Cluster to the Air Medal. 
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CHAPTER 37 S J 
We attended 'abrieflng on 25 July, for a mining mission. We would carry seven 

mines, each weighing 2,000 pounds. which were to be planted in the waters off 
Seishin. near Korea, about 200 miles from Russia. This was to be the longest 
combat mission to date for the 313th Bomb Wing B-29s, a flight of about 4,150 
miles round trip. We were instructed to land at lwo Jima to refuel, either enroute 
to the target or on the way back. Preflight plann·ing indicated that most crews 
wouldn't be able to meet minimum fuel reserve requirements without refueling. 

Each crew member was given a special waterproof packet to carry along on the 
flight. The packet contained two silk cloths. or banners. one with the American 

" 
Flag imprinted on it and the second one imprinted with the Chinese Flag. Both 
banners contained numbers that were assigned to the individual which were 
registered in Chungking. China. The numbe~ on my American banner was 59038 and 
the number on my Chinese banner was W23041. The American banners contained a 
message in Chinese stating that we were American flyers and that money would be 
paid to our benefactors for our safe return to Chinese compatriots. The message 
was also printed in the Annonise, Chinese Loa, French. Korean, and Japanese 
languages. The Chinese bonner hod o similar message printed in the Chinese 
language. These banners were called, respective 1 y, ·American Bl oodchlts" and 
·chinese Bloodchas· among our airmen. 

In addition, each packet contained 1,000 dollars of Chinese currency. The 
purpose of the money was to pay benefactors for the safe return of downed airmen 
to friendly forces in China. I placed the packet in a zippered pocket of my flying 
suit for sof e keeping. 

After taking off later that afternoon, we headed for lwo Jima and landed there 
several hours later, Rocky having decided to refuel on the way to the target. The 
crew deplaned at the refueling oreo ond I supervised the placement of the 
refueling truck to prevent damage to the airplane. It was very hot on the island and 
I noticed that the refueling personnel were covered with perspiration. And they 
were grimy from the volcanic ashes which covered the island. When the equipment 
was in place I returned to my station and monitored the guages as fuel was added 
to the wing tanks. As I waited for the refueling operation to be completed, I 
thought of how different our previous stopover hod been, which hod been under 
extreme 1 y trying conditions. 

When all tanks were full, I deplaned and watched the ground crew remove the 
refueling hoses. I honded them my food snocks ond soft drinks which wos the leost 
I could do for them. They certainly needed some cheering up for being stationed on 
such a forsaken island! Other crew members also gave the refueling personnel 
snacks and soft drinks. Ground personnel asked our gunners if they could inspect 
the aft crew compartments as this was their first opportunity to see the interior 
of a B-29 Superfortress. After the tour of the B-29, they invited our crew 
members to see the inside of several tanks parked near the refueling oreo. 

Soon after the refueling truck hod been removed from the parking area, we took 
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off and headed for the Jopanese moinland. We climbed to 6,000 feet prior to 
overflying the Japanese mainland during the early night hours. Several hours later 
we arrived at our assigned drop zone and planted the mines. We didn't encounter 
any enemy fighters, searchlights or flak during the flight to the drop zone. 
However, as we were flying over Japan on our return, the tail gunner, Charles, 
ca11ed Rocky and reported that it appeared that we were being stalked by an enemy 
fighter. Rocky told the crew to make sure that only needed crew station work 
lights were on and set to the dimmest position possible for accomplishing our 
flight tasks. He olso told Charles to keep an eye on the fighter as we climbed and 
dived and changed our heading several times in on effort to lose the fighter. 
Charles reported that the fighter was still following us in spite of these 
manuvers. 

After several minutes of evasive action, we were all relieved when Archie 
informed the crew that it was the planet Venus that had been sighted by the tail 
gunner. It was a trying time for our crew as we expected the enemy fighter to 
detect our airplane and attack us at any moment! 

The rest of the flight, although tiring, was rather anticlimatic and we landed at 
North Field early in the morning. We didn't feel quite so foolish when we heard 
during debriefing that several other combat crews had also mistaken Venus for an 
enemy fighter. Fortunately, all our B-29s successfully compeleted the long 
mission. 

That evening we attended the USO show, entitled ·ship Ahoy· which 1 enjoyed 
very much. I wrote letters, went swimming, sun bathed and loafed as we waited 
for our next mission assignment. 
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CHAPTER 3tl ) "}-· 
Two days later, on 27 July, twenty-four crews of the 313th Bomb Wing attended 

a briefing for our next mission, the planting of mines in the Shimonoseki Straits. 
later that evening, after a normal engine start and checkout, we taxied to the 
nJnway and initiated our takeoff. 

When we approached the end of the runway and were committed to lift off, I 
noticed that the number two engine oil temperature was rapidly increasing above 
the normal reading. As we lifted off the runway, the oil temperature indicator 
reached the top of the guage, indicating a problem with the engine or the 
instrument. 1 immediately notified Rocky of the abnormal reading and asked right 
gunner Martin Eichelman to keep a close watch on the number two engine exhaust 
area for any evidence of excessive oil leakage or fire. 

Rocky told Woody to notify control tower personnel that we were declaring an 
emergency and to ask for instructions for clearing the flight area. I continued to 
monitor the number two engine instruments, closly watching the fire warning 
indicator. We continued to climb and Rocky turned away from the normal flight 
path as d·irected and circled in the area reserved for B-29s experiencing 
difficulties during takeoff and cllmbout. After we had reached a safe airspeed, 
Rocky reduced power on the number two engine. I noted that the oil temperature 
indicator was still off scale. Since there were no other indications of an engine 
malfunction, Rocky added power to the engine. I thought that the oil temperature 
guage was at fault. However, if the oil temperature guage was inoperative, I 
wouldn't be able to monitor the engine for potential problems during the flight to 
Japan and the return to Tinian .. 

Rocky decided to abort the mission and told Woody to notify ground control 
personnel of his decision. I was glad that he made the decision to land instead of 
continuing on the mission. Denis lnkel jettisoned the mines in the safe 
configuration into the designated drop area near the island. We continued to c·ircle 
in the area until the last airplane had departed on the mission. After landing, 
electrical specie~llsts immediately started their checks on the oil gue~ge e~nd 
circuitry while maintenance personnel checked the engine. The eng·ine checked out 
okay. However, o malfunction was found in the oil temperature electrical line to 
the engine. I was thankful that the engine hadn't malfunctioned. For if the engine 
had foiled, the end·ing might have been tragic. This was our first abort after flying 
thirty-two combat missions! Rocky immediately volunteered our crew for the next 
mission. 

It was a time for resting up as we loafed, visited with friends and went to the 
beaches where we swam and enjoyed the sun for several days. During the evenings 
we went to the movies. 
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r CHAPTER 39 3 2_, -- -
~ ~-W-e .ottended a briefing with other SOSth Bomb Group combat crews for another 
'r' mining effort on 29 July. This would be another long flight, with the drop zone 
J.r located near the Korean P?rt of Roshin, about 100 miles from Ylodisvotich, Russia. 
,.. Again our bomb load cons1sted of seven 2,000-pound mines. We took off and headed 

for lwo Jimo shortly after noon, where we landed and topped off our tanks with 
.. - fuel. Shortly thereafter we departed the island and headed for Japan and Korean 
II' waters. We crossed the Japanese mainland during the night hours and proceeded to 
~ the drop zone where the mines were dropped and turned towards Japan on our 
~ return fhght to Tinian. 

While we were flying over Japan, Martin, the right gunner, called the plJots and 
, . i~formed_ them that there was on enemy ~ighter below us, approaching from our 

nght wh1ch would pass underneath our a1rplane. I looked out my window and 
... spotted the fighter with its cockpit and recognition llghts turned on. My stomach 
11 muscles tightened up when I sow the enemy fighter passing so close to our B-29, 

especially when I could see the enemy pilot in his greenhouse. Fortunately, the 
' enemy pilot didn't spot our blacked out airplane and we continued on course for the 

Marianas. After parking the airplane, I closed out my flight log noting that we had 

' 

been airborne for eighteen hours and forty-five minutes. later, we heard that thts 
was the longest mission, flown by our 313th Bomb Wing B-29s, that was flown by 
any aircraft during World War II. 1 Ihe next briefing was held on 1 August, for another 313th Bomb Wing effort, a 
mine drop near Hamodi, Japan. After a late afternoon and night flight to Japan, we 

I 
planted our mines, seven 2,000 pounders, from an altitude of 8,000 feet and 
headed for our home base on Tinian. The enemy defences were definitely 
weakening as again we didn't see any enemy fighters or encounter any antiaircraft 1 fire and there were no losses of the thirty-seven participating B-29s. 

Several days after our last mission, we were summoned to the theater area for 

I 
the presentation of medals. Our crew received the Distinguished Flying Cross for 
an earlier combat mission. The citation accompanying the medal stated MFor 
extraordinary achievement whlle participating in aerial flight on 24 April '45. 1 These individuals were combat members on a B-29 crew on a bombing mission 
from their base in the Marianas Islands against the Hitashi aircraft plant 

I 
Tachikawa, Japan. After landfall they proceeded with the formation to the initial 
point where they encountered an intense barrage of antiaircraft fire which 
damaged the number three engine of their airplane to the extent that the propeller 

1 hod to be feathered. In spite of the condition of their plane, and the fact that 
enemy flghters hod singled them out for attacks, they continued on and dropped 

I 
their bombs on the assigned target with excellent results. The courage, determin
ation, and spirit of these crew members, who have completed more than twenty
eight sorties against the enemy reflects great credit on themse 1 ves and the Army 1 Air Forces.M As we waited for our final mission, we loafed and went to the beaches 
where we swam and enjoyed the sun. During the evenings we went to the movies. 
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CHAPTER 40 
On 5 August, our crew was summoned to a specialized briefing. We were inform

ed that we would be part of the search and rescue team and that we would fly a 
Super Dumbo B-29 on this mission. Our ossi gnment wos to f1 y near the coast of 
Japan and rendezvous with a submarine. Information on the takeoff time, cruising 
and orbiting altitudes, estimated time of arrival at the rendezvous area and 
coordinates for l'inking up with the submarine was provided. The departure time 
for our return flight to Ttnian was omitted as we were told to circle on station 
for a minimum of two hours. The briefers didn't give us any additional details. 

At the end of the briefing, the 504th Bomb Group chaplain presented each crew 
member a Round Trip Ticket. On my cord was printed the following 'This ticket is 
issued to 1st. Lt. Lawrence W. Stewart, 504th Bomb Group, as a guarantee for the 
safe completion of his 35th mission over the Japanese mainland and entitles him 
to a safe journey." I thanked him for the card and fervently hoped that it was on 
omen of a successful final mission. 

Late that night we headed for the flight line and I checked that the survival gear 
was up loaded into the bomb bays of the B-29. I noted that we had slightly over 
7,400 gallons of gasoline on board. At two thirty-five in the morning on 6 August, 
we took off and proceeded to the coast of Japan. We arrived there at nine o'clock 
and David Evans contacted the submarine. Rocky set up a flight pattern at on 
altitude of 5,000 feet as briefed. We continued to orbit in the designated area 
until eleven o'clock when our fuel supply was getting low. We hadn't received any 
information about the raiding B-29s. Rocky told David to inform submarine 
personnel that we were deporting for Tinion. Later that afternoon, we landed at 
North Fie 1 d hav·i ng 1 ogged fourteen hours tmd twenty-five minutes, our shortest 
mission to the Japanese Islands. Mission thirty-five had been successfully 
completed! 

At debriefing, we were informed that a lone B-29 from the 509th Composite 
Group had destroyed a Japanese city with o single bomb. We thought that the 
debriefers were trying to be funny, since it seemed to be an impossible feat. 

However, the next day the destruction of Hiroshima by an atomic bomb was 
officially confirmed. The B-29, known os the Enola Gay, had delivered the first 
otomtc bomb ogo1nst Jopon. And we hod participated in this historic mission by 
flying as part of the search and rescue teom. 

Our combat missions against Japan hod been completed and we waited for orders 
that would return us to the states. Our crew had participated in many types of 
missions: high a 1t itude formation drops ogai nst Japanese targets during daytl me, 
alone in low level incendiary attacks ot night, formation bombing of Kamikaze 
airfields, mining operations, and search ond rescue operations including the first 
atomic strike at Hiroshima. 

Our shortest mission was seven hours and twenty minutes to Truk and our 
longest mission was eighteen hours and forty-five minutes to Rashin, North Korea. 
Most of our missions were approximately thirteen to fifteen hours long. We had 
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some rough missions, come close to boiling out during one flight and we were 
momentarily unsure of our location dunng two missions. I felt that I had 
performed as a competent and able flight engineer during our combat missions. 
And we olways arrived at our final destination with an adequate fuel reserve. I 
sweated out the takeoffs of our heavy and overloaded B-29s, and I dreaded the 
ever potential threat of enemy fighters and flak while flying over and around the 
Japanese mainland. However, my biggest fear dunng each combat flight was of an 
engine foilure or battle damage that would force us to abandon our aircraft. I felt 
thot Rocky's crew ond I hod been on excellent flight crew, even though we hodn't 
trained or flown together until we flew os o combat crew out of Tinton Island. 

I was fortunate in that I was assigned to his crew. Rocky was a top notch pilot 
and his crew members were experts in their assigned positions. 1 didn't worry 
about getting lost as both Archie Mi1ler and Denis lnkel demonstrated their 
professionalism during our combat missions to Japan and our return to the 
t1arianas. All crew members performed their tasks in a professional manner and 
were instrumental in the successful completion of our tour of duty. And, except 
for one potentially disastrous flight when we made an emergency landing at lwo 
Jima, we returned to Tinian upon completion of each mission. 

Because we were one of the last 6th Bomb Group combat crews to arrive at 
Tinion, we storted our combot flying severol weeks later thon other 6th Bomb 
Group combat crews. Vet our crew was one of twenty combat crews assigned to 
the 6th and 504th Bomb Groups completing thirty-five missions, a tour of duty in 
the Marian as Is 1 ands, prior to the end of the war. We competed our missions in a 
little over five months and I logged 5,115 combat hours flying from Tinian Island. 
Rocky's volunteering to fly every mission paid off as we were one of the flrst 
crews pi eked to return stateside. 

However, without the long and tiring efforts of ground support personnel who 
serviced, maintained and repaired the mighty Superfortresses, we wouldn't have 
been able to complete our thirty-five missions in such a short time span. The 
ground crews and crew chiefs performed an outstanding job in readying the 
airplanes in time for our missions. This was especially true during the March fire 
raids when the airplanes were prepared for flight almost overnight after each 
mission. We completed thirty-two missions without once aborting the flight. And 
when we aborted the next mission, after taking off, it wasn't due to an engine 
malfunction. It was due to an abnormahty in an oil temperature recording llne! 

Upon completion of our tour of duty, we loafed ond enjoyed life while we waited 
for our return to the states. Meanwhile, B-29 combat sorties against Japan 
continued. On 9 August, a second atomic bomb was released over Nagasaki and 
hostilities against Japan officia1ly ended on the 15th of August. Soon afterwards 
we heard the good news that Lt. Boyington and his crew were okay. Their B-29 had 
been hit and severely damaged by flak during their combat mission over Tokyo, 
forcing the crew to bail out near Tokyo. They were picked up by Japanese soldiers 
and placed in an army prison camp until their release at the end of the war. 
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CHAPTER 41 
I received orders on the 15th of August, releasing me from the 313th Bomb Wing 

end reassigning me to the Rest and Recreational Center APO 953, located at 
Seipen, for rotation to the continental area of the United States. I packed my 
be 1 ongi ngs in my B-4 Bag and foot 1 ocker. I turned in the foot 1 ocker at the 421 st 
Bomb Squadron equipment building for shipment to my home in the Soo. When I 
turned in my flight and survival equipment, I was told to keep my sun glasses and 
several items of flight gear that had been issued to me at Kearney, Nebraska since 
they were overage items for the squadron. And finally, I checked out from the 
bomb squadron. Later that day, I joined other military personnel at the flight llne 
with my B-4 Bag and boarded a C-47 transport airplane for the short flight to 
Saipan. We were trucked from the air field to the embarkation area where we 
waited for transport to the states vie naval vessels. It was interesting, to say the 
least, that the pilots were flown home while the rest of us had to travel by ship. 
Because many military personnel had preceeded me to the embarkation area, I had 
to wait for my turn for a ride stateside. I was assigned to a barracks room which I 
shared with a junior officer and we were assigned menial tasks, such as removing 
nails from scrapped lumber, while waiting for our return to the states. Several 
days after my arrival at the embarkation area, an Army Air Force inspection team 
showed up and demanded to see my lugg6ge. They confiscated ell the flight items 
given to me, including the sunglasses. When I protested this action, they said to 
show them a bill of sale for the items. I didn't have a sales slip or bill of sale and 
so they took the items. Later, I heard that the confiscated items were either 
destroyed or dumped into the ocean. What a waste! 

Finally, on the 30th of August, I boarded a Liberty ship bound for San Francisco 
a 1 ong with five other Air Force officers. Prior to arriving at Sai pan, the ship had 
been hit by a typhoon, knocking out one of the twin engines. As a result we 
travelled at half speed and spent three weeks at sea on our way to the states. I 
enjoyed watching the antics of the ·Flying· fish as they leaped out the water and 
raced alongside and ahead of the ship. I had heard about the flying fish and now I 
was seeing them in action. Several days out of Seipan, the crew turned on the 
ship's exterior lights during the night hours for the first time since the Pearl 
Harbor attock. It was quite o sight to see oll the lights turned on! While chipping 
paint from ship structures with the crew, I experienced pain in my groin. Vears 
later, I found out that I had injured my bock during the paint removal process. 

We arrived at San Francisco on 22 September and were transported to the Camp 
Beale Reception Center Number 14, locoted on Angel Island. Debriefing followed 
and we were checked for infectious diseases. Meanwhile, as I was detained at the 
camp for severa 1 days awaiting orders, I was issued a ration card for obtaining 
tobacco and I received a certificate with which to purchase one pair of shoes. I 
was informed that these items were in short supply in the states. When my orders 
finally arrived, I was granted a delay, enroute to the AAF Redistribution Station at 
San Antonio, Texas for f·inal processing and separation. 
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CHAPTER 42 
on 28 September, I left the camp and travelled by train to St. Paul and by 

Greyhound bus to St. Cloud. When I anived at St. Cloud, I took a cab to the home of 
Aunt Erma and Uncle Frank. They weren't home, so I entered their house and 
immediately stripped and took a bath, my first real bath since I left the United 
states, as the military only furnished shower stalls for washing up. I was relaxing 
in the front room when Aunt Erma and Uncle Frank anived home. They didn't know 
that I was coming and it was quite a surprise for them. I stayed with them for 
several weeks and then I reported to on Army post ot St. Paul for my separation 
physical as directed by the mllitary. An Army dentist pulled my wisdom teeth even 
though the gum of one tooth was infected. Upon completion of my physical, I took a 
passenger train for the Soo where I anived in early November. Shortly after I 
arrived, I went to see the local dentist t_o treat my infected gums and after 
several treatments he knocked out the infection. 

Mother informed that she had purchased a small cabin on Reynolds Lake near 
Kalamazoo and was planning on moving there before the end of the year. I enjoyed 
travelling around the Soo, going to the local night spots and visiting with my 
family and friends while I waited for orders. 

They finally arrived, directing me to report to Kelly Army Air Base located near 
San Antonio on 14 November, 1945. I was allotted seven dollars a day for travel 
expenses and I decided to drive my car since it was an opportunity to see the 
countryside enroute to my discharge station. I went to the local Montgomery Ward 
store to purchase new tires for my car. However, when I asked for the tires, the 
salesman wouldn't sell them to me. I was told that they were rationed items and 
only certain individuals could purchase them. I asked to see the store manager and 
after I showed him my travel orders, he okayed the sale. 

Early on the 11th of November, I deported by automobile for San Antonio. My trip 
was enjoyable as the highways were virtually deserted due to the shortage of 
tires for civilian use. I travelled all day, only stopping for gas end late each night 
I checked into a hotel for rest. On my lest night, prior to reaching San Antonio, I 
checked into a hotel where I was entertained by a host of large cockroaches. I left 
the overhead light on to discourage them from crawling around my room and reel 
early the next morning I checked out of that hotel! 

I arrived at Sen Antonio and checked into a hotel in the downtown area on 13 
November. The next day I drove to nearby Kelly Field for processing. I was 
informed that the separation procedure would take at least a week. As I was still 
on flying status and hadn't flown since I left the Marianas, I was directed to fly in 
a C-47 airplane and log observer time prior to my discharge, in order to receive 
my flight pay for those three months, which I did. 

While going through the separation process, I ran into Jim Thornton, my former 
roommate at Vale University. Jim suggested that we drive to Denver during the 
weekend so that he could visit a girl friend. We departed very early Saturday 
morning in my t'lercury and arrived at Denver later that night. Jim's girl friend 
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invited a friend to join us and we travelled around the city visiting local bars and 
I had a good time. It was after midnight when we headed back for San Antonio. It 
was a very long and tiring ride and I immediately tumbled into bed later that 
afternoon. 

During the evenings we drove around the city to see the sights. One night I was 
stopped by a local policeman. He said that I had been speeding and asked to see my 
driver's licence. Noting that we were 1n uniform, he let me go with a warning 
ticket, stating that he didn't want to catch me speeding again or the next time he 
would give me a speeding ticket. I believed him and I obeyed all local traffic nJles 
during my stay in the San Antonio area. 

During the separation process, I was asked if I wished to stay in the Army Air 
Corps or be discharged. When I asked if they would send me back to finish college, 
I was told thflt they had no intention of sending me to school. So I opted for a 
discharge. At my fi na 1 physi ca 1, the ex ami hi ng doctor determined that 1 was in tip 
top shape. Shortly thereafter I was discharged from the active component of the 
Army Air Corps. However, before I departed, I signed up for the Army Air Corps 
Reserve. 
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CHAPTER 43 
Early the next morning after my discharge, I packed up and headed North towards 

lower Michigan, alone, since I hadn't heard of any one wanting a ride in that 
direction. It felt good to be out of the military and on my own again. I enjoyed the 
return trip and several days later I pulled into the driveway of our new home at 
Reynolds Lake. 1 rejoined mother, grandmother, Corinne and Van. Van was a school 
teacher at the Kalamazoo high school and he and Corinne had gotten married while 
1 was in the military. And I met Leslee, their young daughter. Being with the 
family during the holiday season at Reynolds Lake was o great event! I received 
notice during February that I had been accepted into the Officer's Reserve Corps, 
Army of the United States, with an effective date of 14 January, 1946. 

I enjoyed the country life and one day Corinne and I went to a restaurant in Paw 
Paw, a small town about five miles frol'l') Reynolds Lake. I was pleasantly surprised 
to discover that the restaurant served real ice cream. I had three banana splits 
before I satisfied my craving for ice cream. It was the first ice cream that I had 
eaten in a long time and I really enjoyed it! 

Thot spring I helped mother expond the basement ond repair the cobin ond when 
she decided to raise chickens and sell eggs, I helped in the building of a chicken 
coop. Meanwhile, I received notice from the United States Army that I had been 
promoted to permanent 1st. Lieutenant in the Air Force Reserve Forces with an 
effective date of 11 May, 1946. 

I visited with Aunt Della and Uncle Pat at their country home located several 
miles from Reynolds Lake. Pat, having served in the Army prior to and during WW 
II, had also been discharged from the Army, at his request. He rented the country 
home and had purchased an old truck to start a hauling business. Shortly thereafter 
he sold out and reenlisted in the Army Air Corps. Eventually, he was assigned to 
Chanute Field, an Air Force Training base, as on instructor. 

I decided to return to college in June ond resume my educotional pursuits and 
st-,ortly thereafter I headed North for Houghton in my trusty automobile. I enrolled 
for the summer term and established residence at the newly built college 
dormitory. After I had settled in, I called Jeanette for a date and from then on we 
paired up as we travelled around Houghton and surrounding areas. Mother and 
Corinne visited me in the ftlll t'lnd met Jet'lnette, her stepmother and father. Mother 
and Jeanette's father enjoyed each other's company very much. 

Prior to graduation in June, representatives from several manufacturing 
companies interviewed groduoting students os potential employees. After severo! 
interviews, I accepted t'l job with the Allis-Chalmers Engineering Company located 
in West Allis, a suburb of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

When I had landed my job with Allis-Chalmers, I asked Jeanette to spend a 
weekend with me at Reynolds Lake. That Saturday night while we were alone in a 
darkened 1 i vi ng room, in somewhat of a romantic setting, I proposed marriage and 
Jetmette accepted. We set our wedding date for the following January. 
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EPILOGUE 

I continued to work at Allis-Chalmers until I was recalled to active duty by the 
StrateQic Air Command, or ·sAc· of the United States Air Force as o flight 
engineer on the mighty B-36 bomber in the fall of 1951. After completing the B-36 
Refresher Course at Chanute AFB, Illinois, I was assigned to a combat crew at 
Walker AFB, New Mexico. The combat crew was later upgraded to Lead status, one 
of the highest combat crew designations in SAC. I was promoted to Captain in the 
Air Force Reserve Force and during my last year 1n SAC, I earned a temporary 
·spot· promotion to Major. I was also designated as an instructor flight engineer 
on an evaluation crew. When the B-36s were deactivated at Walker AFB, I lost my 
spot promotion. And after my discharge from active duty during the summer of 
1963, I joined the civilian work force as Q Nuclear Safety Engineer at Kirtland 
AFB, Albuquerque, New Mexico. I also rejoined the A·ir Force Reserve Forces and 
was promoted twice. Several years later I retired from the United States Air 
Force in the grade of Lieutenant Colonel, thereby completing my military career. 
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Aviation Cadet Stevvart in rnilitary gear A vi at ion Cadet Stewart with rifle 

BucCI Raton. Florida 

... . ~ ' ..... ' ... "•~- --· 

Camping out as part of training 

I NE'\V HAVEN. Conn. , A ·c La"·· 
>·cnce \V .. Stewart. son of Cecilia 
Stewart of 600 Gros Car Av e .. 

: Sault Ste. :vlat·ie. has mtcrerl the · 

II Arm~· Air F'01·cns technicnl school ' 
,. nl 1 r~ J e unl\·erst:_,. "·here he will 
:: undergo intcnsl\·e training pointed 
·towA rd his becoming A. technic~ I 
officH .:t l A it-c:·:1.ft ~1ainten~n ce En
;rinc~r ir.g "·it h the rnnk of Second 
Lirutcn o nt. 

CnurC>0S he will !RI<P while .<fil.-
. tionrrl hnt• will inclurlP the pnn
cirle~ of aircr"f: con.,tructton il.nd 
oret·,,Lio n . HP w ill lcat·n hn"· to 
l'rpa ir. n1 :.1in 1;u n Anri insp~ct air
planes .1: :~ .: \· :.nc:~d fl,·in,c:- 1\Chool« 
from "· iu c:t rl :tn •s ~<el of f on thrir 
combat nl J .s~inn~ ~1 nd \\'herr t he only 
hc: tlllif' .<: ,n·:til<' h le mav be hand 
tools with possibly a few portable 
mn chtnr too~s. 

Aftct· bei •1g· commi.ssioned. CRrld · 
Stf'\\·ari \\"ill ll:l\'e comn1and of a 
L'!'CW of P.nlis~N l n1cn who hR\'P hcen 

trn.incd at otiH•t· Army Air Force.< 
Tcchnic:tl Training- CommRnrl 
:-:~hool::. rt . .:S . ...:: !'I':C irt!i;;tf; in air craft 
mcc:>nn icc \V ith hi,; ct·p"· he \\'ill 
ilf'l ch;:n ·.=rrl \\"ith thr.: exPcution of 
:1ll ;u rcr,.ft nHltntcnance ~~ -~ • ,g-n
rn cnt .. < t h 'lt tice leclicel O>tff•t t n 
which ~ 1 c may he att<tched demands . 

Notice in hometown (Soo) paper 



Aviotion Cadet Stewart at Yale University 

- -- · --:::::. "' .,. __ 
"'a' 0 .711> . 

Commissioned as a 2nd Lieutenant at Vale University 
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